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The basic principles of special relativity involved in Monte Carlo transport 
problems are developed with emphasis on the possible transmutations of particles, 
and on computational methods. Charged particle ballistics and polarized scattering 
are included, as well as a discussion of colliding beams. 
I. PARTICLE DYNAMICS 
1. The Parameters of a Particle 
I n  an  iner t ia l  f rame Y~ of  events  (R ,  t), a def in i te  type of  par t ic le  is 
ass igned a constant  proper mass m >- O. For  a mater ia l  part ic le  (e lectron,  
meson,  nuc leon , . . . )  m is posit ive,  be ing  the rest  mass,  or  mass  of the  
par t i c le  at rest  in Z, whereas  an  immater ia l  part ic le  (photon ,  neut r ino , . . . )  
has  a proper  mass  m : 0. 
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A particle moving on a trajectory (R(t ) ,  t) has velocity V =/~,  and speed 
v = IV  I---0, its direction "t" (if v > 0) being determined by the relation 
V = v't', where I ~t, 1= 1. If ds/dt  > 0 for the arc length s, it follows from 
the identity 
dR ds 
vq/ = V-  
ds dt 
that v = ds/dt  and 't" = dR/ds ,  the direction of the trajectory tangent. 
I f  m = 0, the speed v has the constant value c ~ 3 × 10 l° cm/sec,  
whereas 0 _< v < c if m > O. It is customary to write fl = v /c  _< 1, and also, 
fo rm>O,  
y = 1 / (1  - /32)1 /2  ~ 1. 
Some relations frequently used are 
v-2 +/32 ___ 1, /3 = (1 - v -2)  1/2, 
T/3 = (3 '2 -- 1) 1/2, `/(1 - - /3 ) -3 ' (1  +/3)  = 1. (1) 
At time t, a particle has a positive mass M. For a material particle, M is 
speed dependent, being determined by 
M = my _> m > 0. (2) 
However, the mass M of an immaterial  particle is an independent parame- 
ter, which may have any positive value. 
The momentum of a particle is the vector 
P=MV 
of magnitude p = I P I = Mv. Since V = vq', we infer that P = Mv~t ' = pq], 
so that P also determines the direction ,I~. 
Particles of both kinds, with m -> 0, may be treated in a uniform way by 
virtue of the "val idity condition": 
A number M and Vector P are possible values of the mass and momentum of 
a particle of proper mass m >- 0 iff they satisfy the conditions 
M > 0, p2 = c2(M 2 _ m2). (3) 
(The nonrelativistic analog is p2 = 2ink.) 
The energy of a particle is defined as E = Mc 2, its proper energy ("rest 
energy" if m > 0) being e = mc 2 >-- O. The excess k = E - e of E over e is 
called the kinetic energy of the particle. Note that k = E = cp if m = 0, 
while k = e (` / -  1) ----- ½My 2 >- lmv2 for a material particle. In fact, ½My 2 = 
½E/32 = ley/32, and 3,//32 --- , / -  1 is easily verified from (1). 
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The "mechanical" parameters (P, M, m) subject to (3) determine all 
other parameters of a point particle. So do its energy parameters (cP, E,  e), 
which are more convenient in computation. The latter satisfy the important 
relations 
Eft = cp = (E  2 - e2)  '/2 (m >--- 0), "t = E /e ,  (4) 
fl = cp /E ,  yfl = cp /e ,  2t - 1 = k /e  (m > 0). 
In Monte Carlo practice, one may employ the parameters (,t', k, e) for 
which we have (for e > 0) 
7 = 1 + (k /e ) ,  fl = (1 - 7-2) 1/2 , E = ey, 
ep = e~,  ce  = cp , ,  v = cB. (5 )  
The net force acting on a particle is by definition F =/ i ,  a "free" particle 
being one with F = 0, hence with P, M (cf. (3)), and V = M-  lp constant on 
its linear trajectory R(  t ) = R o + Vot. 
Differentiating in (3) shows that ( MV)  . P =-- P .  P = c2Mifl, and hence 
we have the power input 
F .  V=/ i .  V= e23)/= t =/~. (6) 
Moreover, if F = -g rad  ~(R), we also have 
F-V= ( -gradq~).  V = -e) 
and the combined relations 
/~=F.V=-q , ,  
showing that k + q, is constant on the trajectory. 
The work done by a force F on a particle, between points 0 and 1 of its 
resulting path, is given by 
/0' /0 W = F .  qds  = F .  Vdt  (ds /d t  > 0). 
From above, we see that 
k l  - ko  = W = ¢o - ¢i- (7 )  
For example, a positive electron, of charge q esu, in an electrostatic field 
~ '=-grade)  (dyne/esu = volt/cm), due to a potential e)(R) (volt = 
erg/esu), is subject o a force 
F : q@-= -grad(qe))dyne. 
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I f  the difference in (electrical) potential ~ between points 0, 1 of its resulting 
trajectory is 1 Volt (=  10S/c esu volt), the corresponding k.e. increase is 
kl - ko = q~o -- q~l = q( lOS/c)  = 1.6022 X 10 -12 erg, 
a unit of energy called the electron-Volt (eV). 
1 keY = 103 eV, 1 MeV = 106 eV, 1 BeV = 1 GeV = 109 eV. 
Thus the electron rest energy e = mc 2 is 0.51100 MeV. (See the Tables for 
physical constants.) 
Every particle is assigned a frequency p = E /h ,  and (if v > 0) a wave- 
length ~ = h /p ,  where h is Planck's constant. Clearly we have 
~v = E /p  = c/ f l  >-- c 
with equality iff/3 = 1, m = 0. Thus ~ is the ordinary wavelength (c /v )  for 
a photon, and the "de Broglie" wavelength /Mv  for a material particle. 
The equation 
X(cp) = hc 
yields the simple numerical relation 
X(fermi) × cp(BeV) = 1.2399, (8) 
where cp = v/E 2 -- e 2 (= E when m = 0). Thus a 1.24 BeV (k.e.) electron 
has wavelength -~ 1 fermi = 10-13 cm. 
The Compton wave length ~c of a material particle of rest energy e > 0 is 
an intrinsic parameter, defined as the wavelength of a photon having energy 
equal to the rest energy of the particle. Such a photon has the wavelength 
h e = c/u = hc /hv  = hc /e  = h /mc.  
Applying (8) to the photon shows that 
hc( fermi  ) X e(BeV) = 1.2399 
numerically. F rom the above value of e for the electron one finds its 
Compton wavelength to be ?t c = 0.02426 .~. The relation ~,c e = he = ?tcp 
shows that 
Xc/~ = cp/e  = 3'/3 = (7 :  - 1) '/z, 
and therefore 
> >~-  > 
?t c = ?t as 3' = or as fl = 1/~2. 
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Thus the wavelength of any material particle becomes less than its Compton 
wavelength Xc when X = 1 + k /e  exceeds ¢~-, while its kinetic energy k 
becomes greater than its rest energy e when 3' exceeds 2. For an electron the 
critical values of k are 212 keV and 0.511 MeV, respectively. 
Note 1. It is sometimes convenient o replace the time t by the distance 
parameter "r= ct, with the corresponding dimensionless "velocity" 
= aR/a ,  = V /c  = B,,  Bz) = 
in terms of which we have 
(9) 
cP = EV. (10) 
EXAMPLE 1. 
MeV has 
3' = 13/5, fl = 12/13, 
X= 1 .03f<X c=2.48f ,  
and 
A particle of rest energy e = 500 MeV and k.e. k -- 800 
E -- 1300 MeV, cp = 1200 MeV, 
v = 2.77 × 10 l° cm/sec,  
p = 6.41 × 10 -14 gm cm/sec.  
Note that 
?tv = 3.25 × 101° > c, 
k = 800 > ½Mv 2 = ½EB 2 = 554 > ½my 2 = ½eB 2 = 213 MeV. 
2. A Relativistic Gas 
Consider a homogeneous i otropic gas of n part ic les/crn 3, each of proper 
mass m (_> 0), of which the fraction f (k )dk  have k.e. on (k, k + dk), 
0 < k < o0. The numerical flux of particles, in the indicated ranges of k, 
and spherical coordinates (0, @) for direction, is seen from Fig. 1 to be 
N( k, O, qJ ) dk dO dep 
= n(AA.  vAt cos O)f (k )  dk((sin 0 dO dqO/4zr ) /AAAt  
= (n/47r) v f (k )  ak sin 0 cos 0 dO deo per cm 2 sec, 
where v = v(k)  is the speed as a function of k.e. 
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~= fo~ fo"/2(2pcosO)N(k,O)dkdO = (n /3 )  pv 
in dyne/cm 2 = erg /cm 3, with p = p(k). 
The k.e. per cm 3 on (k, k + dk) is 
K(k) dk = k.  nf(k) dk, 
with the total energy density 
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FIG. l. Flux of a gas. 
Successive integrations, on 0 _< ~ _< 2~r, 0 < 0 -< ~r/2, and 0 < k < oe, 
show the various resulting (one-way) fluxes to be 
N( k, O) dk dO = (n/2)vf( k ) dksinOcos 0dO, (1) 
N(k ) dk = (n/4)vf(k ) dk, (2) 
N = (n/4)e per cm 2 sec, (3) 
while the k.e. flux is 
fo ~kN(k) dk - -  e rg /cm z see. q~ = = (n /4 )  kv (4) 
Regarding the pressure ~ at a "wal l"  as the total change of normal 
component  of momentum per sec per cm 2 we find from (1) 
(s) 
fo°~K ) dk n/~erg/cm 3. K= (k  = 
(6) 
(7) 
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For a gas of photons (m = 0, v = c, k = E = cp = hv)  at "temperature" 
0 = sT, the function K(k)  in (6) is the "Planck density" (0 < k < oo) 
K(k)dk  = 87r (hc) -3k  3dk / (e  k/° - 1) erg/cm 3. (8) 
With this as a starting point, we infer from (6) that 
nf(  k ) dk -- 8~r( hc ) -3k  2 dk /  ( e g/° - 1) (9) 
and upon integration (Note 1) find that 
n = 16~r~(3)(hc)-3O 3 photons/cm 3 (10) 
is the (temperature dependent!) numerical density. Hence from (9), the 
probability of k on (k,  k + dk)  is 
f (k )  elk = (2~(3)03)-1k 2 dk/ (e  k/° - 1). (11) 
On the other hand, integration of (8) shows the total energy density to be 
K = (8/ /15)qrS(hc)-304 = nlc, (12) 
so from (10) and (12) the average photon energy is 
~: = K in  = ~r40/30~(3) erg. (13) 
Evaluation of (3), (4), (5) is now trivial, since v(k )  =-- c, and pv = cp = k. 
Thus, the numerical flux is 
N = (n /4 )c  = 41r~(3)c(hc)-303 photons/cm 2 sec (14) 
carrying an energy 
= (n /4 )d := (c /4 )K  = (2 /15)~rSc(hc) -304 =-- oT  4 (15) 
erg/cm 2sec, where o is the "Stefan-Boltzmann" constant. Finally, we have 
for the radiation pressure 
P = (n /3) /~= K/3  erg/cm 3, (16) 
where K is given by (12). 
Note 1. The values given for n and K may be verified from the formula 
I ( s )  = x ~- '  dx / (e  x - 1) = F(s)~'(s), s > 1, (17) 
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where F(s) ---- f~xS- le -~ dx (s > 0) is the F-function, with values F(s) = (s 
- 1)!, s = 1,2,3,. . .  (0!-- = 0), and f(s) = ~,~=1 m-s  (s > 1) is the Riemann 
f-function. One knows f(3) = 1.2021 and ~(4) = "1r4/90. The formula (17) 
results from term-wise integration using the geometric series 
e-X~ (1 - e -x )  ~- ~ e -rex, 
m=l  
x>0.  
Note 2. For a relativistic material gas, the functions v = v(k) ,  p = p(k )  
may be obtained explicitly from the relations 
"y = 1 + k /e ,  /3 = (1 - ~,-2) l/z, 
v : c/3, cp = "l/3e. 
Note 3. For comparison, we list below the main results for the Planck 
photon gas and the nonrelativistic material Maxwell gas. The averages for 
the latter are easily derived from the Maxwell energy distribution, the 
relations v = (2k /m)  1/2, pv = 2k, and the properties of the F-function 
(Table V). 
Planck Maxwell 
n ---- 16~r~(3)(hc)-303, m = 0 
f (k )  dk = (2~(3)03) - ' k  2dk / (e  k/° - l) 
v~c 
]¢= ~r 40/30~'(3) 
kv = ck 
pv  = 
K = nk  = (8/15)rrS(hc)-304 
fl C 
N=~v =~n 
n c q, = = 
H- -  
62 = 5 pv  = K /3  
n, m > 0 given constants 
f (  k ) dk = 2 0 -3 /2k l /2e -k / °  dk 
~r 
= 2(2/~rm)1/201/2 
kv  = 4(2 / 'n 'm) l /203/2  
pv = 2lc = 30 
K = nk= ~nO 
N = 4 ~ = (n /2 ) (2 /~m) l /201/2  
n - -  
4~ = ~ kv = n(2/'rrm)l/203/2 
n 2 
= n0 =3/¢  
Note 4. The Maxwell density f (k )  of Note 3 may be deduced from two 
hypotheses concerning the velocity distribution, and the perfect gas equa- 
tion of state PV = RT. Let P(v  x, Vy, v~) be the probability density for the 
velocity V = (v x, Vy, vz). From the isotropy assumption 
I . e (v~,Vy ,V~)  = F(v) ;  v=lV  I , 
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follows the identity of the marginal densities 
p~(w) =-p,(w) --pz(w) --p(w). 
From this and the independence hypothesis 
II. P(vx, l)y, "Oz) = px(l)x)" py(Vy), pz(Vz), 
we obtain the equations 
P(1)x) " P ( 'Oy)  " P(~z) ~ F(v), 
~+v:+~-v  2 
For an arbitrary curve V -  V(s), through the point (%, vy, %), and lying 
on the sphere V -- v, we have then 
p'(v~)v: + p'(v,)v: + p'(v,)v; _ o, 
?(~x) p(~y) p(~,) 
It follows that 
v : ;  + VyV: + ,::4 --- o. 
(p'(vx)/p(vx), p'(v,)/p(Vy), p'(Vz)/p(v,)) -(v,, v,,, v.) . K, 
where K is a constant. Hence 
p'(w)/p(w) = --w/o 2, o > 0 constant, 
and 
where 
is determined from 
p(w) = Ae -w=/202, 
A = (2"/rO2) -1/2 
f~p( ) 1= w dw. OG 
Hence 
P( v x, vy, vz) dvx dvydv z = A3e-: /2°2 dvxdvydv z -- O( v, O, e~ ) av aS dq~, 
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where the latter is the density for speed and direction in spherical coordi- 
nates. This yields 
Q( v, O, qJ ) dv dO dep = A3e-V2/2O2( vZsin O) dO dq~ dv, 
whence 
q( v) dv = 4"trA3v2e -v2/2az dv 
gives the marginal speed density. Fromf(k) dk = q(v) dv, where k = ½my 2, 
then follows 
dk = (2/( -~)(02m)-3/2kl /2e -k/°2m dk. f (k )  
The mean of pv = mv 2 = 2k is therefore 
-~  = 2 fo~kf( k ) dk = 3o2m. 
This serves to evaluate the constant 0 2 by appeal to the equation @V -- RT 
= NoKT = NoO, or 
@=nO. 
For, we know from (5) that 
and hence 
nO=@= -~pv = (3o2m) =n(oZm).  
Thus o2m --- 0, and we therefore have 
f (k  ) dk = (2/~-~)O-3/zk'/Ze-k/°dk. 
3. Charged Particle Ballistics 
In this section, we derive the trajectory of a nonradiating charged particle 
in the presence of constant uniform fields of the following types: (I) 
electrostatic E, (II) magnetic 3C, (III) ~ and 9C superimposed in orientations 
which are (A) parallel, (B) perpendicular (with IX[ ~IE I), (C) arbitrary 
nonparallel and nonperpendicular. 
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The independent variable t (sec) will be replaced by the distance parame- 
ter r = ct, and the velocity V by the dimensionless vector 
= aR/d ,  = V/c = (&,  g ,  ~z) = B'~, (1) 
with I V I= ft. We also transform r to the variable X via the monotone 
increasing function 
£ X = X(¢) = dr /y ( r ) ,  (2) 
which implies that dr/d) t  =y _> 1. Adopting the component notation 
dR/dX = ( X, Y, Z), we then have 
dR d ,  _ ~ = ~B~', (3) 
( X, r ,  Z) = aR/ax  - d ,  d?, 
and hence 
X 2 _[_ y2  + Z 2 ~__ y2f12 = ),2 _ 1. 
These conventions enable us to write the momentum as 
mv'-'"'-'t'tur~/al = e dR dr _ c t , P 77;  dX 
and its time derivative 
/~ = e .  = ev- ' t - j~-  . 
The force law P = F then assumes the form 
d2R/d)t  2= e-17F. 
Thus the equations of motion may be written as 
d (X, Y, Z )  = e-~,tF, 
dX 
where 
d 
-d2(x, y, z)  = ( x ,  r,  z ) .  
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
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The basic relations for the cgs units employed are indicated by the 
schematic equations 
QE = F= O(V× ~) ,  (10) 
Q charge (5  0) in esu (Q = ±nq), 
$ electrostatic field (dyne/esu = volt/cm), 
36 magnetic field (gauss), 
QE electrostatic force (dyne), 
Q(V × ~) Lorentz force (dyne). 
Since V is dimensionless, E and % have the same units. We also define the 
constants 
E, =IE I ,  n=l%l ,  (11) 
e = QE1/e, t~ = QH/e (cm-I), (12) 
where e = mc 2 (erg) is the rest energy of the particle. 
In computation, e and g may be evaluated in terms of E~ in MV (million 
Volt) per cm, H in gauss, and e' in MeV by observing that 
e= QE,/e= (±nq)(E{106)( lO---~s ) / c (e'lO6)(q}-~) 
= +-nE{/e' (13) 
I~ = QH/e = (+-nq)H/ (e'lO6)( q~ ) 
nHc 10_14 lO_4(H/e,). (14) + ~+3n × 
_ e ! 
We also note here that an equation of form 
k-k  o=oE, (x -xo)  
implies k - k0  = e(QE i /e ) (x  - Xo) = e(+-nE{/e')(x -- Xo) 
05)  
and hence the numerical relation 
k' - k ;  = +- , ,e~(x  - ~o)  (16) 
with k', k; in MeV and E; in MV/cm. 
Our objective is to find the k.e. k', direction "t" = (ax, ay, az) and 
position R = (x, y, z) at time t, in terms of their initial values k;, "t' o = 
(a O, ay,° aO), and R 0 = (x o, Yo, Zo). Other initial values may be obtained 
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from the relations 
To = 1 + (k'o/e'), 130 - (1 - yoZ) '/2, 
o aO), 
(/3°,/3y°,/3°) =/3o(a° ,  a,,, 
(Xo, ~,o, Zo) = yo(/3o,/3o, B?). 
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(17) 
(:8) 
(19) 
The final values are obtained by integrating Eqs. (8) and (9) by various 
devices. Since 
(x,  r, z )  = ~/3~, 
the direction 'I, is always obtainable from (X, Y, Z). 
I. MOTION IN ELECTROSTATIC FIELD ~. Suppose a particle of charge 
Q = +-nq, rest energy e and k.e. k~ > 0 starts from R = R o at time t = 0 in 
a direction q'0, and is subject thereafter to a constant electrostatic field 
E = (El,  0, 0), E l > 0. Its trajectory is then determined by the law 
t ~ = F= (QE,,O,O) = -grad  •; ~b = -QEtx.  (20) 
In our notation, this reads d(X, Y, Z)/d)~ = e-l'ffQE1, O, O) or 
d( X, Y, Z) /dX = (er ,0 ,0 ) .  (21) 
Since dX/dh = ydX/d'r, this integrates to 
(x,  Y, z )  = (~ + )Co, Yo, Zo). (22) 
Moreover, we have 
which determines 
where 
(~  + Xo)2 + Yd + zg = ~ 2 -  1, 
= {(~: + Xo) 2 + Wo 2}'/~, 
(23) 
(24) 
Wo 2 = Yo 2 + Zo z + 1 = yo z - Xo 2 = yoZ(1 - (/3°)2). (25) 
Hence we have the explicit relation 
£ x = d, /~ = ~-'ln{[(~, + Xo) + ~,]/(Xo + ~o)}. (26) 
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Now from F -- -g rad  ~ in (20), we infer that 
k-k  o=¢o-q)= QE l (X -Xo) .  
Since k -= e(7 - 1), this implies 
v - Vo = e(x  - Xo) .  
(27) 
(28) 
From (28) and (22) we obtain the position 
R= Ro + (~-'(~ - ~o), YoX, ZoX), (29) 
where 3' and X are given by (24) and (26). The energy k is given by (27) in 
terms of x in (29). 
The trajectory (29) is a curve in the plane of E and 't'0, with y and z 
monotone. For Q > 0, e > 0, 7 in (24) and hence x in (29) increase without 
0< 0, 7 and x first o > 0. However, if X o < 0, a x bound in case X o -0 ,  ax_  
decrease to their minimum values at the turning point of the trajectory, 
where 
X* =er*+X o=0=Y*/3*,  v* =0,  
= Wo =  o(1 -(/3o)2),J2, 
h* = (2t) - l ln{(1 - /3° ) / (1  + rio)}, 
R* = Ro + (~ '(~* - Yo), foX*, ZoX*). 
Thereafter, "/ and x increase without limit. The trajectory is therefore a
parabola-like curve in the plane of E and "t" o. The case k = 0 (start from 
rest) is considered in Note 1. 
Guide to computation I. 
+- nE~/e',  ~'(final), 
a. 70 = 1 + (k'o/e'), 
b. 
C. 
d. 
¢. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
(El, 0, 0). Given Ro, "t'o, k; > 0, e', E{, e = 
~0 ~ (1 - -  y02)  1 /2 .  
A = yo/e, T = "flA. 
0 0 0 - -  0 0 0 
( /~,  K',  ~ ) -- /3o(ax, a~, a z). 
- -  - 0 2 0 2 0 2 1 /2  B- - ( (T+f l '~)  +(f l~)  +( f l~)  } . 
- -  0 0 0 (a x, ay, az) - (T  + fl2, fly, fl; ) lB .  
G = {1 + T(2fl ° + T)}1/2( = 3'/Yo)- 
x = x o + A(G - 1), k" = k'o +-- nE~(x -- Xo). 
L = ln((T +/3o + G)/(1 + flo)). 
Y = Yo + Aft °L ,  z = z o + Afl°L. 
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If the part icle starts from rest at R 0 -- 0, we have the imtial  Note 1. 
condit ions/3 o = 0, 3'0 = 1, k~ = 0, and find at ~- > 0 
3' : + l)l/2-  : (1 ,0 ,0) ,  (30) 
x = ~- ' (3 '  - 1), y = 0, z = 0, k '  = ±nE~x. (31) 
El iminat ion of e shows that 
(x / r )  2 = (3' - 1 ) / (3 '  + 1) ~ 1, x / t  ~ c. 
Since (3' - 1)/(3' + 1) </32 = vZ/c 2, this implies 
X/ I  <~ t) ~ C, 
i.e., the average velocity is less than the velocity at t ime t. 
As an i l lustration, consider a 7r + particle (e '= 140 MeV) in a l inear 
accelerator with a potential  drop of 5 MV over 10 meters. Then 
E~ = 5 × 10 -3 MV/cm,  e = E(/e '  = 3.57 × 10 -5 cm -1. 
At  the end of the trip, x = 103 cm, and we find from (31) that 7 : 1.0357, 
k '  = 5 MeV. However, (30) shows that the trip would require t = 25 × 10 -8 
sec whereas ~r + has a mean intrinsic life of only 2.6 × 10 - s  sec. (Cf. Notes 
6.1, 6.2.) 
For  orientation, we include below the nonrelativistic framework underly- 
ing the idea of the Bohr magneton. This involves the motion of a charged 
particle in a central electrostatic field. 
Note 2. A part icle of mass m with the circular trajectory 
R = (r  o cos ~t,  rosin ~0t, 0) 
(ro, ~o > 0 constant) has a speed v o = I/~ [= ~ro, and an accelerat ion/~ = 
--¢o2R. It therefore satisfies the Newtonian force law 
m/~ = F= -K  R K . . . . .  grad q,; ~ - 
r 2 r r ' 
provided - rn~ 2 : -K i rk ,  where ~ : vo/ro, i.e., in case 
romv ~ = K. 
Its orbital  k.e. is therefore 
ko 1 2 : :  mvo  (K/ro) 
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and its total energy has the constant value 
To = ko  + = - 
For an arbitrary trajectory just permitting escape, from the same radial 
distance ro, one must have a k.e. k e such that k e + ~o = k~ + q~oo = 0 + 0 
= 0, or 
k e = -epo -_ K / r  o --- 2k 0" 
For the corresponding velocities therefore 
ve= ~/-2Vo= ~-2 . 2~--~o/m = ~/2 K~K~om. 
In case of an earth-rocket system, we note in passing the approximate 
escape velocity 
2GMm om V r~ ~ (32.2)5_~ 13e = ~ 0  = ~ = 2 (4000) ~ 7 mi/sec. 
Note 3. The circular motion of Note 2, with K ---- Zq 2, was the basis for 
Bohr's 1-electron atom of atomic number Z. The orbiting electron is 
assumed to satisfy the classical relation 
r o mv~ = K = Zq 2 
(which permits any radius r 0 with the required v0), and also the restricting 
condition 
romv o = nh, h =-- h/2~r, 
where n is an integer 1, 2, 3 , . . . .  
The latter expresses the quantization of angular momentum romv o, or 
equivalently the de Broglie idea 
27rr o = n~ = n(h /mvo) .  
Thus h becomes a unit of angular momentum. 
The two relations together uniquely determine the radius r, and all other 
parameters for a stipulated integer n; thus 
v, = Zq2/nh  = 2.2 × lOS(Z /n)  cm/sec, 
r, ---- n2h2/mZq 2 = 0.53 × lO -S (n2 /Z)  cm, 
T n = -- ½(Zq2/rn) = -- mZ2q4/2n2h 2 =- - 13.6(Z2/n 2) eV. 
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FIG. 2. Magnetic moments. 
For n = 1, Z : 1, we obtain the "fine-structure" constant 
t~1 ~ l ) l /C  = q2/hc ~ 1/137. 
Note 4. (a) A bar magnet of length L and pole strength rh (cgs unit = esu 
charge) at angle 0 with a uniform magnetic field % (gauss) is subject o a 
torque 2R X F -- 2R X rh~ (cm dyne -- erg), with a magnitude 
[ 2R X tha i= Lrh I HI sin 0 erg 
as in Fig. 2. The quantity Lrh (erg/gauss) is called its magnetic moment. 
Note the simple relations of cgs units revealed by the schematic equation 
ale l=  QO' / r  2 = F = rhrh ' / r  2 = , 1%1 
(b) A plane loop of area A carrying a current i (esu/sec), in the same field 
9C, experiences a torque of magnitude 
( A i/c) 1% [ sin 0 erg 
due to the Lorentz force ~ of the field on the moving charges. By analogy, 
Ai/c (erg/gauss) is called the magnetic moment of the loop. (Note the units 
of (Ai/c) l %l : 
L=(Q/T)/(L/T)I~C I = Zrh[% I = L x dyne = erg.) 
(c) The orbital electron in Bohr's H-atom (Z = 1, n = 1), if regarded as 
producing a current 
i = q (V l /2~' / "  1) esu/sec 
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in a loop of area A = 7rrl 2, should give rise to a magnetic moment 
~t B = A i /c  -- qr lvl /2c = q(r lmvl)/2rnc = qh/2mc 
= 9.274 × 10 -21 erg/gauss 
a unit called the Bohr magneton. 
II. MOTION IN MAGNETIC FIELD 0C, The force equation is now 
P = F = Q(17X ~) ,  (32) 
where F is the Lorentz force, for which 
/~=F-  V=O (33) 
by (1.6), since V. (V × %) = ~;(V X V). Thus k and all other scalar 
parameters etain their initial values on the resulting trajectory. In particu- 
lar, 
k ~ ko, Y ---- 70, fl ~ flo, (34) 
and hence 
X = dr /y  =-- r /7  o. (35) 
For a constant magnetic field 
9(;= (--H,O,O); n>o,  
we may write (32) in our notation as d( X, Y, Z ) /dk  = e - lyQ(V  × ~)  = 
/~(X, Y, Z) × ( -  1,0,0) or 
d( X, Y, Z ) /dX  = (0, - I~Z, t~Y). (36) 
x = x 0 + XoX. (37) 
Thus we have at once 
X = X o, 
Moreover, we infer from (36) that 
d2(Y, Z)/dX = Z) 
and therefore 
Y = Yo cos/~X - Z o sin/D~, 
Z = Zocos/~X + Yosin/D~. 
(38) 
(39) 
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The first constants are obviously necessary, while the second pair is de- 
termined by (36), with X = 0. 
Since (I1, Z )  = d(y ,  z ) /dh ,  integration of (39) gives 
R= R o + (XoX, / t - ' (Z  - Zo),-I.t-'(Y- Yo)). (40) 
o a o) these results can Using the initial relations (Xo, Yo, Zo) = Yoflo( a°, ay, 
be written in the form 
X = yoflo a° ,  (41) 
Y= Toflo(a°cos / ~X -- a°sin #X), 
3'oflo(a°cos/th + ay °sin #X), 
X 
y= 
z_~_ 
where we know X = 
Z 
x o + Tofloa°X, 
70 "-[- / t - - I z ,  
~'o -- /t- ly,  
(42) 
r/yo. 
0 
a x = a x , 
ay = a°cos/tX -- a°sin #X, 
a z = a°cos #X + a°sin #X. 
If "I' o = (-+ 1, O, 0), the particle is unaffected by the field, the trajectory 
being the line 
X = Xo +- Vot,  Y = Yo, Z : Zo 
parallel to ~.  For "t' o ~ (-+ 1,0, 0), we write 
~o __ (aO, ay,O a o) = (cos ~o, sin q~oCOS ~o, sin 6osin ~o) (44) 
in terms of spherical coordinates. Relations (42), (43) then assume the more 
transparent form: 
x = x o + 7oflo(COS ~o)X, (45) 
Y = 7o +/t-17oflo sin ~osin(~o +/ tX) ,  
z = ~'o - #-  lroflo sin ~koCOS(~o +/~X),  
a x = cos ~o, (46) 
ay = sin ~koCOS(~o + )k/t), 
a z = sin qJosin(~o + X/t). 
--1 n aO 
r /o~Yo- -# YoPo z, 
~0 ~ Z0 + # 1yofloa°, 
Since "r, fl are constant, (41) is equivalent o 
(43) 
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0 For a x = cos ~o v~ 0, this is a spiral of uniform pitch, with axis parallel to 
%,  through the point (Xo, 70, fo), and radius 
ro = 1/~ [-17oflosin ¢o. (47) 
The time of revolution is given by IzX = 2~r, namely 
t o = 2~rVo/C I t~ I . 
In the special case of an initial direction perpendicular to the field 
(a ° = 0, sin ~o = 1), the curve reduces to a circle of radius 
r o = ~toflo/[/~] (48) 
in the plane x = x o, with center at (xo, 70, fo)- The (cyclotron) period and 
frequency are then 
to = 2~r7o/C [/~] , fo = l / to  = c 1t~ [/2~r3'o. (49) 
(Note that 2~rro/t o = floC = Vo, the constant speed.) We recall here the 
numerical relation 
I~ = +- 3n × lO-4(  H / /e  ') 
with H in gauss, e' in MeV. 
Guide to computation H.  ( -H ,  0,0). Given Ro, Xt'o, k ; ,  e', ~ = +3n × 
lO-4(  H//e ' ) ,  ~, 
a. "go = 1 + (k 'o/e') ,  /3o -- (1 - Vo2) 1/2, ¢o =/~/~'o- 
b. C= cos~o'r, S= sin*01 ". 
=(~,  + c. (ax, ay, az) a ° a°yC - a°S, a°C a°yS). 
d. x Xo+ o ~o a x'r ~ 
Y =Yo + ~°-lflo( a°S  - az°( 1 - C)), 
z z o + w-lflo(a°~S + ay°(1 C)). 
e. k '=k 'o .  
Note 5. In the case of circular motion (a ° = 0), a 500 MeV ~r-- particle 
(e '  = 140 MeV) in a field of H --- 16000 gauss makes a circuit of r o = 130 
cm in a time t o = 2.8 × 10 -8 sec. In fact, 
I~ = 3 × lO-4(H/e  ') = .0343 cm -1, 
Yo = 1 + (k ' /e ' )  = 4.57, 
7o/30 = (y2 _ 1)'/2 = 4.46, 
r o = 7o/3o//I/~1 = 130 cm, 
to = 2~r~o/C I/~ I = 2.79 × 10 -8 sec. 
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MOTION IN SUPERIMPOSED FIELDS. A charged particle in superim- III. 
posed fields E, % is governed by the law 
= F = Q~ + Q~X %. (50) 
If Qg = -grad  q~, then necessarily by (1.6), 
/c = F .  V= QE- V+ 0 = ( -g rad , ) -  V= -4~ (51) 
even though F itself is not derivable from a potential. Hence, for the 
constant field 
= (e , ,  0, 0), E, > 0, (52) 
which we always assume, with 
QN = - grad 0, ~ = - QE~x, (53) 
we have throughout Part III the relations 
k - k o = QE,(x - Xo), (54) 
v - Vo = ~(x - Xo), (55) 
just as in Part I. In the rest of this section, we consider the possible 
orientations of 36 relative to the stipulated field E. 
III(A). Parallel Case. We assume 
~c = ( -H ,o ,o ) ,  H > 0. (56) 
(The case (H, 0,0) is obtained by changing H to - -H and # to --/~ 
throughout.) We may now write (50) in our notation as 
d(X,  r,  Z ) /dA  = (ey, -btZ, / tY) .  (57) 
Comparing this with (21) and (36), we have as in I and II, 
x = ~, + Xo, (58) 
Y = Yocos/~X - Zosin/~X, 
Z = Zocos/t)t + Yosin/~A, 
R = R 0 --~ ( [ -1 (~ _ Vo). ~.-1( z - Zo) .  _ , - l (y  _ ro ) )  (59) 
0 a o Since (Xo, Yo, Zo) = 3%flo( a°, ay, ~), we may write (58), (59) in the form 
X = ~" + Xo, (60) 
Y = 3'oflo(ay °c°s/~/t - a°sin ~t2t ), 
Z = ~,o,Bo(a°cos/LA + ay°sin ~tA), 
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z = ~o- - I * - lY ,  
Moreover from (58), we see that 
whence 
x = Xo + e - t (~ ' - ~'o),  
- -  - -1  0 Y = 71o +/*- lZ ,  rio ----Yo --/* 3'ofloa~, 
1 o 
~o --  Zo + ~ "¢oBoay .
~: - 1 = x :  + r 2 + z :  = (~ + Xo): + rg  + Zo:, 
(61) 
= + Xo) 2 + Wo } : ,  Wo 2-- - (eo)2), (62) 
= fo~d'r/T = e-qn{[(e~ + Xo) + ~/]/ (X o + "/o)} (63) 
just as in Part I, and again we obtain 
k = k o + QE l (x  - Xo) (64) 
from x. 
It appears from (61), (62), (63), (64) that the behavior of x and k is 
precisely that described in Part I, while they, z components of the trajectory 
are similar to those of Part II but depend on an angle of revolution 
nonlinear in time. 
If ~1o = (-+ 1, O, 0), the trajectory is the line 
x = x o + e-1(7 - 7o), Y =Yo, z = Zo, 
the motion being exactly that in the absence of ~ .  
If ~'o 4= (--- 1, O, 0), then defining spherical coordinates ~o, ~o as in (44), 
we see that 
X = e'r + Xo, (65) 
Y = yoflosin +oCOS(q,o + #~k), 
Z = 7o/3osin +osin(~o +/~X), 
x = x o + ~-1(7 - "Yo), (66) 
Y = rio + ~-~Yo/3o sin %sin(q'o +/~A), 
z = ~o -/~-'VoBo sin q'oC°S(% +/zh) .  
This is a spiral on the same cylinder as in the absence of E (Part II), but 
of nonuniform pitch, the x-displacement being exactly that in the absence of 
% (Part I). 
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Guide to Computation IlI(A). (EI, 0, 0), ( -H ,  0, 0). Given Ro,'~0, k~, 
e', E;, e = +--nE;/e', I~ = +- 3n × lO-4(  H /e ' ) ,  % 
a. 3'o = 1 + (kUe ' ) ,  to = (1 - 3,o2) 1/2. 
b. A = 2to~e, T = "r/A, o~ =/L /T  o. (') c. G = (1 + T(2/3oax ° + T)} 1/2 = ~ . 
d. L = ln{(T + Boa°~ + G)/ (1  + o Boa~)}. 
e. C = cos ~e-JL,  S = sin ~e- lL .  
f. B = ( f lo lT  + ax 2 + (ay)° z + (aO)2. 
g. (ax, ay, az) = ( f lo~T + a o, 0 0 aOC + ayC-  azS, a°S) /B  z/2. 
h. x = x o + A(G - 1), k '  = k '  o +- nE~(x - Xo). 
i. y =Yo + w-lf lo( a°S  - a°( 1 - C)), 
z = z o + o~-J/3o(a~S + ay°(1 - C)). 
Note 6. The nonrelativistic version of the motion in the parallel case 
I I IA results from the force law 
d(mvx,  mVy, mvz) /d t  : (QE ,  , -QHvz /C ,  QHvy/C)  
or, in our notation, 
d ( flx , fly , flz ) / d "r ~- ( e , - I-t flz , ~ fly ) . 
This implies the trajectory 
x- -  x o + f loa% + ½e"r 2, 
y = % +/~-lf lo(a°cos #"r + ay°sin/~"r), 
z - -  a°s in 
•-1o  a 0 
T/o=Yo--/~ Po z, 
1 o 
~o = Zo + ]~- floay .
For the initial conditions R o = (0, O, 0), xt' o = (0, 1, O) perpendicular to the 
fields, and fl = /3  o > O, we see that 
X z 16,./-2 ,
y =/~-  lflosin/~T, 
z = ~-~/~0(1 - cos  ~) .  
This is a spiral of nonuniform pitch, on a circular cylinder of radius/~- ~/3o, 
and axis parallel to the fields through the point (0,0,/~-~flo)- If for/~"r << 1 
we use the approximations 
x = l-e"r2, y = ~--I/30(/.tT ) = riO'/', 
= #- , /3o(½.~.  ~) = k /3o .~: ,  
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we see that the trajectory cuts the plane y = L at r = t301L, in a point with 
X = ½e/3o2L 2, z = ½/*/3oiL 2. 
Elimination of/3 o gives 
zZ= (½e-'/*2LZ)x = (½E; 'H2L2)(Q/e)x.  
This is the parabolic locus of the intersections of the trajectories with the 
plane y = L for particles with the same charge Q but different initial 
velocities (0,/30 c, 0). Observation of the parabolic trace permits evaluation 
of the charge to mass ratio Q/m of the particles, a method used by J. J. 
Thomson. 
III(B). Perpendicular Case. Assuming 3C = (0, H, 0), H > 0, the force 
law (50) may be written as 
d( X, Y, Z ) /dX  = (e'), - ItZ, O, #X) .  (67) 
Trivially therefore 
Y = Y0, Y =Y0 + Y0 X. (68) 
Now the relation - / -  3'0 = ~(x - x0) implies that 
dT/dX = edx/dX = eX. (69) 
Hence, differentiating the equations 
dX/d~ = e3" - / *Z ,  dZ/dX =/*X, (70) 
results in the system 
d2X/d}k2 q._ (/.2 _ e2)X  = 0, d2Z/dX 2+/*2Z =/*e3'. (71) 
We must now consider separately the three cases/,2 = > e2, (i.e., H > = El) 
< < 
which result in quite different motions. In all three, we shall employ the 
following uniform strategy: 
a. Solution of (71a) for X(X), determining its two constants from X(0) = 
Xo, and substitution i  (70a) with X = 0. 
b. Determination of x(X) by integration of 
dx/dX = X(X).  
c. Obtaining "t(h) and k(X) from 
3' - 3'0 = e(x - Xo), k - k o = QE,(x - Xo). 
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d. Finding Z(A) by substitution of dX/dA and 3'(h) in (70a). 
e. Determination of z(A) by integration of 
az/dT, = Z(X). 
In this way, no use is made of (71b). 
These steps may be carried through in explicit form to give all variables as 
functions of h. Unfortunately the dependence of h on • is of an implicit 
nature. Since d ' r /dh  = y, we have 
= f0xT()Q dh = F(2,) (72) 
in terms of the known ~,(h). Thus we require also the step 
f. h ----- F- l ( ' r )  (73) 
a relation requiring approximation methods in the cases H ~ E 1. Such 
methods are not discussed below. 
III(B)I. /~2 = t2. In this case we obtain from (70), (71) 
ax/ax  = ~,('r - z ) ,  
d2X/dh  2 = O. 
Following the strategy indicated, we find 
x(x )  = Xo + x6x, x6 ---_ .(Vo - Zo), 
~(x) 
v(h) 
z(x) 
z(X) 
Y 
= Xo + Xo h + ±v, x2 2 ~*0,~ 
1 x l - t  ",2 = Y0 +/~X0h + ~/~--0 ^ , 
= Zo + ~XoX + ~x6x  2, 
= Zo + Zo?, + ½#Xo~, 2 + ~x6x  3, 
=Yo Y=Yo+ Yo )~, 
= "/oX + ½~Xo~, 2 + ~x;x  ~. 
(74) 
(75) 
(76) 
(77) 
(78) 
(79) 
(8o) 
(81) 
(82) 
Guide to Computation. III(B)I. (El, 0, 0), (0, H, 0) 
go, ~o, k~, e', E(, # = -+3n × 10 n(H/e ' ) ,  
a. Vo = 1 + (k'o/e'), /3 0 = (1  - VoZ) 1/z. 
b. o o o _ o o o (/~2, ~), t~z' ) -/~O(ax, %, az). 
- -  1 0 2 1 2 C. 'l" - -  y0~k q- ~p,'~0/~x t ~k + g~ "~0(1 - -  BO)~k 3 ~ r (~k) ,  
X = F- l ( r ) .  
H=E v Given 
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d. B x =/3o +/~X(1 - /3o) ,  
Bz =/3o +/lX{/3o + ½/~X(1 , /3o)} ,  
B = B~ + (/30)2 + B~. 
e. (ax,  ay, az) = (Bx, ~o, Bz ) /B I /2 .  
f. ~x = ~0x{/~ ° + ½~x(1 - /30) ) ,  
x = x o + Ax,  k '  = k'o +- nE~x.  
g- Y =Y0 + "/0/3y °x. 
h. z = z o + "r - ,/0(1 - B°)X. 
Note 7. The routine for the perpendicular cases III(B)I, 2, 3 require 
solution of an equation 
= £~(x)  ax ~- r (x )  
for X > 0 in terms of a given r > 0, the function F(X) being strictly 
increasing with 
r ' (x )  = r(X) -> 1, r(0) = 0. 
If desired, this can be done algebraically in the present case (/1 = e), since 
from (82) 
= Y0x + ½~x0x= + ~x;x~;  x;  = ~(Vo - z0),  
which may be written as the cubic equation 
~3 q_ b~2 -t- c~ -t- d = O, 
where 
b = 3a/ /3 ,  c = 6//3, d = -6~/T0/3 .  
a=B °,  /3=- -1 - /30>0.  
For ~ = ~ - b/3  = 71 - a / f l  we obtain the reduced cubic 
773 +p~+q=0,  
where p = c - b2 /3  = 3(2/3 - a2) / /3  2 
b 6~" 2a 
q = d -  ~(c  + 2p)  = Vo/3 133 (3fi - a2) .  
Note that /3 = 1 - /30  > 0 and p = 3(2/3 - a2) /B  2 = (3//32)(2 - 2fl ° - 
(/30) 2) > 0. In fact, 
0--< (/3o)2-- < ~g-  (130) 2= - - (1 - /32)  + (1 --( /30) 2) 
< 1 ,  (/30)2 < 20_ /30) .  
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It follows that W = (p /3 )  3 + (q /2)  2 > 0, and such a cubic has just one 
real root, namely 
n =#+L 
( q )'/~ 
~= -g  + w ~/2 , J=-p /3H.  
Hence from B°, 1 - B °, IX, 70, and a given T, one may compute a, B, P, q, 
W,/~, J, 7/, ~ = n - a / r ,  and 
x -- ~/ix. 
III(B)2. IX2 > e2. Equations (70), (71) now yield 
ax/ax = e . / -  Ixz, (83) 
d2x/a?~ 2 + 82X = 0, 62 = IX2 _ e2 > 0. (84) 
Our method shows that 
X(•) = Xocos 3X + X~'sin 3X, X~' = 3-'(e-/o - IXZo) , (85) 
x(X)  =ao+d- ' (Xos inaX X~'cos6X), ~o=Xo+~- 'X~ ', (86) 
y(X) = G O + ea-'(Xosin6?~ - X~'cos a?~), (87) 
Go : ro + ea- 'x~ : Ixa-2( ixro - eZo) > o, 
Z(X)  = eGo/ix + IXB l(X0sinBX - X~'cos ¢~X), (88) 
z(?~) = ~o + eix-'GoX - IxB-2(Xocos 8 ?, + X~sinBX) (89) 
fo = Zo + IXS-2Xo, 
"r(~t) = e3-ZXo + GoX - e3-2(Xocos 3X + X~sinSX) = F (~) ,  (90) 
Y = ]1o, Y =Yo + Yo x- (91) 
Assuming Xo 2 + X~ 2 > 0 (/3 ° =~ 0, e # #/3 ° )  we may define 
A o = (X~ + X~2) '/2, cOS0o = Xo/Ao, sin0o = X~/A o (92) 
and write the trajectory in the form 
x = }o + 6- 'Aosin(aX - 0o), (93) 
y = yo + Yo ~, 
z = ~o + eix-lGo x -- IxS-2Aocos(aX -- 0o). 
This may be visualized as an elliptical spiral with axis in the direction of ~ ,  
undergoing a drift in the z-direction. 
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In the very special case X 2 + X~ 2 = 0, the trajectory is the straight line 
x = x o, Y =Yo + Yo 4, z = Z 0 "~- e/,-- 1./04 , 
in the plane x = x o. 
Guide to Computation. I I I(B)2. (E  1, 0, 0), (0, H, 0), H > E 1. Given 
Ro, qo, k~, e', E~, 8 = (/.2 _ e2)1/2, e, = e/8,/ .1 =/ , /8 , / * , ,  =/* /82 ,  r 
a. Yo = 1 + (k'o/e') ,  t30 = (1 - "/02) '/2. 
o aO). b. (/80,/8°, Bz°) =/8o(a°, ay, 
C. XF  = E 1 - -  ~1/80,  G l = El(/* 1 - E l /80).  
d. r = "/o{(/*,/e,)G,4 + (q /8 ) [ /8° (1  - cos 84) - X~'sin841} ~ r(X),  
h = F - l ( r ) .  
e. C = cos 84, S = sin 84. 
f. B~ =/8°C + XtS, B~ = O, +/,,(~°S - XtC), 
W = {Bx 2 -]- (/8y0)2 _]_ Wz2}l/2, 
g. (a~, a~, az) = (B~,/80, B~)/B, 
h. Ax =-8- 'y0{f l°S  + X~'(1 -- C)}, 
x = x o + Ax,  k '  = k" o +- nE~Ax. 
i. y = Yo + "to~8 °)~, 
j. z = z o + ~/O(al 4 -~/.11[/8°(1 - C)  - X tS]} .  
Note 
relation 
8r/./0 = el/8 ° +/ , ,C , ,~  - e,(/8°cos ~ + B,,s in ~) =-- F (~) ;  
e, = e/8,  /*1 =/* /8 ,  /,2 _ e} = 1, 
Cll = / , ,  - q/8o > O, B11 = e I - / , l f i  ° .  
The function F(~) is strictly increasing, with 
F(0) = 0, F ' (~)  = Y/Yo -> 1/Yo > 0, F ' (0)  = 1, 
8. While we include no approximation methods for inverting the 
r = F(4),  it may be noted that (90) may be written in the form 
~=sx,  
F"(O) = ~,/8o. 
I I I(B)3. /,2 < e2. We now have from (70), (71) 
dX/d4  = e7 - / ,Z ,  
dZX/d42 - 82X = O, 82 = 172 __ /,2 > O, 
and obtain by the standard method 
X(  4 ) = Ae  8x + Be -~a, A = l (Xo  + X8), 
(94) 
(95) 
B = ½(Xo-  X~), 
(96) 
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X~ - 8-1(77o - ~Zo)  > 0, 
x(X)  = ~o + 8-~( Ae~x - Be-n;~), ~o = Xo - 8-1X~, (97) 
"y(X) = G O + er - l (Ae  8x -- Be-SX),  (98) 
ao = 70 - ~- 'x~ = -~-~(~7o - ~Zo),  
Z(h)  = eGo/# + Iz~- l (Ae ~x -- Be sx), (99) 
z (X)  = ~o + e#- 'aoX + t~6-z( Ae~x + re-*X), ~o = Zo - ~-2Xo ,  
(100) 
Y = Yo, Y =Yo + Yo ~, (101) 
",'(X) = -e8-2Xo  + GoX + er -2 (Ae  sx + Be -nx) =-- F(?~) (102) 
Guide to Computation. III(B)3. (E,, 0, 0), (0, H, 0), H < E 1. Given 
Ro, %,  k ; ,  e', E;, ~ = (d  - ~2), /2,  E, = ~/8, ~, = ~/8, ~,l = ~/82, ~, 
a. 70 = 1 + (kUe ' ) ,  flo -- (1 - 702) W2. 
= 80( ~, b. (sio, flo, 8 o) a o a 0, aO). 
C. X7  = E l - -  ~ l f z  O, G l = - -e l (~t 1 - -  E1/~O), 
= = ~(/3~ - x? ) .  : ( f i x  t + X~'), B ,  A l  1 o l o 
d. r = 7o((/~,/q)G1A + (e , /8 ) [ -B  ° + A,e *x + Ble-SX]) --= F(A), 
~, = F -1 (¢) .  
e. C = e sx, S= 1/C.  
f. B~ = AIC + BIS, B z = G, + ~I(A ,C  - BiS) ,  
g. (ax, ay, az) = (Bx, fl 0, Bz)/B. 
h. Ax = 7o ~ l ( -X~ + AlC - B1S), 
x = x o + Ax, k '  = k '  o + nE~Ax. 
i. y =Yo + Yo8 °x- 
j. z = z o + 70(Gl)~ +/t I , (A1C + BIS - 8°)}. 
Note 9. In the inversion of • = F(X), we note that (102) may be written 
in the form 
6"/'/7 0 = --El8 O + ~lCll~ -~- el(Alle* + Bl,e ~) =-- F(~);  ~: = 8A, 
Cll  = elf l? - -  ]~ l ,  
A,1--(8 °+D,,)/2, al,=(8°--D,,)/2, Dl,=,,--~lS°>0 
The function F(~) is strictly increasing, with 
F(0) = 0, F'(~) = 7/7o -> 1/7o > 0, F'(0) = 1, r , , (0 )  = , ,~  o . 
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It can be shown* that Bl l  "( 0 < A l l  , and therefore 
F"(~)=--e,(A11e~+ B, ,e - t )  = 0 fo re  2~= -B , , /A , ,>O.  
Moreover  -B11/A l l  > 1 iff All + B11 = t3 ° < 0. Thus F (~)  is concave up 
for all ~>0 if /3 °_>0,  and has a single inflection point at ~= 
(1/2) log(- -B1JAt l )  if 3 ° < 0. 
I I I (C).  Arbitrary Orientation. Having considered in I I I (A) ,  (B) the paral- 
lel and perpendicular cases, it is clear that all other orientations of the 
superimposed fields are included under the equation 
P = F = QE + QV X ~}C, 
where E = (E l, 0, 0), E l > 0, and 
= (HC, HS, 0), H > O, 
C = cos O, S = sin O, 
0<0<rr ,  0 vs ¢r/2. 
We recall that the relations 
k - k o = QEl(x - Xo), 7 - 70 = e(x - Xo), dy /dX  = eX, 
are still valid. For the stipulated fields, the force law in our notation 
becomes 
(X' ,  Y', Z') = (e'y - gSZ,  gCZ, #(SX - CY) ) ,  (103) 
where primes hereafter indicate derivatives with respect to h. 
Differentiating in (103), we see that 
X" =A1X+B #,  A 1 =£2-~2S2,  B 1 = g2SCvS0,  (104) 
y" =B1X+ CIY, C 1 = - -g2C2 < O, 
the determinant of the system being 
h = A,C, - B~ = -gZe2C2 < 0 (105) 
and moreover  
z"  + ~2z = tttsv(~,). 
*0 < Vo 2 + c, ~, - o, ~, - (Bo ~ - (/~o):) < o~ - (Bo)2. 
(106) 
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The form of (104) suggests olutions X, Y which are linear combinations 
of trigonometric and exponential functions. If we assume 
X= U + V, (107) 
U = U~cos K~ + U2sin KX, K > 0, 
V = Vie L~' + V2e -Lx, L > O, 
with Y = 0 + I? a similar combination, substitution i (104) requires 
-K2u + L2v = ~(u  + v) + B~(0 + ~), 
- /c~0 + L~:  B~(u + v) + c~(0 + ~). 
This will be true provided 
Y = 0 + l? = cU + dV, (108) 
where 
c -- - (K  2 + A, ) /B t ,  d= (L  z -  A1) /B1,  (109) 
and (K 2 + A1) /B  1 = B1/ (K  2 + Cl), (L 2 -- A1)/B1 = B1/ (L  2 - CI). 
The latter require that (cf. (104)) 
K2-  ½(_  (e2 /~2)  + R),  L2= ½(( j _  #2) + R),  (110) 
R ~ ( (e 2 - #2)2 + 41~2e2C2)1/2" 
Hence for the positive values of K, L in (110), and the resulting values of 
c, d in (109), we obtain a solution X, Y from (107) and (108) involving four 
arbitrary constants 
U~, V~; i=  1,2. 
The following relations are readily verified from the definitions. Some are 
useful in evaluating later constants. 
K 2 + A 1 > 0, L 2 - A 1 > 0, 
eZ + ~z > R,  I.fl > K 2, e 2 > L z, 
K 2 _ L 2 = #2 _ e2, K2L  2 = ix2e2C2, 
d -  c = (K  2 + L2) /B ,  = R /Ba  ed = - 1, 
cK 2 + dL 2 = -- /~2C2(K2 + L2) /B1 ,  
dK  z + cL 2 = -A I (K  2 + L2) /B1 .  
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It remains to determine the four constants U~, Vii. Using (107), (108), and 
(103), we obtain the linear equations 
U ,+ V ,+ V 2=X o, (111) 
cU, + dr1 + dv~ = Yo, 
KU 2 + LV ,  -- LV  2 = X~ = eVo - I~SZo, 
cKU 2 + dLV l - dLV  2 = Y6 = izCZo, 
with determinant 
A' = 2Kn(d  - c) 2 = 2KL(K  2 + L2)2/B21 > 0. (112) 
Solving the above system gives the explicit constants 
U, -- - (Yo - dXo) /  (d  - c) ,  (113) 
U 2 = - -  (Y~ -- dX~) /K(d -  c) ,  
V, = {L(Y o - cXo) + (Y~ - cX~)) /2L (d -  c) ,  
V 2 = (L (Y  o - cXo) - (Y~ - cX~)} /2L(d -  c), 
with X~, Y~ as in (111). 
Integration of dx/d)~ = X(),) now yields 
x = ~o + K- ' (Utsin KX - U2cos KX) + L - ' (V1  eLx - V2e-LX),  
(114) 
~o = Xo + x , ,  x ,  - K-~u)_ - z - ' (v ,  - v2) : -Vo / , .  
From this and the relation "t - "to = e(x - Xo), we obtain 
7 = eK- ' (U ,  s inKk  - U2cos KX ) + eL- ' (V ,e  Lx - V2e -Lx )  ( l l5) 
and therefore from r = ]oX't()0 dX 
"r = T, - eK -zU + ez -Zv  =- F(X), (116) 
T, = e(K-2UL - L -Z(v1  + V2)} = - (CXo + SYo) /eC .  
From dy/d)~ = Y and (108) we find 
Y = ~1o + cK- I (u ,  sin KX  - U2cos KX) + dL- t (V ,e  Lx - Vze-LX), 
(117) 
,0=Yo + Y,,  Y, =cK- 'U2-dL - I (v ,  - V: )= (eZo- lZS%) / I zeC.  
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Since 11' = I~CZ in (103), we may bypass (106)and obtain Z = ( /~C)-1y,  
In this way, we find from (108), 
cK dL (VleLX - V2e_LX ) (118) z -- ~ ( - v, sin K x + U2cos K x) + 
and since dz/d~ = Z(~), we have 
c d 
z = S'0 + ~--~ U + ~--~V, (119) 
( cU, a( v, + v~ ) ) ro 
~o= Zo-  ~ + t~C = z° ~C" 
It may be shown that 
c/t~C= -~2~S/K2( l~2-  K2),  d/~C = d~S/L2(~ + C~). 
(120) 
(The ballistic trajectories of this section were obtained in a more com- 
plicated way in an earlier report, LA-4967-MS.) 
4. Motion against "Friction" 
If a particle of proper energy e -> 0 starts from R = 0 at time t = 0 with 
initial momentum P0 =po't'o, and is subject thereafter to a "fr ict ion" 
F = -HP ,  H > 0 constant, then the force law/ i  = F = -HP  implies 
P = Po e-re. (1) 
Since P = p't', we have for the magnitude and direction 
P = Po e-m, ~ =-- q~o" (2) 
Hence from dR/dt = V = v'I" = vff" o follows the linear trajectory 
fo R = s ( t )%,  s ( t )  = v ( t )  at. (3) 
It remains to evaluate v(t) and s(t). 
Case 1. e > 0. For a material particle we know 
(`/z _ 1)1/2 = "//3 = cp/e = cp° . e -m,  
e 
whence 
v /c=f l=(1 -  `/-2) 1/2= {I +(e/cpo)2e2nt}- l /2~O.  (4) 
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Making the substitution 
: (1 + (e/cpo) e 
we find that 
s= vdt  
= C_ ln  (~(0) + 1)(~(t) -- 1) c ~(0)__ + 1 
2H (~(0) - 1)(~(t) + 1) ~ lng(0)  1 (5) 
In computation based on initial k.e. k o, one may note that 70 = 1 + 
(ko /e )  and (Cpo/e)  2 2 2 = VoBo = ~'~ - 1. 
Case 2. e = 0. As a purely mathematical exercise, which introduces 
some basic ideas of cosmology, we may consider the effect of such a friction 
on a photon of initial energy E 0 -- cpo = hv o -- h (c /ho) .  In this case we 
have trivially 
v ---- c, s = ct, R = Ct~o, p = po e -m,  (6) 
and find an energy degradation expressed by the equation 
E = Eo e-Ht : Eo e -n /cs  : Eo e-~/s ,  (7) 
S =-- c /H .  
This would result in a longer wave length 
= ~o g /s  > ~o 
and consequently a "red shift" 
- ~o _ e~/s_  1 : ( s /S )  + (s /S )Z /2!+ "'" . (8) 
2- -  ~k 0 
Thus a friction F : -HP ,  acting on the N O photons, of average nergy 
Eo, emitted per second by a source of luminosity Eo = NoEo, at constant 
distance s (Mpc), would produce a flux 
q~ = NoEoe-S /s /47rs  2 = ~o/4~rs2¢ ~/s erg/sec (Mpc) z (9) 
exhibiting a red shift z = e s/s - 1. The distance indicated by an observed 
shift z is therefore 
s = Sln(1 + z). (10) 
Elimination of s between (9) and (10) yields the flux-shift relation 
= Eo/4~rS2(1 + z)ln2(1 + z). (11) 
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Defining the apparent and absolute magnitudes m, M of the source in the 
usual way by 
10-2'~/5 = ~/q)o, 10 2m/s __ (Eo/4~rlO-lO)/eOo, (12) 
where q~o (erg/sec (Mpc) 2) is a standard flux, we may write (11) in either of 
the forms 
m=M+25+51ogS+5( loge){ l ln (1  +z)+ln ln (1  +z)} ,  (13) 
m- -M+25+51ogS-51og loge+5(½1og(1  +z)+log log(1  +z)} .  
(14) 
It is customary to replace the variable z by w = log kz, k -- 3 × 105, in 
terms of which one may verify from (13) that 
dm/dw = (am/dz) /  (dw/dz)  = 5 1 + z 
with limit 5 as z ~ 0. Similarly, 
z } 
- - - +  (1 +z) ln(1 +z)  --<5 
_ 5 ( z z [z -  ln(1 + z)] 
d2m/dw2 l@e 2(1 + z)2 (1 + z)21n2(1 + z) j -<0 
with corresponding limit 0. 
In reality, a red shift z ~ Hs /c  ---- s /S  is observed in light from galaxies 
at distances s<<S (Hubble's law), where H= 3.24× 10 -18 sec -1 is 
"Hubble's constant," and S -- c /H  = 3000 Mpc. 
Taking S = 3000 Mpc in (14) and (10) gives 
m -- M + 44.20 + 5( 1 log(1 + z) + loglog(1 + z)}, (15) 
s = 2.303(3000)1og(1 + z) Mpc. (16) 
Thus, in a static universe with a friction F = -HP  (H  = 3.24 × 10 -18 
sec -1) acting on photons, (15) relates the observables m, z, for a source of 
absolute magnitude M, while (16) gives the (unobservable) distance to the 
source. 
It is curious that the apparent slope limits of the observed function re(w) 
are those noted above for the function in (15), and moreover, (15) with 
M = -20.3 is in fair agreement with the observations, considering the 
inaccuracies in M and S. (M. L. Humason et al., Astron. J. 61 (1956), p 149.) 
(For an "average" galaxy, ~o = 101°~o = 4 × 10 43 ergflsec, M = -20.3.) 
The equations (15) and (16) may be used to give the absolute magnitude 
and distance in terms of an observed m and z. Thus the quasar 3C9 
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(reported m -- 18.2, z = 2.012) would have M = -25.6,  s = 3308 Mpc, 
while for quasar PKS 0237 (m -- 16.63, z -- 2.223), M = -27.4,  s = 3512 
Mpc. 
Note 1 ( Olbers' paradox and friction). Suppose infinite Euclidean space 
has a uniform density of n o motionless point galaxies per cm 3, each of 
luminosity E0 = NoEo erg/sec. Such a galaxy, at distance s (cm) from earth, 
produces a flux ff = Co/4~rs 2erg/see cm 2, in the simplest model, of which 
the earth, of radius r, receives an energy ¢rr 2 times this. Multiplying by the 
number no(4~rs z ds) of galaxies in the "s-shell" about earth, integration on 
r < s < ~,  and division by the earth's surface area 4~rr 2, gives the infinite 
result 
fr °° 1 (Pe = ~ no~ o ds erg/sec cm 2 
for the earth's urface flux (Olbers' paradox). 
Assuming the "friction" F = -HP  of Case 2 above, we should replace 
the above flux q~ by Eoe-S/s/4~rs 2 (S =-- c/H), obtaining the finite result 
q~ = fr°° lnoCoe-S/S ds ~lnoEoS erg/seccm 2.
With n o = 10 -75 galaxies/cm 3, Eo = 4 × 1043 erg/sec (M = -20.3),  and 
S = 0.93 × 10 28 cm, one finds % -~ 0.93 × 10 -4 erg/sec cm 2, which is far 
too large. (Just visible flux ~ = 10 -7 erg/sec cm z, m = 6.) 
5. The Lorentz Transformation 
Up to this point, we have considered particles and events in a single 
inertial frame Z of events (R, t). Now suppose E and E' are two such 
frames, each subject to the provisos of Section 1, the position space of Y.' 
having constant velocity V 0 = %'t'o, v 0 = I/101 < c, relative to that of ~. We 
use throughout the notations 
80 = v0 /c  < 1, --  (1 - 1. (1)  
The Lorentz transformation then sets up a one-one correspondence 
(R, t) - (R', t') between all events in E and Z', corresponding 4-vectors 
being regarded as the "same event," as it appears in the two frames. 
Adopting (parallel spatial) standard axes S, S' (Fig. 3), having coincident 
X, X' axes, with 't' 0 = (1, 0, 0) s, and agreeing that the events (0, 0)z and 
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FIG. 3. Standard axes. 
(0, 0)z, correspond, the Lorentz transformation assumes the simple form 
x = 7o(X '+ Vot' ), (2) 
y- -  y ' ,  
Z = Z', (vo, ) 
t=7o ~-~x +t '  , 
which is  a linear transformation of determinant 
7o2(1 - fig) = 1. (3) 
Its mathematical inverse (and that of other transformations derived from it) 
is obtained by changing v o to -v  o and interchanging primed and unprimed 
variables. 
If we introduce the variables ~- -- ct, "r" = ct', we can write (2) in the more 
elegant form 
x = "/o(X' + f lo"),  (4) 
y=y ' ,  
Z :- Z'~ 
= Yo(BoX' + 
Two mathematical properties of the transformation (matrix) itself are 
easily verified, namely 
R 2 _ r2 = g,2 _ ~.,2, (5) 
I R I-< ~- and ~- > 0 iff { R' I--< <,  ~-' > 0. (6) 
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FIG. 4. General parallel axes. 
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The first is an obvious consequence of (4). As for (6), it suffices to note 
that I R ' I_  < ~-' implies IRI_< ~- by (5), and moreover that r' > 0 then implies 
= "t0(&x' + <) -> v0( -&  I R'I +<) 
--> "/0(-flo ~'' + , ' )  = "/o(1 - flo)'r' > 0. 
The inverse transformation yields the converse. 
In practice, given spatial axes are usually not in the standard configura- 
tion of Fig. 3, and auxiliary rotations are required to apply the simple 
Lorentz transformations. These are discussed in Appendix I, and will be 
referred to when necessary. An alternative device is afforded by the "vector 
form" of the transformations. These are included in the appropriate sec- 
tions. 
The space-time Lorentz transformation may be written in vector form, 
applicable to any set of  parallel spatial axes ~, C' (Fig. 4). We first 
decompose the vectors R,  R '  into components parallel (11) and perpendicular 
(_L) to the (unit) direction vector "t' 0 in the usual way (Fig. 5), 
R = RII + R± , RII ----(R - 't'0)'t'0, R±=__R - -  Rit ,  
R'  = R~I + R~ , R~I = (R '  . '~o)"Po, R 2 = R" -- R~I. 
The transformation (4) then asserts that 
(R .  %)  = Vo((R' - %)  + Bo"), 
R± = R~_ , 
-- ~o(~o(R '  %)  + <). 
Therefore 
R = (R .  %)% + R± = Vo((R' • %)  + &<)% + R:~ 
= R' + ((Vo - I)(R' • %)  + ~'o/3o'~'}%. 
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FIG_ 5. Decomposition of R, R'. 
Thus we have the parallel axis Lorentz transformation 
R = R' + (6o(R' - if'o) + YofloZ')qo, 80 --=(3'0 - 1), 
= ro{Bo(R' - %)  + ,'}, 
where 
and 
R = (x,  y, z)~,  R' = (x',  y', z')~,, 
(7) 
0 0)~. Xt'o = (a° ,  ay, a z 
For some purposes it is convenient to introduce the dimensionless "veloc- 
ity" Vo --= fl0't'0 of the Y.' frame, and to write (7) in the form 
R = w+ {ro(W - Vo) + ro~'} Vo, (8) 
• = + 
Fo = 8o/f l  2 = (Yo -- 1)/(1 -- 3'o 2) = y2/(Yo + 1). (9) 
where 
Note 1. In writing the transformation (2) from Y,' to E, it is tacitly 
assumed that the constant c, occurring explicitly, and implicitly in "t0, 
represents the speed limit of Section 1 as it appears in Y,. Due to the 
physically necessary condition that the mathematical inverse of (2) and the 
Lorentz transformation from E to E' should agree, it is easy to show that 
the speed limit c must be identical in both frames, a fundamental postulate 
of relativity. 
Note 2. From (5) it appears that [g'J= clrl iff I RI-- clt[, pic- 
turesquely, " the  Lorentz transformation takes the light cone into the light 
cone." This may be regarded as the basic feature of the transformation. 
Indeed, it is well known that an arbitrary nonsingular linear transformation 
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of two 4-spaces with this formal property assumes the simple form (2) when 
spatial axes are properly aligned by rotations and units suitably stan- 
dardized. For a generalization to m-space, see Appendix II I. 
6. Time Dilatation 
Consider a pair of corresponding events 
(R, ,  t,) - t,,), 
occurring at the same point 1~' of Z'. From (5.4) we obtain 
x2 - x ,  = v0&(g  - , ; ) ,  
Y2- -Y l  =0,  
22 - -  Z1 z 0 ,  
• 2 - = Y0(,  - , ; ) .  
Thus x 2 - x I = flo('2 - "q) = Vo(t2 - tl), as is to be expected, but we have 
also the time dilatation effect 
r 2 - r, = "Yo('~ - r() > r~ - r;, (1) 
which states that "a  moving clock appears to run slow." 
It follows that a free material particle, fixed at/~' in its own rest frame Z', 
with an intrinsic life span T', and moving with constant velocity V 0 in E, 
appears in the latter frame to have a life span T and to travel a distance D 
given by 
T = 2to T' > r ' ,  D = yof locr ' = flocT. (2) 
Note here the identity of the transformation parameters with those of the 
particle in Z, and the significant relation 
T/T '  = 3'0 = V = E /e  (3) 
(picturesquely, energy in E is the secret of longevity in Y,). 
Note 1. A free 5 MeV rr + particle (e = 140 MeV) of intrinsic life span 
T' = 2.6 × 10 -8 sec travels 210 cm in a Y life span of T = 2.7 × 10 -8 sec. 
At 500 MeV it could attain 3480 cm in T -- 11.9 × 10 -8 sec (30 = 1 + k /e ,  
Vofl0 = (To 2 - 1)'/2) • 
These Z life spans may be compared with the travel times of Note 3.1, 
where k = 5 MeV was terminal, and Note 3.5, where k = 500 MeV was 
constant. 
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Note 2. Strictly speaking, special relativity does not give the X life span 
of a particle moving with nonconstant velocity V. However, integration of 
dr '  = dr / 'd(r ) ,  the instantaneous version of (1), leads to the formula 
r '=  dr /~, ( r  . (4) 
With r' = cT', r = cT, this gives a possible generalization of the relation 
T" = T /~ o of (2). For the circular motion of Note 3.5, "/is constant, and (4) 
yields the same X span T as does (2) for the corresponding constant 
velocity. However, for the accelerated linear motion of Note 3.1, (4) gives 
whence 
T '= fo~d¢/(1 + ez'r2) l / z= e-' ln(e¢ + (1 + e2~'2)'/2), 
7" = (1/ c)sinh( cr') > r ' .  (5) 
In the example cited, T is only slightly greater than T'. 
Note 3. A 545-MeVF. ° particle (e -~ 1315 MeV) traveling 3 cm in its 
life span, has an intrinsic life span of 10-10 sec. In fact 
T'---- O//'),oflo c--  O/c(y  2 -  1) 1/2-~ 10 -'0 
since 
2/0 = 1 + (k /e )  ~ 1.414 ~- ~/2. 
Note 4. An earth man with 40Y to live can reach a-Centauri, 4 LY 
away, at a speed of c/~/101. If his rest mass is 105 gm (neglecting the ship) 
this requires a k.e. -~ 500c 2 erg = 9 megatons high explosive. (1 kt H.E. -~ 5 
X 1019 erg). For if Y is the number of seconds in a year, we have 
(3'~ - 1) '/2 --- Yoflo = D/cT  = 4cY/c(4OY) = 1/10, yg = 101/100, 
flo = (1 - 702) 1/2 = 1/¢101, v o = c/¢101, k = e('~ o - 1) ~ e/200. 
Note 5. If two identical particles A and A', each of intrinsic fife span T o 
in its own rest frame £, Y', are created simultaneously at (0, 0)~ - (0, 0)x,, 
and separate linearly with relative speed Vo, then A dies before A' in Y, but 
after A' in X'. If fact the events of their deaths are given by (5.4) as 
y, y., 
D(A' )  (Vofl0ro, "/oro) -- (0, %) 
D(A)  (0, ~o) ~ (-- Vo/3or0, "~oro), ro ---- cTo 
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FIG. 6. Time reversal. 
Since (5.4) is linear, this implies 
(Yorio~0, (Yo - 1)~o) - (rori0~0, - (~0 - 1)~0). 
Why does this not contradict (5.6)? The situation is schematized in Fig. 6. 
Note 6. Another instance of the time dilatation effect is seen in the 
frequency of arrival of photons from a receding source. If a photon source 
at 0' in Y.' emits two photons in the direction ' I "= ( -1 ,0 ,  0)~, at time 
! t t'~ < t~, then the Y, events of emission are x~ = yorioCti, t i = yoti, and hence 
the times of arrival at 0 in E are 
T i = t~ + (x Jc )  = Y0(1 + rio)t;; i = 1,2, (6) 
with a time interval 
AT" = V0(1 + ri0)At'.  
If the source emits N' such photons per sec. in E', then the number per 
sec. received at 0 in E is 
N = l /AT  = l/Y0(1 + r io)At'  = 7o(1 - r io)N'  < N ' .  (7) 
This is precisely the transformation governing the energy degradation of 
each photon due to the Doppler effect (Section 12) but is an independent 
additional phenomenon decreasing the energy flux at 0 in E. 
7. Fitzgerald Contraction 
To emphasize the mathematical nalogy with time dilatation, we consider 
the pair of corresponding events 
(R , ,  t , )  ~ (R,, ,  ; ,) ,  (R~,t~)~(R'~,;'), 
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occurring at the same time t" in Y,'. From (5.4) we have 
x2 - x, : ~0(x~ - X'l), 
Y2 -Y l  ----Y~ --Y{, 
z2  - z ,  = z;~ - z~,  
• 2 - ~1 = v0&(x~ - x l ) .  
Hence, 
x2 - x ,  = Vo(X~ - <)  > (x~ - x i ) ,  
or equivalently 
X2 - -  X~ = (X  2 - -  X l ) / ] /0  < X 2 - -  X l ,  (1) 
which embodies the Fitzgerald contraction effect. 
Physically interpreted, it shows that a thin rod, rigid and fixed in its own 
rest frame Y,, and undergoing translation at speed v 0 in Y', appears in the 
latter frame with dimensions 
Ax' = Ax/vo < Ax, (2) 
Ay' = Ay, 
Az' : Az, 
where Ax', Ax are the dimensions in the direction of motion, (standard 
axes!) and the ends of the rod are observed simultaneously in Y.'. 
Very roughly speaking, we may say that a moving time interval appears 
longer, while a moving space interval appears horter. The apparent symme- 
try is imperfect in that the first statement refers to a common position in the 
rest frame of an observed object (clock), whereas the second refers to a 
common time not in the rest frame of the observed object (rod). 
From (2) we may infer the transformations 
~¢' = "¢/Vo < %m ~, (3)  
n' = n,/0 > n cm -B, 
p ' :  py02>pgmcm -3, 
for volume cV', numerical density n', and density p' in terms of their proper 
values in their rest frame E. 
Note 1. A graphite rod (p = 2.25 gm/cm 3, M = 12) has numerical 
density n = o/ (M/No)  = 1.13 × 1023C atoms per cm 3 in its rest frame. If 
translated at speed v 0 = c/~/2 (~'0 = ~/2), its numerical density appears to be 
1.6 × 10 23 (anisotropic!). 
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FIG. 7. The car and the garage. 
Note 2. A "car" of length 5 cm in its own rest frame Z, and moving with 
speed (3/5)c in E' ( -X '  direction on S') appears to have length 4 cm in E' 
when its ends are observed simultaneously in E'. When t' = 5/c sec, it just 
fits into a "garage" 4 cm long, and the door is slammed on it. An observer 
in E sees the 5 cm car at rest, with a 3-1/5 cm garage approaching it (ends 
of garage observed simultaneously in Z). What happens in E? The reader 
may puzzle over Fig. 7, which we give without comment. 
8. The Velocity Transformation 
For trajectories 
(R ( t ) ,  t) ~ (R'(C), C) 
corresponding event by event in the frames Z, Z', of Section 5, the Lorentz 
transformation (5.4) provides a~-'-parameterization of the trajectory (R(t) ,  t) 
in terms of the trajectory (R'(t'), t'), namely 
x : v0(x ' (~')  + ~o~'), (1) 
y ---- y ' ( r ' ) ,  
z -- z ' (~') ,  
-- ~0(~o~'(~' )  + ~'), 
relative to standard axis ~, S'. 
It is convenient to introduce here the dimensionless velocities 
dR~dr = V /c  = (Bx, Be, B~) =/3'I" = V, (2) 
dR' /d~'  = V ' /c  = (fl•, fir, fl') -- fl'~" ~- V" 
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Before deriving from (1) the transformation for velocities, we first obtain 
some preliminary results. From (1), (2), and the identity 
( dx /dr ) (  d'r/d'r') = dx/d'r ' ,  
we have 
fix" Yo(floS" + 1) = Yo(8~ + flo)" (3) 
Hence for the important quantities 
d '= 1 + floSx, d = 1 -f lOflx, (4) 
we see from (3) that d'd = d' - floflx d" = (1 + floflx) - flo(flx + flo) =- 
1 /y  if, whence 
(Yod')(yo d )  --= 1. (5) 
Since d = 1 - 8off. >- 1 - 8off -> 1 -  flo > O, we have both 
d > 0 and d'  > 0. (6) 
Now from (1) and the identity dR/d'r  = (dR/d ' r ' ) / (d ' r /d ' r ' )  we obtain 
the V, V' transformation on standard axes S, S': 
8. = Yo(Sx + 8o) /vod' ,  
fly -~ 8y/Yo d', 
8z = 8"/Yo d', d" =-- 1 + 8ofl" > 0, (7) 
with the inverse 
8" :  o(Sx - 8o) /vod,  (8) 
8; : By~rod, 
8" : 8z/7o d, d =-- 1 -- 808. > O. 
From (7), we compute 8 2 + 8. 2 + 8 2 -- 1 - ('to(fl~ + f l ) -  2 , 2 ~-8;t2 "[-8j'2 __. 
2 , 2 2 p2-  2 Y 2 r2 t2 ,2 2 2 2 ~z 
70( l + 8o8") }/76 d - (76(1 -8 io )8 ;  +f ly +8;  - -Y6(  1 -8o)} /v6d  , 
which shows that 
f12 + fly2 + flz 2 _ 1 = (fl~ 2 + fly2 + ,8,2_ 1)/y2d,2 (9) 
1 - f12= (1 - f l 'E ) /y02d'2 .  
or  
(10) 
This is in effect the transformation law for speed. Since fl = v/c,  fl' = v' /c ,  
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this points up the fact that the speed limit c must be the same in Y, and ~'. 
Moreover, v = c iff v' = c, so that an immaterial particle in X' must so 
appear in Z, i.e., 
m=0=m' .  (11) 
For a material particle, with fi < 1, fl' < 1, we see from (10) that the ~,, ~,' 
transformation is 
y = y'yod', (12) 
where we recall the definition 
d' = 1 + flofl~ -- 1 + flo(V' • 't'o). (13) 
If we agree that rest mass m > 0 is invariant: 
m = m' > 0, e = e' > 0, (14) 
then we may infer from (12) the mass and energy transformations 
M = M"to d', E = E'Yod' (m > 0), (15) 
for a material particle. 
By the same method we may derive from (5.7) the vector form of the 
V, V' transformation on the parallel axes g, g' ,  namely 
V= ( ) ,od ' ) - l [V  ' + {~o(V'- %)  + 7oflo}'I'o], (16) 
d ' - - (1  + f lo(P-Xt 'o)},  8o ~ To-  1, 
where 
~= (ex, ey, ~z)~, e,=(a;,~;,B;)~,. 
Again, with Vo = flo~0, this may be written as 
~:  (~od')-~[~ ' + {ro(~' • ~o) + Vo) ~o], 
d ' :  {l + (>-  ~o)) ro : ~oV(~o + 1), 
where 
(17) 
~o = (eo, eo, Bo), 
A particle of rest energy 4 moves with speed (5/13)c at 60 ° EXAMPLE 1. 
with the OX' axis of X', while OX" travels on OX in X with speed (3/5)c. 
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Then 
io = 3/5 ,  3'o = 5 /4 ,  
i '  = 5/13,  3'' = 13/12, E '  = ey'  = 4(13/12) = 13/3, 
and 
E = E'3'0(1 + B0il'cos q/) = (13/3) (5 /4) (1  ÷ (3 /5 ) (5 /13) (1 /2 ) )  
= 145/24 
is its energy in Y.. 
If it travels at 180 ° with OX' with speed (3/5)c then E = 4. Why? 
9. The Direction Transformation 
At corresponding events on the trajectories of Section 8, we have 
= t~'  - v' = t '~" ( i it '  ~ 0), (1) 
where ,I,, ,I,' are the directions of the particle as they appear in the two 
frames. The V, V' transformation (8.7) therefore yields the ,t', ,t" transfor- 
mation on standard axes: 
ax = "(o(a~ + P')/70 D', P' ~ to / t ' ,  (2) 
ay = ay/'roD', 
az= aJ3,oD' , D '=- -d ' t / i '=  {(a" + p')2 +-yo2(1 -  a'x2)} '/2 
The above evaluation of D' =-- d ' t / i '  may be verified using (8.7) thus: 
2-)r2~32 _ 2..)t2[ 02  
to - .  = to -  to .  + t~ + t~)  = r ' t t  o ,  . + to) '  + t ;  2 + t '2 
= ~g(t :  + to) ~ + ( t  '~-  ix2). 
Therefore 
D '2= d'2fl2/fl "2= (a'~ + (flo/fl')) 2 + ~,o2(1 - a~,2). 
In like fashion, one obtains from (8.8) the inverse transformation 
a'~ = To(a, - ( flo/ fl ) ) /,(o D, 
ay ay/YoD ,
a'z=az/YoD , D= {(ax--( f lo/ f l ) )  2 + y02(1 -- a2)} 1/2 
(3) 
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Since D' = d'13/fl' and D = dfl ' / f l ,  we see from (8.5) that 
(7oD')(~,o D) = 1. 
By differentiating 
obtain 
(4) 
the first equation of (2), with ]3 '=IV ' [  fixed, we 
daJda"  x = (1 + o'a'x)/3,2D 's, (5) 
a relation required in transforming differential cross sections. 
For an immaterial particle, we have /3 = 1 =/3',  D'= d '= 1 + fioa'~, 
and (2), (5) become simply 
a x = ~,0(a~ + ]3o)/7o a', (6) 
ay = a'y/Vo d', 
a z = a'JTo d', d' = 1 +/3oa';, (m = 0), 
dax/da' x = 1/Tgd '2 (m = 0). (7) 
The vector form of the ~I', ~t" transformation on parallel axes 6~, ~' 
appears from (8.16) to be 
= + %) + Vop'}%], p '= &//3', (8) 
D'= ([ ( ' t , ' .  ,I,0)4- p'12+ To2[1 -  (,I,'. "~o)2])'/2=d'/3/13 ', 
d ' :  l + %)- 
Setting/3 =/3'  = 1 gives the transformation for an immaterial particle: 
• I" = (3,0d')- '[ 't" + {3o('I". %)  + "~oBo}'I'o], (9) 
a' -- 1 +/30(* '  ~o) (m = 0). 
10. Transformation of the Energy 4-Vector ( cP, E)  
We have seen in Section 8 that the kinematics of the Lorentz transforma- 
tion, together with the assumption of rest mass invariance, implies the 
energy transformation 
E = E"Yod', d' --(1 +/30/3" ), (l) 
for a material particle. Since the energy of an immaterial particle is an 
independent parameter, it is clear that no such transformation can be 
derived from the space-time Lorentz transformation, and we shall take (1) 
as axiomatic for a// particles (which implies the invariance m = m' for 
material particles in view of (8.12)). 
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If we now observe that cP = cO't' = Eft'[" = EV, then (1) and the V, V' 
transformation (8.7) yield the transformation for the energy 4-vector 
(cP, E )  ~ (cP', E'), which is not only linear, but has the same matrix as the 
Lorentz transformation itself, namely 
CPx = 3,o(C0'x + f loe') ,  (2, cPE) 
coy  = Cp~, 
C t c0z = 0z, 
e = Vo(floC0'x + e ' ) ,  
on standard axes g, g'. For example, cox = Efl~ = E'y  o d'fl~ = E"l'o(fl~ + 
rio) = l'o(C0'x + f loe'), and E = E"Yod' = E'~,o(floflf~ + 1) = ~,o(BoC0;~ + 
E' ) )  
Referring to (5.5) and (5.6), we see that 
(c0) 2 -  e ~ -- (c0') 2 -  E '2, (3) 
c0 < E and E > 0 iff cO' -< E'  and E '  > 0. (4) 
From these we may infer the invariance of proper energy 
e~e ' 
and the preservation under (2) of the validity condition (1.3) which reads 
E > 0 and (cP)  2 = E 2 - e 2 
in terms of energy parameters (cP, E, e). 
The vector form of (2) on the axis ~, dg' is of course 
cP = cP' + (6o(cP' ' q'o) + YofloZ'}q'o, 60 ~ Yo - 1, (5, cPE) 
e = ~o{flo(Ce' • %)  + e') ' .  
With Vo =/3o"1"o, this becomes 
cP=ct"  + ( ro (cP ' .  ffo) + roE'} ff o, ro-=~,o2/(~,o+l) ,  (6) 
E=  0((ct" - V0) + e'}.  
Since cP = co~t ", cP" = c0'if", the direction transformation (9.2) may be 
derived more simply from the first three equations of (2). In fact, we find 
a~ = Vo(a'~ + p ' ) /  ( c0 /c0 ' ) ,  (7) 
ay = ay / (c0 /c0 ' ) ,  
az = a'z/ ( c0/c0 ' ) ,  
INote added in proof. The German c~ ~ [ cP is intended to emphasize that cP is treated as 
a single vector, and is everywhere equivalent to ep. 
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where 
o' = &e ' /c¢  : 3o/B'. (8) 
Moreover c l)/cl)' may be evaluated from (2), since 
c~ ~ : c~ + c~ + C~z ~= ~g(c~- + ~oE') 2 + ~y2 + c~'} 
- 2 ,z , cO ,2( l _ax) .  "t0 el)  (a  x + p ' )  2 + ,2 
Hence we have 
c~/c~'=70 D', O'= {(a ;  +o ' )2+7o2(1- -a '~2)}  '/2. (9) 
Comparison with (9.2) shows that necessarily 
cp/cp'  = 7o(d ' f l / f l ' ) ,  
a relation which is clear on the simpler grounds 
c~/c~o' = ef l /E ' f l '  = (E 'Yoa ' ) f l /E '  f l '  = 7od' f l / f l "  (cf. (1)). 
The special case e = 0, fl' = 1 of (7)-(9) has been given in (9.6). 
These results, and other consequences of the (cPE)  transformation are 
collected in Section 1 3, where their significance becomes more apparent in a 
geometric setting. 
Note I. If (cP  i, Ei) ~ (cP[, E;) ,  i = 1 . . . .  , I  under the (cPE)  transfor- 
mation, then formally, (ZcPi ,  ~ ,E i )~ (51.cp[, EE l )  also, by virtue of its 
linearity. Moreover, we know (cP )  2 -  E 2= (cP') z -  E 'z for any such 
corresponding pair. It follows that not only are all the (cP,)  2 - E 2 invariant 
but (EcPi )  2 -  (Y.E~) 2 as well. In particular, when I = 2, we have the 
identity (cP~ + cP2) 2 - (E  1 + E2) 2 =-- (cP l )  2 - E~ + (cP2) 2 - E~ + 2(cP 1 
• cP 2 - E1E2), and conclude that cP 1 . cP 2 - E rE  2 is an invariant also. For 
example, to obtain the energy E; of a particle l, in the rest frame Y /o f  a 
second material particle 2, these having known parameters cP,., E~ in Y,, one 
need only note that, since cP~ = 0 and E~ = e 2 in E', one must have 
cP1eP 2 -- ELE 2 = 0 - E~e z 
so that 
E~ = (E tE  2 - cP ,cP2) /e  2. 
The whole story may of course be obtained from 
transformation, with the parameters 
70 = E2/e2 ,  flo ~- c~°2/E2, Xlto ~-~ cP2/c~32. 
the inverse (cPE)  
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Note 2. The relativistic invariants 
R 2 - c2t  2 and (cP) 2 - -  E 2 
involve the same parameters as the Heisenberg uncertainty principles 
I ARI • l ael-~ h/2~r -~ ataE. 
For the significance of this, and the invariance status of the principles in 
relativistic quantum mechanics, I have no reference. 
Note 3. The transformation (2) provides an easy method of finding the 
energy and direction in Y.. From E = 7o(fl0c0'x + E'), one can obtain 
CO ---- (E  2 - e2)  1/2 and hence xI, = (c0x/c0, C0y/Cp, c0z/c0). 
11. The Force Transformation 
Let (R(t ) ,  t) ~ (R'(t'), t') be the corresponding trajectories of a particle 
in the frames Y~, E'. On the parallel axis d~, ~' we have from (10.6) and (5.8) 
cP=cP '+ (Fo(ce ' -  Vo)+ 70E'}Vo, (1) 
• = Yo((R" ~o) +, '} .  
By definition, we have for the force in Y', 
F' = dP ' /d t '=  d(cP ' ) /d ' / ,  (2) 
while for the corresponding force in Z, 
F = d(cP) /d ' r  = (d (cP) /dv ' ) / (d 'c /d r ' ) ,  (3) 
where 
d,/a,' = ~o( (~ ' -  ~o) + 1 } = ~od'. (4) 
Finally, we see from (1.6) applied in 2'  that 
dE' /d , r '  = c - 'dE ' /d t '  = c - ' F '  . V' = F' . P .  (5) 
Combining all these results gives the vector form of the force transformation 
on the axes d~, ~', 
r= ( '~od')- '[F" + (Fo(F'  " Vo) +'to(F" " V')}Vo], (6) 
d' = 1 + (~ ' .  Vo), ro = ~0~/(~o + 1). 
Note 1. A remarkable consequence of (6) is the transformation to Z of a 
central force in Y/. Suppose at the event (R', ,c') in 31.' a particle is subject o 
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the central force 
F' = K 'AR' / [  AR' [3 ~ C'AR'; K' X 0 constant, (7) 
where AR' ~ R' - R~, and R" o is fixed in E'. If N' moves with constant 
velocity V 0 in Z, the force in Z is seen to be 
F=C'Yo[dAR'+ (dFo(AR'' Vo) + Yod(V' - AR')}Vo] (8) 
using the relation (Yod')(7o d) : 1 of (8.5). 
Our object is to write (8) entirely in terms of Z variables. To this end, we 
consider two corresponding events 
(R, 1-) - (R', r3,  (Ro, , )  - (R; ,  , " ) ,  
where R~ is constant, and R, R o are the Z-positions of the particle and the 
force center observed at the same time in Z. For these two events, we have 
from the inverse of (5.8) 
R'= R + (ro(R- ~o)-  Yo~}~, 
R;= Ro + {ro(Ro • Vo)- ~o~}Vo, 
and therefore 
Z~R'=AR + (Fo(AR. 17o)} Vo, (9) 
where hR = R - R o at ~- in Y. 
Substitution of (9) for the first dXR' in (8) gives 
v= C'~o[d~R + {dro((~R + ZXR'). ~o)+ ~od(~'. ~R'))~o]. (10) 
We reach our goal by showing that the scalar S in brackets here is 
actually 
S = V-2xR. (11) 
From the inverse of (8.17) we obtain 
(~od)~' = ~+ {ro(~. ~o) - ~o}~o. 
Hence it follows from (9) that the last term of S may be written 
~. (~R + ro(~R. ~o)~o)+ (ro(~. ~o)-  ~o)(~R'. ~o) 
= ~. ZxR + ro((AR + AR')- ~o)(~" ~o)-  ~o(AR' - ~o). 
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Thus for (11) it will suffice to prove 
dro( (hR  + hR ' ) -  Vo) + ro( (hR + ~R' ) .  Vo)(V" Vo) 
-`/o(hR'  Vo) = O. 
But d = 1 - (V. Vo), so this is equivalent to 
ro(aR + ~R'). ~o = `/o(~R'- ~o) 
or  
ro(aR • ~o) = (`/o- ro)(~R' • ~o). 
Since F o = ,/2/(,/o + 1), we have to show 
`/o(AR. ~o)= (~R'. ~o) 
or using (9), 
i.e., 
`/o(aR ~o)= aR- ~o + ro(aR • ~o)~g, 
(`/o- 1)(aR. ~o)= `/2 .(~R-~o)Z2, 
`/o+1 
and this is clear since (`/2 - 1) = /`oflo-2 2 
Thus (11) is established, and (10) reads 
F= C'l,o[(1 - V" I/o)AR + (V-AR)Vo] 
= c'`/o[aR- (~- fo)aR +(~-aR)~o] 
= c'`/o[~R + (~× (~o × ~R))]. 
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AR = R - R o being the Z vector from center of force to particle when both 
are observed simultaneously in E. 
We conclude that a particle at (R', "r') in Z', subject to a central force 
F'  = K 'AR ' / [  AR '  13, AR '  = R '  -- R'o, R '  o fixed in Y.', appears in Y. to be 
subject o a force 
F - -  K'`/° [AR + V× (Vo × AR)] (12) 
IAR, I~ 
aR ' - -aR + ro(aR ~ ~o)~o, 
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Although relativity does not recognize an instantaneously transmitted 
force, two approximate cases are of interest. 
(a) If q0 is a fixed charge at R~) in Y.', and the particle at (R', ~-') has 
charge q, then K'  = qqo in Coulomb's law, and the E force would appear as 
where 
[ qqo A .  ~] F = 3'0[ - -~a~ + qV × , 
= qoVo × AR/ I  AR'  [3. 
(13) 
(14) 
If we take ~'0 ~- 1 and AR' ~- AR, it is apparent that the first term in (13) 
represents he Coulomb force, while the second is the Lorentz force on q at 
(R,  .r) due to its velocity V in a magnetic field ~.  Moreover, the equation 
for % in (14) expresses the Biot-Savart law for the magnetic field at (R, r) 
due to the charge qo with velocity V o at (R0, "r). 
(b) If m 0 is a mass fixed at R~ in E', and the particle at (R', ~") has 
mass M', then K' = -GM'm o in Newton's law. Moreover, transformation 
of mass from E' to E involves 
M' = M(voa) ,  mo = Mo/Vo. 
Hence the gravitational force in E' appears in Z as 
F= --Yo(1-- V" I~) - IAR, [3  
in curious analogy to the result for Coulomb force. This aspect of gravity 
does not seem to have been explored. It may be noted that the second part 
of the force lies in the plane of V 0 and R - R o, and would tend to produce 
rotation of M about M o. 
12. Energy Transformation and Doppler Effect 
We consider here the corresponding trajectories of an immaterial particle, 
as they appear on standard axes S, g' in the frames E, Y' (Fig. 3). Accord- 
ing to (10.1) the (postulated) law of transformation for the energy of such a 
particle is 
E = E'Yod', d' = 1 + floa', (1) 
t • a • while its direction transformation • = (a x, ay, az) ~ ~ ~" = (a x, ay, ,)s' 
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is given by (9.6) as 
ax = Vo(a; +  o)/yod', (2) 
ay = ay/ ' /od ' ,  
a z = a'z/yod' .  
Assuming h invariant, and remembering the relations E = he, )~ = c /e  
(m = 0), we obtain from (1) the wave length transformation 
X = X'/~0(1 +/80a~), (3) 
which expresses the "relativistic Doppler effect." 
For example, a photon of energy E'  and direction "I" = (0, 1,0)s, in E' 
appears in Z with energy E = E'3'o > E', and direction ~I, = (/80, 3'o1,0)~, 
its wave length being X = ~'/'~o < ~' (Transverse Doppler effect). 
On the other hand, if its direction in E' is ,t,' = ( -  1, 0, 0)s, opposite to 
the direction of Y' in X, we have the situation of a receding source, of great 
importance in astronomy, and we find that in E 
E = E"{o(1 - /3o) < E',  ~ = ?,'Yo(1 + 13o) > X', (4) 
the direction being of course q" = ( -  1, 0, 0)s. 
The accompanying "red shift" is seen to be 
( l+f lo )  1/2 
z --(~. - ~.')/A.' = Yo(1 + 18o) -- 1 -- ~ - 1 
1 2 
=/30 +  /30 + . . . .  (5) 
If a source at 0' in E' emits a ray of N' such photons per sec and hence an 
energy E '= N'E '  erg/sec, it follows from (4) and (6.7) that the rate of 
arrival of energy at 0 in E is 
E --- E'y2(1 - /30) 2 = E'(1 - /30) / (1  +/30) < E' erg/sec (6) 
independent of the distance to the source. 
Note 1 (F lux-now/d is tance-now relation). Suppose a distant isotropic 
source of photons at 0' in its own rest frame E', moving with constant 
velocity V o --(Vo,0,0)s in Y., is emitting a constant number N' of 
photons/see, ach of energy E', its (rest) luminosity being E' -- N'E ' .  Such 
photons, emitted at time t' in X', appear in Y, at 
x = yofloCt', t = Yot', 
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and are received at 0 in Y, at time 
T = t + x /c  = ),0(1 + f lo)t'  
(cf. (6.6)). The E event of arrival (0, T) corresponds to a Y/event (X', T'), 
where 
x '  : -Vo/3ocT. (7) 
The E' numerical flux at this distance from the fixed source at 0' is 
N' /4crX  '2. Now if A is the area of the detector at 0, perpendicular to the 
motion, then the corresponding area in ~' at the event of reception is 
A' = A. The number of photons/sec leaving 0' in an essentially parallel 
beam so as to hit A' is (N ' /4~rX '2 )A  ', and by (6.7), the number/sec 
received at 0 in Z is (N ' /4~rX '2 )A  ' . ~,o(1 -/30). Dividing by A = A' gives 
(W'/4 ~rX'2) Yo (1 -/30 ) photons/sec cm 2 
received at 0, each photon carrying the diminished energy E = E'To • (1 - 
rio), by (4). Hence the energy flux detected at (0, T) is the product 
~O = (E'/4~rX'2)V02(1 - 13o) 2erg/sec m 2. (8) 
But at time T in Z, the source will be at a distance ~ = flocT = - ' /o lX  ' 
by (7), whence 
X' = --~,o ~ . 
Thus from (8) we obtain 
= (E'/47rg2)(1 --/30) 2 erg/sec m 2 (9) 
for the energy flux arriving at 0 when the receding source is at distance g
from 0, the observed photons exhibiting a Doppler red shift 
(1+/3o)  1/2 
z= ~ --1. 
Solving the latter equation for/30 shows that 
1-/3o=2/(1 +~), ~(1  +z) 2. (10) 
Hence (9) can be written in the form 
q~ = E'/((4~r~2)¼(1 + ~)2) erg/sec (Mpc)2, (11) 
where ~ is in Mpc. 
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Defining the corresponding apparent and absolute magnitudes m, M in 
the usual way (4.12) we find that 
m=M+25-51og2+51og~( l+~' ) ,  ~- -~( l+z)  2, (12) 
with ~ in Mpc. This relates the observables m, z, with the absolute magni- 
tude M and the distance ~ of the source at the time of observation. 
Note 2 (Hubble's Law and the red shift). As noted in Section 4, 
Hubble's law states that light from galaxies at distances ~ << S = 3000 Mpc 
exhibits a red shift 
z ~- ~/S, 
where S -- c/H, and H is Hubble's constant 
H = 3.24 × 10 -18 sec - l  -- 100 (Km/sec) /Mpc.  
If due to radial recession, then for small z, (5) shows that 
Z~0~ 
whence 
and 
z Bo = Vo/e (13) 
2z(1 + z) } 
drn / dw = 5 1 + ~ _~ -~ >--5, 
d2m/dw 2: 10z(1 + 2z + ~') > 0, 
(loge)(1 + ~)z - 
dm/dw ~ 5 asz ~ 0, 
d2m/dw 2~ 0 asz ~ 0. 
~/v o ~-Sic : 1 /H ~ 10'°Y, (14) 
a time common to all "nearby" galaxies. This is roughly the basis for the 
"big bang" cosmology. Note the significance of units in the relation 
v 0 = H~, H = 100 (km/sec) /Mpc (3 << S), 
with ~ in Mpc. (For ~ = S, v 0 = C, a poor reason for calling S the radius of 
the observable universe.) 
Note 3 (The function m(z) for small z). Under the assumption 3 = Sz, 
S = 3000 Mpc, the apparent magnitude formula (12) becomes 
rn=M+40.88+5( loge) ( ln . z+ ln( l+( )} ,  ~'=( l+z)  2. (15) 
Introducing the variable w = log kz, k = 3 × 105 as in Section 4, it is easy 
to verify that 
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The limits agree with the observations, but the inequalities are both reversed 
from those of Section 4. 
Under the alternative assumption g = Silo in (13), the magnitude (12) 
reads 
m = M + 40.88 + 5(log ~)(ln(~ - 1)), (16) 
which has the same slope properties as (15). 
13. The Momentum Ellipsoid 
We saw in Section 10 that corresponding momenta are related by the 
transformation 
r r 
C~O x : Y0(C~3'x -t- /~0e ' ) ,  COy ~--- C~3y, C~3 z ~" C~)z, (1)  
when c P = c IJ xt,, c P '  : c 19"t" are referred to standard axes S, ~'. This may 
be visualized geometrically in the following way. For a given cP', construct 
on axes g' the auxiliary point Q' = (X', Y', Z')z, as indicated in Fig. 8, with 
X' = r0c~; = r0(cVcos ~') = (Y0c~')cos ~', (2) 
Y' = C~y, z '  = c~o;. 
Since (X' / , /0) 2 + y,2 + Z,2 = c19~2 + c~3yz + C~3z z, it is clear that, when cP" 
ranges over a sphere of fixed radius c~', the point Q' will range over the 
ellipsoid of revolution 
(~) X'2/ (YoC~'f + r'2/c~ '2 + Z'2/cp '2 = 1. (3) 
If we now set up, with parallel axes g, a space for cP, with origin 
O{ = (-YoBo E', 0, 0)s,, the point Q', referred to the axes S, has the coordi- 
nates required of cP in (1), and hence the vector O{Q' represents the vector 
cP corresponding to cP'. Note from the figure the obvious relation 
cO/c~' = s in ' t " /s in  ~.  (4) 
.Sf O¢.q~* /'~*' I I -- % 
)"o Bo E~ 01 S'  cp I YoCP l
FIG. 8. The momentum ellipsoid construction. Case I. 
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In the mechanics of scattering of a particle with fixed energy parameters 
(cP', E', e) in a frame Z', the corresponding Y parameters may of course be 
obtained directly from (10.2). But it is also important to have formulas 
relating cO and a x = cos ~ with the angle q / in  Z', as exhibited in Fig. 8. 
Moreover, the Z magnitude cO as an explicit function of a~, and a'x as a 
function of ax are sometimes required. These formulas we derive now. 
We first recall f rom Section 10 Eqs. (9), (8), (7): 
where 
c0=c0 '70  D' ,  D'={(a 'x+O' )2+702(1-a '~2)}  '/2, (5) 
p' = f loE ' / c0 '  = f lo//3' ,  
a x = 7o(a" + p ' ) / ( c0 /c0 ' )  = 7o(a• + 0')/7o D', 
These relations allow computat ion of cO, ax as functions of a ' .  
Letting R = c0 /c0 '  temporarily, (5) and (7) may be written as 
R 2 2 r r2 = 70 (ax + Or) 2 -~ 1 -ax ,  
a~R = 70(a" + p'). 
F rom these two equations we may eliminate a'. to obtain 
2 2 2 (70/0')(1 - floa~)R - 2axR - (70/0')(1 - 0 '2) = 0. 
Solving for R shows that cO as a function of a~ is 
cO = cO' " O' {a +(a  2 + K)1 /2} /70(1_  float) 2 
where 
- f l oax  - 1 . 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
Note here that cO' • 0' = cp' - (floE'/cO ') = flo E'. 
It is now easy to obtain a '  x as a function of a x from the above equation 
axR = 70(ax + 0') since R is already known from (8). In fact 
(10) 
a~[a,~ +-(a 2 + K)' /2] 
a;= p' -1  + 1 _ flga ) 
In computations where only the k.e. k '  is known in E', one should recall 
the relations of Section 1 for a material particle: 
7 "= 1 + (k ' /e ) ,  /3' = (1 -- 7 ' -2 )  '/2, E '  = 7'e,  c0'  = E' f l ' .  
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To obtain k from c0 in Z, one may use the equations k = e(~, -  1), 
y = {1 + (c0/e)2) 1/2. For an immaterial particle we have simply c0' = k', 
k=c0.  
It is clear from Fig. 8 that, as ~b' varies in any plane from 0 ° to 180 °, the 
behavior of ~b will depend on the position of O{ relative to the ellipsoid E, as 
indicated by the value of the fundamental ratio 
o' =  o/ oE'/yoC0'. 
There are three essentially different cases, each with its individual implica- 
tions for the basic scattering formulas (5)-(10). 
Case I. p '<  1 (K>0,  f l o<f l  ', O[ is inside E) + ranges from 0 ° to 
180°, with 1 -> a x >- -1 .  The (+)  sign is mandatory in (8) and (10), c0 
being uniquely determined by a~. 
Under this case falls the behavior of an immaterial particle with fl' = 1. 
Since photon scattering is important, we list the related formulas for p' = to 
cO = cO"fo D' ,  D '  = 1 + JSoa' ~ = d',  (11) 
ax = Vo(a  
cO = -Yo!CO'/(1 - Boa~), 
a' x = (a~ - to) / (1  - floa~). 
Case I I .  p '= 1 (K=0, /30=f l ' ,  O~ is on E). + ranges from 0 ° to 90 ° 
with 1 >_ a~ >- 0. The (+)  sign in (8) and (10) is again required, cO being a 
single valued function of a~. In this very special case, the scattering 
formulas are 
c0=cio'~,o D', D '= ((1 +a'~) [2 - - f l~) (1 - -a '~) ]}  1/2, (12) 
a x = {(1 + a•)/[2 - - /32(1 -  ax)]) ' /2, 
cO = cO'(2a~)/]'o(1 -- flo2a2), 
, 2 2 ax= -1  + [2a~/y02(1 - fl0ax)]. 
Case III. O' > 1 (K < 0, t0 > fl', O{ outside E). q~ ranges from 0 ° to a 
maximum ~ (opening of the tangent cone), and then back to 0 °. Thus 
1 _> a x _> ~_~ = cos q~, and both signs are required in (8) and (10), c0 being a 
double valued function of a x. Each angle ~k < ~ arrives from two distinct 
values of ~', and therefore appears with two different values of cO. The 
2 + K = 0 in (8), and hence limiting tangential value ~ is attained when a~ 
t~x= COS~ = ( (p ,2  1)/(p,2 __ fl02))1/2 = 1/ (1 + 1/yo2(p '2 -  1)} 1/2 
(13) 
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Using the first of these values, it appears that 
_ 2 -2  = (,0 ,2 - /7o  2) (14) 72(1 fl0ax) 0'2/ 
so from (8), (13), (14) we have the corresponding value 
C~'~O pt2 (15) c ,6 -  p, { (p ,z  1)( -/32)} ,/2 
Similarly from (10), (13), (14) it follows that 
a'x = cos f '  = - 1/O' (16) 
for the associated angle in Y/. Figure 9 shows a case of this kind. 
Note 1 (Geometry of the ellipse). The ellipse of Fig. 8 is of form 
x2/a 2 + y2/b2 = 1 (b < a), (17) 
where 
a = y0cP ', b : cp', (18) 
and therefore has eccentricity 
e= {1 - (b/a)2} W2= no < 1. (19) 
The distance from center to focus is given by 
f = ae = yofloCP '. (20) 
Since E'fl '= cp', we see that O~O'= 70/3oE'-> yo/3oCO' =f ,  so the point 
O~ always lies to the left of the left focus, coinciding with it iff /7 '= 1 
(immaterial particle). 
Ij ~, \X  • I 
o,, [ 
- yo,8o Ej 01 cp I ],'oC p I 
FIG. 9. The momentum ellipsoid. Case IlL 
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In general, the ellipse (17) may be regarded as the locus of a point which 
maintains the fixed ratio e between its distance from the left focus and a 
vertical ine (directrix) at distance 
= bZ/ae (21) 
left of focus. With the focus as origin, the ellipse (17) has the polar form 
p/(~ + p cos 0) = 
p = Be/(1 - ecos 0). (22) 
In the momentum ellipsoid we have 
3 = clJ'/Vofl0 (23) 
and the polar form reads 
O = "/o'Cl~'/(l - fl0cos 0). (24) 
For the special case of an immaterial particle just referred to, O~ coincides 
with the left focus, and hence cl) with O and + with 0. Thus the ellipse has 
the equation 
c~ = yo lc~' / (1  - fl0cos ~b), (25) 
where c~ = E, c~' = E'. This may be compared with the formula for c~ in 
(llc). 
Note 2. Since the (R, 7) and (cP, E) transformations are identical, all 
the relations of this section may be applied to the corresponding events 
(R, $) - (R', 7') with the obvious substitutions. In particular, for a particle 
undergoing the displacements (R, 7 ) -  (R', T') with energy parameters 
(cP, E) ~ (cP', E'), the two figures are similar, since a/b = (~,0c~')/c~ ' =
(7or')/r ', and 
I OiO' I/b = (V0BoE')/cl~' -- YoBo/fl' = (Yoflo'r')/r'. 
Hence all directions and angles in the two figures are identical. In particu- 
lar, we have from (4) the relation 
cp/c~' = sin +' /s in ¢/= r/r'. (26) 
This is also clear analytically. In fact, 
cO/c~' = Efl/E'fl" = ( E'yod')fl/E'fl ' = Yod'(r /7) /  (r ' /r ' )  
= ( r / r ' ) .  (Yodq"/7) = r/r', 
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since 
r = y0(flo x '  + r ' )  = 7or'(flo(X'/r ") + 1) = 7or'(flofl; + 1) = %¢'d'.  
Note 3. The three cases I, II, and III may also be distinguished by the 
inequalities flo2E'2 < c)0'2= ---- E '2 - -  e 2 o r  Yoe:-E '. 
Note 4. Equation (8) gives c p as a function of a x, double-valued in Case 
I l l  (O' > 1). Its always single valued inverse, expressing ax in terms of cl), 
can be obtained very simply from the original (cPE) transformation (10.2) 
thus. By eliminating fl0 c 0 x from the equations 
cox = Vo(C0~ + floE'), 
E = 7o(floC0" + E') ,  
one obtains E - fl0 c 0 x = 70 IE', or 
a x = (E -  7o'E')/floCO, (27) 
where E = (c02+ e2) 1/2. Indeed if one introduces the parameter p '= 
floE'/cO' in place of E '  in (27) and notes that e2/c0 '2 = - 1 + (0'2//3o2) 
solution for R = c 0 /c  0' leads to the quadratic from which (8) was obtained. 
Also, if we specialize (27) to the case e = 0, E '  = cp', E = cO, we obtain 
again the polar equation (25). 
EXAMPLE 1. A frame Y,' moves with speed 3c/5 in Y~. A particle of rest 
energy 3 and k.e. 2 in Y~' is traveling at an angle of 60 ° from standard axis 
OX'. One may find its Y~ parameters c0, a~ from (5)-(7) as follows. 
flo = 3/5 ,  ¥o = 5/4 ,  
k' = 2, E' = 5, c0' = 4, P' = 3 /4  
Case I. %c0 '  = 5, "tofloE' = 15/4),  a'x = 1/2, 
D'  = ¢817/20, 
cO = ¢817/4, a x = 25/¢817. 
The relations are shown in Fig. 10. 
A check is provided by formulas (8)-(10). It may be noted that the same 
results may be obtained directly thus: 
E = "yo(floC0'cos ~p' + E ' )  = 31/4;  
CO ~-~ (E  2 - -  e2)  1/2~-~- ¢817/4, 
cox = 70(cp'cos ~P' + flo E') = 25/4, 
a,  = c0~/c0 = 25/¢817. 
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415. 
~cp' 
- to  BoE'-- - 
FIG. 10. An example. 
II. CLASSES OF SYSTEMS 
14. Systems of Particles 
A system S = S(e l , . . .  ,er) in a frame X is a set of I triads (cP i, E,, e~) of 
constant, valid energy parameters ( Ei_> O, ( cP,) 2 = E~ - e2i ) to__gether with 
a set of linear trajectories R i = N 0 + Vi ' r ,  - -  to  < "r < to ,  where V/= cP JE  i, 
and ,r = ct as usual. Thus the "mathematical object" S may be considered 
to represent a set of I free physical particles during the time interval of its 
existence. 
The total momentum, energy, proper energy and kinetic energy of the 
system are given by 
cP, = ZcP~, E, = EE~, e~ = Ee i, k ,  = Ek~ = E, - e s. (1) 
The center of mass (CM) of S is defined as the point 
R, = (Z) 
and therefore 
e, = dRs/d  = z(ei/es)  (3) 
indicates its velocity. Since Ei~ = cP,, we infer that Vs = EcP~/E,  and 
hence 
cP, = EsVs. (4) 
A system with all velocities Vii identical we call coherent, immaterial (with 
all e i = 0) if the common speed is c, material (with all e i > 0) if it is less. 
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It is obvious from (3) that the common velocity V c of a coherent system is 
that of its (CM): 
: (5) 
Concerning systems, we prove the fundamental 
THEOREM 1. The totals cPs, E,,  e s of a system S satisfy the relations 
Es > 0, (cPs) 2 <- E 2 - e~. (6) 
2 Moreover, (cPs) 2 = E~ -- e~ iff  S is coherent. 
Proof  Clearly E, = ZE i > 0. The polygon and Cauchy inequalities en- 
sure that 
Ice, I <- ~ lce i  [= Y~(Ei 2 - e/2) 1/2 
: ~(E  i -- e i ) l /2(Ei  + ei) 1/2 ~ (~(E  i - e i ) ) l /2 (~(E i  + ei)) I/2 
(E  s _ 1/2 )1/2 : e~) (E ,  + e s : (E~ 2 -- e2) I/2. 
The known properties of the cited inequalities how that equality holds 
between the above extremes iff both 
(a) all cP i (equivalently all V/) are unidirectional, and 
(b) E~ - e i = C(E  i + ei) for some constant C --> 0. 
Clearly (b) is true iff all ratios e i /E  i are equal. But, for each i, E i2~ 2 = 
(cPi) 2 = E, 2 - e}, so (b) is also equivalent to the identity of all magnitudes 
2 iff all vectors ~ are identical, i.e., S is ]V/[. It follows that (cPs) 2 = E 2 - e~
coherent. 
COROLLARY 1. For the (CM)  of a system S, one has 
I~[---  < 1 (7) 
with equality i ff  S is coherent immaterial. 
Proof  From (4) and (6) one finds 
= 2<SEs2" Es2~ 2 (cP,)  z <- Es 2 - e~ - 
2 for a coherent system may be seen Note 1. That (cP,) 2=E~ z -e  s 
directly: 
Es 2 - (cPs) 2 = E 2 - (ZEi~)2 = (Y, Ei)2(1 - Vc z) 
= {~,Ei~/1- Vc2}2 = {~/Ei  2 -  Ei2Vc2} 2 = {~/Ei2--  (cPi)2} 2 
= {Y~ei} 2 = e~. 
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15. The Class of a System 
Since all transmutations A -o S conserve the total momentum and energy 
of the systems involved, it is convenient to define the class (cPo, E0} of all 
systems having the same totals cPo, Eo, regardless of the number and nature 
of their individual proper energies ei. A system A (concurrent at an event 
(R, t)) being given, its totals cPo, E o define its class, and the possible 
systems S which may result from its transmutation we shall here regard as 
all those in its class concurrent at (R, t). The present chapter, which studies 
the totality of systems in a given class, is therefore of immediate relevance 
for Chapter III, which deals with transmutations a  such, stressing the role 
of the initial system A in determining the possible outcomes. 
For the class parameters cPo, E o there is first of all the validity condition 
of 
THEOREM 1. A number E o and vector Po are possible values for the total 
energy and momentum of some system S, and so define a nonempty class 
(cPo, E0}, iff 
E o > 0 and (cPo) 2 --- Eft. (1) 
Proof (a) If cP o, E o are the totals for some system S then (1) follows 
from Theorem 14.1. (b) Conversely, if (1) holds, then cPo, E o may be 
regarded as totals for any system S(eo) of one particle, with parameters 
(cP0, E o, eo), its proper energy e 0 --> 0 being defined by the validity condi- 
tion 
(cp 0)2 = Eg - e 2 (2) 
for a particle. 
All particle parameters of Section 1 are then well defined for such a 
fundamental particle (cPo, E0, e0), of class {cPo, E0}, and are denoted 
throughout by subscript 0. In particular, its velocity, defined by E0V o = cP o 
is seen from (14.4) to be the common (CM) velocity of all systems of its 
class. 
Vo = ~- (3) 
For reasons which will become obvious, we shall call V o the class velocity 
and e o the critical energy of the class. 
COROLLARY 1. The class velocity V o is the common velocity of any 
coherent system of class (cP o, Eo}, and the total momentum Po of such a 
system is distributed among its particles according to the relation 
cP~ = Ey  o = ( E i /E  o ) cPo. (4) 
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Since we have defined the critical energy e o of the class {cP o, Eo} by 
(cPo) 2 = Eo 2 - eo 2, the principal result of Theorem 14.1 may be stated as 
TrIEOREN 2. I f  e~ is the total proper mass of a system S of class (cPo, Eo}, 
then necessarily 
e s _< e o (5) 
with equality iff S is coherent. 
COROLLARY 2. The coherent systems of a class ( cPo, Eo } have the greatest 
possible total proper energy es, and hence the least possible total kinetic energy 
k s . 
Proof For, k~ = E o - e~, where e s _< e o by Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Al l  systems S of a given class are determined by the solutions, 
for the number 1 >- 1, and the particle parameters (cPi, Ei, ei) i = 1,. . .  , I  of 
the conditions 
A. Y.cPi = cPo C. (cP,) 2 = Ei 2 - ei 2 (6) 
B. EE i=E o D. E i>O , ei>-O, 
16. The Two Kinds of Classes 
We now have the picture of a class (cPo, Eo) of systems S, all with the 
same totals cPs = cPo, Es = Eo. The class contains systems S(eo) of funda- 
mental particles with parameters(cP0,  E o, eo). All systems of the class have 
the same (CM) velocity (V~ = Vo), namely the velocity of a fundamental  
particle. Moreover, every system of the class has total proper energy e s -< Co, 
being coherent (all velocities identical with V 0) iff e~ = e o. 
There is a fundamental  distinction between classes with e o = 0, and those 
with e 0 > 0, containing fundamental  particles which can be brought to rest 
by a Lorentz transformation. For the first type we have 
THEOREM 1. (a) A system S(ei) belongs to a class {cPo, Eo} with e o = 0 
iff it is coherent immaterial. (b) Every such system has parameters atisfying 
the relations 
e, = O, E i =f iEo ,  cP i =--fcP o, I >- 1, (1) 
where all fi > 0 and Y.f/-- 1. (c) I f  {cPo, Eo} is a given class with e o = O, it 
contains a (coherent immaterial) system S( ei) of any arbitrary number 1 >-- 1 
of proper energies e i = O. 
Proof (a) If S ~ (cPo, Eo} with e 0 = 0, then e~ -< e o implies es = 0 (S 
immaterial) and e s = e o (S coherent). Conversely, if S is coherent im- 
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material, and {cPo, Eo} is its class, then e, = eo, since S is coherent, and 
e o = 0 since e, = 0. (b) By Corollary 15.1, a coherent system of class 
{cPo, Eo} must have cPi = (Ei/Eo)cPo. Hence (b) follows if we define 
f~ = E i /E  o. (c) Such a system may be defined by the relations 
cP i = f~cP o, e i = 0, 
E i = fiEo, i = 1 . . . . .  I ,  
where the f, are arbitrary with f~ > 0, Zf~ = 1. These parameters obviously 
satisfy Theorem 15.3. Note that (cPo) 2 = Eo 2 - 0 2. 
THEOI~M 2. (a) A system S is coherent material iff it belongs to a class 
(cPo, Eo} with e o > 0 and has e, = e o. (b) The parameters of such a system 
satisfy the relations 
ei > 0, E~ = ( e i /eo)Eo,  cP i = ( ei/eo)cPo, I >-- 1, (2) 
where Y,e i = e o. (c) I f  {cPo, Eo} is a given class with e o > O, and e i > 0 are 
any I >- 1 given rest energies of sum eo, then the class contains a (coherent 
material) system S( ei) with the given I rest energies e~. 
Proof. (a) If SE{cPo ,  Eo} with e o>0 and has e ,=e o then S is 
coherent since e, = eo, and material since e o > 0. Conversely, if S is 
coherent material, and (cPo, Eo} is its class, then e, -- e o since S is coherent, 
and e o > 0 since e s > 0. (b) By Corollary 15.1, a coherent system has 
cP~ = (E i /Eo)cP  o. Since S is material, with the common velocity V o, we 
have ErE  o = ~,oei/EToei = e Jeo ,  and (b) follows. (c) Such a system may be 
defined by setting 
cP~ = (ei /eo)cPo, i=  1 . . . .  , I ,  
e~ = (e i /eo)E  o. 
These parameters satisfy Theorem 15.3. Note that 
(cp/)2 (e i /eo)2(cPo)2  2 2 ~_ _ = (e i /eo) (E  o e 2) ((e~/eo)Eo) 2 e~ 
Summarizing, we have identified the coherent immaterial systems as the 
entire contents of the classes with e o = 0, and the material ones as those 
particular systems of the classes with e o > 0 which have the maximal total 
proper energy e o. Every remaining system is therefore a noncoherent 
member of a class with e o > 0, and consists of at least two particles of total 
proper energy e, < e o. The following sections show that every class with 
e o > 0 does indeed contain systems S(ei) of any I -  2 prescribed proper 
energies e~ >_ 0 of sum Ze~ < e o. 
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17. The Y.' Frame of a Class 
If E'  is a frame moving with any constant velocity V o (] V o ]< c) in E, then 
a free particle with (constant) parameters (cP i, Ei, ei) in 51. appears in 51.' as 
a free particle with parameters (cP/, E', e~), where 
E/r = L° l [  Ei I (1) 
and L o is the Lorentz matrix of Sections 5, 10. Hence a system S in 51. with 
totals Cpo, E o appears in Z '  as a system S' with totals cPd, E~ uniquely 
defined by 
 c,01 
e; G'[ eo 1 (2) 
If follows that a class of systems all with the same totals, appears as a class 
of systems in Z '  with the same totals cP~, E~, i.e., 
{Ceo, Co} - {cN, e;}. (3) 
Moreover, we know from (2) and Section 10 that 
(cP0) 2 - Eg = (cP~) 2 - G ~ 
and therefore the critical energy e o is the same for corresponding classes: 
e o ~ e o. (4) 
Hence fundamental  particles are mapped into fundamental  particles with 
corresponding energy parameters 
(cPo, Eo, eo) ~ (cPd, E; ,  Co). (5) 
Since e o -- e0, G -- e,, and e o = G is the condition for coherence, we infer 
that coherent systems correspond in corresponding classes. 
That frame Y' which moves in 51. with the class velocity /7o of a E-class 
{cPo, E0} of critical energy eo > 0 is called the 51.' frame of the class. Since 
51.' is here the rest frame of a fundamental  particle of the 32. class, we have 
from (5) the corresponding parameters 
( cPo, Eo, e o) ~ (0, Co, e 0) (6) 
for such particles, and for their classes, the relation 
{cP o, Eo} - -  {0, Co}. (7) 
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Thus a E system with totals cPo, E o appears in E '  as a system of zero total 
momentum, and total energy E~ = e0, its (CM) being at rest. 
The parameters 7o, fl0 of the Lorentz transformation from Y, to Y,' are 
those of a fundamental  particle (cPo, Eo, eo) , namely 
Vo = Eo/eo, /3 = C o/Eo. 
18. Systems of Zero Total Momentum 
In an arbitrary frame E', the class {0, eo} (e o > 0) o f  systems S' (e i )  with 
total "momentum" cPd = 0 and total energy E~ = e o has critical energy e o 
itself, and fundamental  particles with energy parameters (0, eo, eo). All 
systems of the class are determined by the conditions of Theorem 15.3, 
namely 
A. Y, cP i' = 0 C. (cPi') 2 = E[ 2 -- e 2 (1) 
B. EE ;=e o D. E ;>O,  ei>_O, I>_1 .  
We know that those with e s = e o are the coherent ones, here motionless, 
with cP i' --  O, E[ = el, while all others must have es < e 0 and ! ___ 2. The 
simplest of these are characterized in the important 
THEOREM 1. (a) A system S ' (e l ,  e2) of class {0, %} with 1 = 2 particles, 
of  total proper energy e s = e 1 + e 2 < eo, has the unique energies 
E~ = (eo a + e~-  e~) /2e  0, (2) 
E~ = (eo 2 - e~ + ez2)/Zeo, 
and oppositely directed momenta of equal magnitudes, given by 
cp ;= (E l  2 -  e•) 1/2. 
The inequality e 1 + e 2 < e o alone implies that the E[ defined in (2) satisfy 
e 1 < E~ < e o -- e 2, e 2 < E~ < e 0 - e 1. 
(b) For every e I >-- O, e 2 >-- 0 with e t + e 2 < eo, there exists a system 
S ' (e l ,  e2) of  class (0, eo}, the E[ being defined as in (2), with the direction of  
cP( arbitrary. 
Proof. (a) F rom (1A) we have cP 1 = -cP  2 so 
(ce02  = (cP ) 2 
Hence by (1C), E{ 2 - e~ = E~ 2 - e 2 and 
E{ 2 - E~ 2 = e 2 - e 2. (3) 
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But (1B) gives 
E~ + Ej = e o > 0 
and division of (3) by (4) shows that 
E~-  E~ = (e 2 -  e2) /eo .
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(4) 
(5) 
Solution of the linear system (4, 5) then yields the values of E;, E~ in (2). 
F rom e I + e 2 < e follows e~ < (e o - el) 2 = e 2 - 2eoe 1 + e~, whence e 1 < 
(e 2 + e 2 -- e22)/2eo =-- E;. Similarly e 2 < E~. Since E;  + E~ = eo, we have 
a lsoE(  = e o - E~ < e 0 - e 2, and E~ = e 0 - E;  < e o - e l . (Note that e 1 + 
e2 = eo implies E;  = e,, E~ = e 2 for a coherent motionless ystem.) 
(b) By the last remark, we see that the E;,  as defined by (2), are positive. 
Indeed, 
E~'>ei>--O, i=  1,2, 
so (1D) holds. Also the E; as defined have sum and difference 
E;  + E~ = eo, 
E ; -  E~= (e 2 -  e22)/eo . 
Thus (1B) holds by (6), and multiplying (6) and (7) gives 
E~ 2 - E~ 2 --- e 2 - e~ 
or  
(6) 
(7) 
satisfying 
COROLLARY 1. The system S( el, e2) of Theorem 1 has the kinetic energies 
t 1 t k, = k's(e 2 + ~ks)/eo, (9) 
k 2 k'~(e, + ~ks)/eo, 
0 < k; < e o - e s = k ' ,  
where e o is the total energy and k'~ the total k.e. (e 0 - es) of the system. Thus 
the particle of greater proper energy has the greater energy but the lesser k.e. 
(E~ 2 _ e12),/2 _ (E~ 2 _ e2 ),/2. (8) 
Hence two oppositely directed vectors cPl, cP 2 with the common magnitude 
(8) satisfy (1A, C), and this completes the proof. 
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Proof For example, 
k '  1 =E{-e  1 = (e 2+e 2 -e2) /2eo-e  l 
_ )2_  e~) /2e  ° = (e ° _ e l _  e2) (eo_  el + e2) /2e  ° =( (% el 
1 t = (e o - e,) (2ez + e o - es ) /2e  o = k ; (e  2 + 5k , ) /e  o. 
For the existence theorem of the next section, we require the following 
generalization of Theorem l(b). 
TNEOmZM 2. I f  {0, %} is a given class (% > 0), and e i >-- 0 are any I >-- 2 
proper energies of sum ~e i < eo, then the class {0, %} contains a system 
S ' (e l , . . .  ,et). 
Proof Group the given e i in any way (there is at least one!) into two 
nonempty disjoint classes {ej}, (e~}, each containing only positive % or 
only zero ei. Define 
e I = Zej ,  e x = Ee l ,  
where 
e j  -~ e K : Y ,e  i < e 0 . 
By Theorem 1, there exists a two particle system S'(e j ,  eK) of class (0, eo}, 
its parameters satisfying the relations 
A. cPj + cP~c : 0 C. (cPj)  2 -- E j  2 - e 2, (cP~:) 2 = E~: 2 - e~ 
B. Ej  + E~: = e o D. E j  > e: >- O, E~ > eK >-- O. 
Since (A), (B) hold, it suffices to produce two systems, S'(ej)  of class 
(cPj, Ej}, and S' (ek)  of class (cP~, E~:}. By (C), (D) these classes are 
nonempty, with critical masses es, e K, where Eej = ej, 51.e k = e K. The 
desired systems must therefore be coherent, and their existence is ensured 
by part (c) of Theorem 16.1, 16.2. 
Note 1. The formulas for the E; in Theorem l(a) may be obtained more 
simply, For example, E~ 2 - -  e 2 = (cP~)  2 = (cP~)  2 = E~ 2 - -  e~ = (e 0 - -  E~)  2 
- -  e 2. 
19. The Main Existence Theorem 
The systems S(ei) which belong to a E-class {cP 0, E0} with e o = 0 have 
been determined as the coherent immaterial ones of Theorem 16.1. 
All systems of a class {cP o, Eo} with e o > 0 must have total proper mass 
e s _< e 0. Those with e s = e 0 are characterized as the coherent material ones 
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of Theorem 16.2. Moreover, the correspondence of Section 17 provides a 
one-one mapping of the systems of this Z-class on those of the class {0, e0} 
in the Z' frame of the class, and we have seen in Theorem 18.2 that, in 
addition to its coherent (motionless) systems, the latter class contains 
non-coherent systems S(ei) of any number 1-> 2 of arbitrarily specified 
proper energies ei >-- 0 of sum Ze i < e o. These remarks erve to establish the 
principal 
THEOREM 1. Given a E-class {cPo, E0} of critical energy e o > O, and 
I >_ 1 specified proper energies e i >-- 0 of sum Ze i =-- e~, then {cPo, E0} con- 
tains no system S( ei) unless 
e s <- e o. (1) 
Moreover, (a) if e~ = e0, the class contains a system S(ei) iff all e i > O, and 
(b) if e s < eo, such a system exists iff l >_ 2. 
Note 1. One may now infer the following generalization of the validity 
condition of Section 1 for particles: 
A number M and vector P are possible values for the total mass and 
momentum of some system of specified total proper mass m, iff 
M> 0 and p2 < c2(M 2 _ m~). 
20. Systems of Two Particles 
The results of Sections 17, 18 enable us to state 
THEORBM 1. All  systems S(e~, e2) of Z-class (cPo, Eo} with e~ =-- e 1 + e 2 
< e o derive, via the Lorentz transformation, from corresponding systems 
S'(e l, e2) of class (0, e0} in the E' frame of the class (cP0, E0}. The latter 
have the unique parameters E7 , cO~ of Section 18. The values of El, cOi in Z 
vary only with the direction ~'~ of cP{ in 2g'. 
This is exactly the kind of variation studied in Section 13 (for an arbitrary 
velocity V 0 of X' in 2); all the relations of that section apply here to either 
particle. Figure 11 shows the ellipsoid construction for both particles of a 
two-particle system simultaneously. Note the ellipsoid is common to both, 
since cO' 1 = cO~, but the origins O~, O~ of momenta cP1, cP 2 are at distances 
~,0fl0E~, yofloE~ from O', which are equal iff e a = e 2. Each particle therefore 
falls under its own case (I, II, III), and it can be shown that all nine 
combinations are possible. (Note 1.) 
By reflecting the construction for the second particle in the origin O' one 
can visualize the situation more clearly. Thus the figure displays the 
necessary relation I cPl + cP2l= g, + g; = yofloE; + VofloE~ = V0floe0 = 
c~0 o =[ cPo[ , and the angle of separation o = ~Pl + ~2 of the Z trajectories. 
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/ /  I ~ /  2 
o,' , o ;  o' ~I ~ ~, , ,  
-~' -g~ .~2 ~ ~ ~t'°~ 
/ ' ,  \ / - / / - ~elo~ity 
direction 
g~ = ro/~o E; b = cp~ ,, :  roCpl 
S(e=,e z) ~ S'(el ,e2);  cp i ,  E~ fixed. 
{o o, Eo} - {O, eo} 
FIG. 11. The two particle system. 
From the equation cP o=cP  1+cP2, we obtain cp 2=c~+c~+ 
2c~lc~2cos o = (c~ l + c~2) 2 -- 4c~lcp2sin2(o/2) and therefore 
sin(o/2) -- ((c~ 1 +c~2)2--(C~o)2)1/z/2(c~1c~2) 1/2 (1) 
Note 1. Given e 0 > 0 and 0 < fl0 < 1, there exists a system S'(el, e2) of 
class (0, %} for which obtains any one of the 3 × 3 = 9 possible combina- 
tions of cases I, II, III for its two particles in the momentum ellipsoid 
diagram. In fact, for i = 1, 2, let b i be chosen on (0, 1) with each bi satisfying 
< 
any one of the three inequalities flo ~ bi independently. Then define 
E~ : bzeo/(b , + b2) > O, 
e,: e;(1- > O, 
One easily verifies the relations 
E~ + E~ = e0, 
E~ = b leo / (b ,  + b2) > O, 
c~ : biE ~, i :  1,2. 
c~ = (E; 2 -- e/2) 1/2, 
#; - c~; /E ;  = b,, 
and the above assertion follows. 
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Note 2. It is easy to derive the Y parameters of a 2-body system 
S(e l ,  e2) of class (cP  o, E0} as functions of ~1 without introducing the Z' 
frame of the class. However, their dependence on the ~'  angle ~{, is 
essential for understanding their behavior under cases I, II, III. For exam- 
ple, from cP 1 + cP 2 = cPo, E l + E 2 = E o follows at once the equations 
(clo2) 2 = (C~Oo) 2 + (cO,) 2 - 2CPoC0,cos ~1 ,
E 2=Eo 2+El  2 -  2EoE  1. 
Subtraction gives 
-e2  = -eg  - e2 + 2(EoE1 -- C°oc~°lC°S ~1) 
or 
E; = Yo(E1 - ~0C~01COS @1)'  
where we have here written E; = (eo 2 + e 2 -- e22)/2e0 simply as an abbrevi- 
ation. In reality it is of course the energy of 1 in Y.' (cf. Section 1 8). The last 
equation may be put in the form cos  ~1 ~- (E l  - -  Yo lE~) / f locP l  • One may 
compare this with Eq. (27) of Note 1 3.4. 
Note 3. We consider here some properties of the E separation angle a in 
the special case of  equal proper energies 
e l=e2=e.  
We have then for i = 1, 2, 
E i '=  (eo/2) ,  b = cp i '= ( (%/2)  2 -e2~1/2) , 
g = 70fl0E[ = Yoflo(eo/2) = C~o/2, and 
a --= 7o b = 7oCP ' 
p' = g /a ,  (Fig. 12). 
-g b g o 
FIG. 12. The case e I = e2 (Case I). 
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The inequalities 0' < 1 distinguishing the three cases are here equivalent 
to eTo < = (eo/2). 
The origins O[, O~' being symmetrically placed, it is geometrically clear 
from Fig. 12 and its analogues for cases II and III that the separation angle 
o has the following properties. 
Case I (0~ inside E). o is least for ~ = 90 °, and greatest (180 °) for 
+,, = o o, 180 o. 
Case H (0~ on E): o is least for ~=90 °, and greatest (90 ° ) for 
t ~l = 0°, 180°. 
Case l I I  (0~ outside E). o is greatest for +'l = 90°, and least (0 °) for 
+~ = 0 o, 180 °. 
In all three cases, we have for the extremal angle 6 occurring at ~{ = 90 °, 
s in(6/2) = b~ (b 2 + g2),/2 = 1 / (1  + (g/b)2) ' /2= 1/ (1  + (ptTo)2) 1/2 
(2) 
since g/b = (g/a)(a/b) = 0'70- Moreover, in Z we see that c~/2 = b 2 Jr- g2 
= (eo /2)  2 - e 2 + V2oBg(eo/2) == Vo~(eo/2)  2 - e ~, i .e.,  
Of geometric interest under Case I is the system of two photons (e ~ 0, 
O' =/3o < 1). Since both origins O{, O~' are at the loci (Section 13) we see 
that g =f= ae = aBo, and it follows from the "string property" of the 
ellipse that there prevails a constant sum cl)1 + c~2 =- 2a. Hence from (1), 
we have for all ~', 
• O s ln~ = (a  2 -- g2)1/2/(c~31c}32) 1/2 = a( l  -- ~g)l /2/(c~31c~32)1/2 
= aTo'/ (£~31C~2) 1/2 = Cp~/ (C~31C~32) 1/2 ~- E[/(EIE2) '/2 
= (eo/2)(E,E2) '/2 
6 
>-- (eo/2)/((E,  + E2)/2)  = eo/Eo = 1/7o = sin- 5 . (4) 
The final inequality is a trivial special case of the arithmetic-geometric-mean 
relation. 
Another instance arises in the elastic scattering of a projectile on a target 
of equal rest mass at rest in Z (cf, Section 30). For the Z' frame of the class, 
the appropriate figure falls under Case II, with both O" on the ellipsoid. In 
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such a case, p' = 1, and (2) gives for the min imum angle of separation for 
the scattered projectile and recoil target directions 
s in(6/2)  = 1 / (1  + ~,02) V2 (5) 
or 
cos(O) -- (rg - 1 ) / (# + 1). (6) 
EXAMPLE 1. The Y class (cP o = (1,2,2)~, E 0 = 5} has fundamental  
particle parameters c~ 0 = 3, 'I" o = (1/3, 2/3,  2/3)~, E o = 5, e 0 = 4, "/0 -= 
5/4,  flo = 3/5.  It contains no system S(el ,  e2) with e I = 2, e 2 = 3, and 
none with e I -- 0, e 2 = 4. Aside from trajectory origin, it contains exactly 
one such system with e I - -1 ,  e 2 --= 3. This is coherent material, with 
E 1 = 5/4,  E 2 = 15/4, cP t = 3/4ff'0, cP 2 = 9/4q '  o. 
The systems S(el ,  e2) with e I = 0, e 2 = 2 of the above class all derive 
from the corresponding systems S'(el ,  e2) of class {0, 4} in the Y,' frame of 
the class. For S' we necessarily have E~ = 3/2,  E~ = 5/2,  and c~ = 3/2.  
In the ellipsoid figure, O] = 3 /5  =/30, 0~ = 1 imply O~ at the left focus and 
0~' on the ellipse (Cases I and II). If we specify the direction xI'~ = 
(2/3,  2/3,  1/3)~, of e I in Y/, we obtain from the vector form (10.5) 
cP, = (107,142, 106)/72, cP 2 = ( - 35, 2, 38) /72 on ~,  
E l = 23/8,  E 2 = 17/8, 
Ck: cP,  -~- ce  2 = ceo,  E I ~- E 2 = Eo ,  Ei  2 - c~2i : e 2, 
21. Systems of Many Particles 
All systems S'(e~) with 1-> 2 specified proper energies e i ~ 0 of sum 
e~ < Co, which belong to a class (0, eo) of an arbitrary frame Z', are 
determined from the conditions of Theorem 15.3, 
A.  "Y,,cP i' ~- 0 C. (cPi ' )  2 : Ei  '2 - e2i 
B. Y.Ei' =e  o D. E '>0.  
The existence of such a system, consisting of two coherent subsystems, 
was proved in Theorem 18.2. Interpreting that result, with X' regarded as 
the Z'  frame of a class, we obtained a corresponding existence theorem for 
an arbitrary class (cP0, Eo) of Z (Theorem 19.1(b)). We now exploit the 
latter result to clarify the nature of those systems S'(e~) of (0, %} with 
I--> 3 particles. These lack the uniqueness properties of the two particle 
systems described in Section 18, and we shall determine completely the 
energy ranges permitted for their particles. This in turn has immediate but 
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complicated implications for an arbitrary class of the same critical energy, 
which will be mentioned only briefly in a later application (Section 33). 
THEOREM 1. Let S ' (e l , . . . ,e l )  be a system of class {0, e0}, e 0 > 0, with 
I >__ 3proper energies e i >- O, of sum e, = E(ei < e o. Let e I be any one of the 
e,, and define e K = Z~e i. Then there exists a two particle system S'( e l, e K ) of 
class {0, e0}, in which e I has the unique energy 
with 
E j= (e 2+e 2 -e  2 ) /2e  o 
e I "~ E5 < e 0 - -  e K .  (1) 
Moreover, the energy Ef of e 1 in S'( ei) necessarily lies on the range 
el --< e ;  _< E;-. (2) 
Equality holds (a) on the left iff e 1 > 0 and the residual system R =-- 
S ' (e  2 . . . . .  el) is of class {0, e o -- el}, (b) on the right iff R is coherent. 
Proof The existence of S'(el ,  ex),  and relation (1) follow from Theorem 
18.1, since e 1 + e r = e s < e 0. The residual system has the totals 
Y.~cP i' = --cP;, Z~E[ = e 0 -- E{, EI2et = e x.  
It therefore follows from Theorem 14.1 that 
E{ 2 - el 2 = (cP() 2 = ( -cP ; )  2 _< (e 0 - E;)  2 - e~: 
or equivalently, 
, 2 -e~c) /2eo- -E j  E 1 <_ (e 2 + e l 
with equality iff R is coherent. The statement about the lower bound of E~ 
is trivial. 
COROLLARY 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, the particle 1 of the 
system S'(el ,  eK) has k.e. 
k ' r= k: ( e~: + k: 
eo -2  
with 
0 < k) < e 0 - e, = k;. (3) 
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The k.e. of el in S ' (e i )  must  lie on the range 
0 --< k; -< k~ (4) 
with the same conditions for  equality. 
Proof  One need only apply Corollary 18.1 in Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let {0, eo} be a class in Z',  and e i >- 0 any I >_ 3 stipulated 
proper energies of  sum e = Nile i < %. Then, for  every number E;  and vector 
cP( satisfying the validity condition 
E~ > 0, (cP~) 2 = E~ 2 -- el 2 
there exists a system S ' (e l , . . . ,e t )  in {0, e0}, in which particle 1 has the 
parameters ( cP(, E~, el),  provided only that 
e I <-- E~ < E j  =--(e g + e 2 - e2) /2eo  .
I f  the given E;  = E j ,  this is also true provided all e 2 . . . .  , e I are of  the same 
k ind  (>  0 or = 0). 
Proof  It suffices to produce a residual system R = S ' (e  2 . . . .  ,e t )  with 
totals 
Zt2cPi ' = --cP~, Y.~E[ = e o - E{. 
Since we are given in any case that E{ <- E j  < e o - e r <-- e o (Theorem 18.1) 
we certainly know e 0 - Ef > 0. Moreover, the inequality E~ <_ E j  is strictly 
equivalent o 
( - cP ; )  z = (cP( )  2 =-- E[ 2 - e~ <-- (e  o - E~) 2 -- e~. 
This ensures that the class ( -  cP(, e o - E ; )  in which we seek the system R 
is at least nonempty (Theorem 15.1), and moreover has a critical energy 
e* >-- ex,  with equality iff E;  = Ej .  But e x = Z~e i is the total proper energy 
of the desired system R, and its existence follows from Theorem 16.1 and 
Theorem 19.1. In detail: if E;  < E j  is given, then e* > ex,  the above class 
has critical energy e* > 0, and contains a noncoherent system R by Theo- 
rem 19.1(b) since the e2,. . .  ,e t are I - 1 _> 2 proper energies; if E;  = E j  is 
given, then e* = ex,  and R exists as a coherent system by Theorem 16.1(c) 
if e K = 0, or by Theorem 19.1(a) if e K > 0, since we have stipulated in this 
limiting case that e2,. . .  , e I are of the same kind. 
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COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, all values of k'~ on the 
range 
O<k~ <k'j--k~(eK+k~-~);----" " "  k, s=e o es 
- -  eo  
are attainable, with the same condition for the upper limit. 
I I I .  TRANSMUTATIONS OF SYSTEMS 
22. Transmutations 
A transmutation i an event space Z is a localized "black box" physical 
process, of short duration, in which a set of free physical particles is 
converted into a second such set, with conservation of total energy and 
momentum. Such a process is here idealized as an event (R, t): 
A~S 
at which two systems A, S of the same class (cP0, E0}, and concurrent at 
(R, t), interchange "reality," A becoming "virtual" as S becomes "real." 
Thus the reverse process S --, A does not here connote time reversal, but 
simply a reversed interpretation of reality for the same two mathematical 
objects A and S, as indicated in Fig. 13. 
While other conservations laws (for charge, spin . . . .  ) may impose further 
restrictions, we shall here regard two arbitrary systems as interconvertible iff 
they belong to the same class and are concurrent at an event. 
In particular, if S* is a system of class (cP0, E0}, consisting of a single 
particle, hence with parameters (cP o, E o, e0), and A and S are arbitrary 
systems of this class, concurrent with S* at some event (R, t) of its 
trajectory, then the fusion A ~ S* and the decay S*~ S are equally 
possible. Indeed, every transmutation A --, S may be regarded, mathemati- 
cally at least, as a composite process A --* S* --, S, where the fundamental 
particle S* is of negligible duration. 
$ 
,/t\\ / ! \ 
A--S s --A 
(fusion) (decoy) 
FIGURE 13 
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The present chapter is, in the main, only an elaboration of Chapter II, 
which discussed the totality of systems belonging to a given class {cP o, E0}, 
that is to say, having a given total momentum P0 and energy E 0. Here we 
emphasize the dependence of P0 and E 0 on the particle parameters of the 
initial system A(e h ). 
We state below without proof, the principal implications of Chapter II for 
transmutations. 
THEOREM 1. In any transmutation A ~ S, S is coherent immaterial iff A 
is. For such a system A, all possible resulting systems are "coalesced," with the 
single trajectory of A, and parameters determined to the extent indicated in 
Theorem 16.1. 
For example, a photon of energy E = hv can only transmute into a 
coherent system of immaterial particles of total energy E, all superimposed 
on its own line of flight. It cannot produce an electron-positron pair, nor a 
divergent set of photons. 
THEOREM 2. I f  A ~ S is a transmutation between systems of class 
(cPo, E0}, both A and S have the same (CM)  velocity, namely the class 
"velocity" (Vo = cPo/ Eo ), and identical (CM ) trajectories. I f  IV  o I< 1 ( e o > 
0), then A ~ S appears, in the Z'-frame of the class, as a transmutation 
A' ~ S' between corresponding systems of class (0, e0}, occurring at their 
stationary (CM). Conservation of energy in Y is expressed by 
e~ + k~ = E o = e s + k s 
and in E' by 
t % + k~ = e o = e s + k' s. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a system of class (cPo, E0} with e o > O, and let 
e i >_ 0 be any I >- 1 specified proper energies. Then a transmutation A ~ S 
(el , . . .  ,ei) is impossible unless 
Z[ = e i =-- e s <-- e o. (T) 
(a) I f  e s = e o, A ~ S is possible iff all e i > O. 
(b) I f  e s < e o, A ~ S is possible iff I >-- 2. 
In case (a), S is a completely unique coherent material system, coalesced, 
with the single trajectory of the (CM) of A, and the parameters given in 
Theorem 16.2. Fusion, with I = 1, is the case of physical interest. In case 
(b), details on the nature of S will be found in Sections 18-21. 
Note 1. We give below an outline of a general method for following a 
transmutation A( eh) ~ S( ei). 
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(a) From the particle parameters eh, Eh, and (CPh) ~ on given Y~ axes 
one obtains the total-parameters 
e a = Eeh, go = EEh, (cPo)~ =Z(cPh)¢, 
C~o=ICeol, (q'o)~ = (ceo)JC~o. 
The class of A(e h) therefore has the parameters cPo, Eo, and 
e 0 = (E 2 - c~2) '/2 --> e~, Yo = Eo/eo, flo = C~°o/Eo, ~o. 
(b) The necessary condition e0 --> Eei ~ e s for formation of a proposed 
system S(ei) may be tested, although a zero cross section for the reaction 
makes it unnecessary. Assuming the transformation to S(ei) possible, in 
accordance with Theorem 3, its actual occurrence, rather than that of 
competing reactions, depends on relative values of cross sections and 
chance. 
(c) If indeed a noncoherent system S(ei) results, with e 0 > es, 1 >- 2 
(the only nontrivial case), we require the E-parameters of its particles. It 
may be necessary to consider for this purpose the corresponding transmuta- 
tion A' ~ S' as it appears in a frame E' moving with "velocity" Vo =/30'I"0 
in Z, usually the E' frame of the class, or the rest frame of some particle of 
A(eh), and related to Y~ by the (cPE) transformation. In such cases one 
requires the (cPE) ~ transformation to obtain A' from A, and (cPE) to get 
back from S' to S. These transformations involve the parameters 3'0,/30, a/o 
associated with the velocity of E' in E. If E' is the E' frame of the class, then 
3"0 = eo/eo,  /30 = C~o/eo, % = (Ceo) JC~o.  
If E' is the rest frame of one of the (material) particles h 0 of A, then one 
uses for the (cPE) transformation the parameters 
3'0 = Eho/eho, /30 = C~ho/Eho, (%)8  = (CPho)JI COho I '  
In any case, one has two alternatives for the (cPE) transformation. 
(I) One may use the vector form (10.5): 
(cS~)~, = (cp~)~ + {80(~p~ - %)  - 3'o/30E~}(q'o)~, 
E~ = Yo(-/3o(¢e~- %) + E~}, 
to obtain A' from A, and 
(cP,)~ : (c?,%, + (,~o(C1~, ' .  %) + 3'o/3oE:}(%)~, 
E, = r0{/30(c?/- %)  + E:}, 
to get S from S'. 
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(II) The rotation 8 defined on axes d~ by the matrix 
I a x - ay -- a z ] 
D 1 - (aZy/A) -aya JA  ay 
a z - -ayaz /A  1 -- (a} / /A)  
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where A = 1 + a~ v ~ 0 and ~0 = (ax, ay, az) ~ (Appendix I, Corollary 1) 
takes axes ~ into a set of standard axes g. One can therefore obtain 
(cPh) S = D~(cPh)~ as the coordinates (c0h~, C0hy, c0~z) of cP h referred to S. 
The inverse of (10.2): 
- . . . .  
cO~x=% hx--fl0 , CO'by= COhy, CO'h_,= C~z, 
= + 
then gives the system A' on standard E' axes S'. From the new system S' on 
axes $' one next obtains the E system S on S by means of (10.2), 
( . . . .  
- -  - - '  ' cO = c~o' cO = cO' CO ix = ~[0 CO ix -~ flO ' iy iy' iz iz' 
- - t  
Finally, we have, relative to the original Y axis ~, 
= 
where D is defined above, and (cPi) $ = (cOi~, cOiy, COiz). 
In either method, one may require the further Z parameters 
k, = Ei - e~, fl~ = cOi/Ei ,  (%)A  = (cP, )¢/ [  cP~[ 
and the trajectory 
R 0 (t -- to)fliC(~¢i)~. ( 
In case the transmutation is studied in Z itself, as for example in fusion 
and Compton scattering on target at rest, the (cPE) transformation is of 
course by-passed. Fusion (Section 28), a coherent result, is trivia], since the 
final system S(eo) has the parameters (cPo, E0, e0) of the class as obtained 
in (a). 
(d) We have not mentioned how the resulting system is arrived at. If 
e o > e~, and I -> 2, a noncoherent result is possible. Even in the simplest 
cases, it is not completely determined, and the energy, and direction referred 
to the axes employed, ofany particle i to be followed, must he obtained by 
samphng physically given distributions. In cases of "nonpolarized" emission 
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about a stipulated basic direction, the direction of emission may be obtained 
(for Monte Carlo purposes) by the "standard evice" of Appendix II. 
In the case of elastic scattering on target at rest, treated in the £'-frame of 
the class (Section 30), we have E~ = E~, E i = E~, and only the direction q3' 
in Z' is required. 
The above methods are illustrated in following sections. 
EXaMeLE 1. A photon (h = 1) of energy 3 and direction (2/3, 1/3, 2/3)e 
strikes a particle (h = 2)o f  rest energy ~/2, k.e. 2 -  ¢2 and direction 
( -1 /¢2 ,  1/~/2,0)~. The collision results in two particles (i = 3,4) of rest 
energies 1 and 2, respectively. The transmutation is treated in the E' frame 
of the class, and the auxiliary direction ~2' = ( -2 /3 ,  l /3,  2/3) is chosen for 
location of "t" 3' about the basic photon direction 't~ in Y/, as explained in 
Appendix II. The parameters of S(e 3, e4) are required on the original 
axis ~. 
For A(el, ez) and the Lorentz parameters we have 
e L=0,  E 1 =3,  c~1=3,  
e 2 = v~2, E 2 = 2, C~0 2 = ~/2, 
e~ = ~/2, E o = 5, c~ o = 3, 
e o = 4, 3'o = 5/4, /3 0 = 3/5, 
ceL = 
= 
cP o = (1,2,2)~, 
~o = (1 /3 ,2 /3 ,  2/3)e.  
For the proposed S(e3, e4), we have e 0 > e, = 3, I = 2, which is possible. 
Using Method (I) of Note 1, we pass to the frame E' by 
(I) (cP()~, = (cP,)~ + {6o(cP j . "~o) -YofloE,}(azo)a 
= + {(1/4)(8/3)  - (3/4)(3)} 2/3 / 
2 /3 ]  
53/36] I cl)~x] 
= - 2/36 / = c~o'ly[, 
34/36] c~'2z ] 
E{ = yo{-/3o(cPl - %)  + E~} = 7/4, c19'1 = 7/4, 
= i 0 +{(1 /4) (1 /3 ) - (3 /4 ) (2 )}  ~]  2 /3 ]  
I I1 
--53/36 1 c~°2x 
= 2/36 / = c~2y , 
- -34/36] c~ z 
E~ = 5 /4{( -3 /5 ) (1 /3 )  + 2} = 9/4, = 7/4 .  
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Note: cP(  + cP~ = O, E~ + E~ = e o. 
Standard device (Appendix II): 
Basic direction 't'~ = cP{/c  ~'l = (53/63, - 2/63,  34/63)~,. 
Auxiliary direction ~2' = ( -2 /3 ,  1/3, 2/3)~,. 
153j63 2j63 _34j63]l_2j3, 
• I'~ = 6 fg= -2 /63  1826/1827 17/1827 • 1/3 / 
34/63 17/1827 1538/1827 2/31 
= -4988 e /  
1976 5481, 
1121 
e; - eg + e~ - e~ _ 13/8, c~; = (105) ' /2/8,  
2% 
ce ' = 
E i = 19/8,  cO~ = (105)1/2/8, cP~ = -cP~, 
= + %)  + 
E3 = %(Bo(C?; " ~o) + E~}, 
are then computable and (cP4) ~ = (cPo)ee - (cP3)¢, E 4 ---- E 0 - E~. 
Some of the above steps are obviously unnecessary, but are included as a 
check. 
EXAMPLE 2. A photon (h -- 1) of energy 4 strikes a particle (h -- 2) of 
rest energy 3 and k.e. 2 at right angles, their directions on Y axes ~ being 
xtt 1 = (1/¢2,  1 /¢2,0)~,  if'2 = (1/¢2,  - 1 / (2 ,0 )~.  
The collision results in two particles (i = 3, 4) of rest energies 2, 4, respec- 
tively. The auxiliary direction f~' = (1/ (2,  - 1/2, 1/2) is chosen for location 
of ,I'~ about the stipulated photon direction 't'~ in the 2 '  frame of the class. 
Here we have 
e 1 = 0, E I = 4, c~ 1 4, "t" l = (1/ (Z,  I / (2 ,0 )~,  
cP  l -- (2(2, 2¢2, 0)~, 
e 2 = 3, E 2 = 5, c~ 2 = 4, ~2 = (1 / (2 ,  - 1 / (2 ,0 )~,  
cP  2 = (2(2, -2 (2 ,  0)A, 
e a = 3, E 0 = 9, c ~o  = 4d2, ~o = (1,0, 0) ~, 
cP  o ---- (4(2, 0, 0)~, 
e o = 7, ~'o ---- 9 /7 ,  /30 = 4(2 /9 .  
Since e o > e, = 6, I = 2, a non-coherent system S is possible. Moreover, 
q'o = X, so the given axes are standard, and we define parallel Y,' axes ~ '  in 
the standard configuration of Fig. 3. 
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We next compute the basic direction ,I,; on axes C': 
c~'~ = Vo(CO,~ - ~oe l )  --  2` /2 /7 ,  
E~ = 7o(--floc~lx + El) = 20/7, 
c191 = (E~ 2 - e~)~/2 = 20/7, 
a~ = C~0'lx/C~'l = `/2/10, 
,t,; = (`/2/10, 7,/2/10, 0)~,. 
Applying the device of Appendix II, we define 
g' = (1/`/2, - 1/2, 1/2)~,, 
[ ` /2 /10-7` /2 /10  i ]  
D = 7`/2/10 `/2/10 , 
0 0 
so ~t,~ = D(~')¢, is the E' direction of 3 on axes ~'. 
Since I = 2, we have uniquely by Section 18 
E i = (eo 2+ e32 - e J ) /2e  o = 37/14, 
c~; = (E~ 2 - e2) 1/2= 3`/65/14, 
ce; = c~;( , I ,~)~,.  
From this we obtain the £ energy 
e~ : Vo(BoC~ + el)  
and the coordinates of cP 3 on Z axes ~: 
C~O3x : (CO~ x "~- ~oEt), c~33y = E~)t3y, CV3z = c~.  
The last two examples are quite arbitrary. Compton collision is ordinarily 
treated in the rest frame of the target (Section 31). 
For instance, in the present example, we should find 
cP; = cP, + ((3'2 - 1)(cP,- ~'2) - 72/32E,)~2 = (--2`/2/3, 14¢2/3,0), 
c~ = 20/3, '~I,; = ( -V2 /10 ,  7`/2/10, 0), 
for the photon in the rest frame of the target. 
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23. The Q-value 
The Q-value of a (proposed) transmutation 
A(eh) ~ S(ei) 
is defined as the intrinsic difference 
Q = e a - -  e~ (1) 
in the total proper energies of the two systems. Thus the energy conserva- 
tion equation in X, 
ea + ka= Eo= es + k~ (2) 
is expressible in the form 
k~ + Q = k s, (3) 
emphasizing that, in the conversion of A into S, the "loss" in proper energy 
must balance the "gain" in k.e. This also makes obvious the invariance of 
the k.e. difference of two systems of the same class under an arbitrary 
Lorentz transformation. Moreover, the invariantly expressed threshold con- 
dition 
(T) e o -> e s (4) 
is equivalent to E o ~ eo'Y o _> e~'y o. Since E o = e~ + k~, this may be written 
in the form 
T(Z)  k~ -> ( -Q)  + (Y0 - 1)es. (5) 
Thus the threshold condition in Z states that the total k.e. k~ of the initial 
system must suffice to supply any proper energy increase, plus the k.e. of a 
particle of proper energy e~ riding at its (CM). 
In the ~' frame of the class, the corresponding transmutation A' ~ S' 
satisfies the conservation law 
e~ + k" = e 0 = e s + k~' 
or  
k 'a+Q=k s. 
Here the threshold condition e o --> es is equivalent to 
T(~' )  k~ ~ ( -Q)  
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
s ince  e 0 = e a + k'a. 
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e° / / / ~  es Q <0, ka•ks 
eo ' / ' ~  es Q=O, k a=ks 
' es Q • O, k a < k s 
FIG. 14. Rest mass as "potent ia l ."  
The conservation equation (2), 
e~ + k ~ = e o + k o = e s + k s 
is formally like the law of constant potential plus kinetic energy in mecha- 
nics. Indeed, one may think of a transmutation as a process which raises e a 
to a maximal value eo, and then drops it to a final level e s, where 
Q = e~ - es is the net "potential drop," as indicated in Fig. 14. 
The transmutation A ~ S is said to be elastic in case the total kinetic 
energy is conserved, as well as E 0 and P0. Such a change is therefore one for 
which we have the additional stipulation k~ = ks,  or equivalently Q = 0. 
Hence the elastic nature of a collision is invariant under Lorentz transfor- 
mation, and is always possible since e~ < eo and e s = e~. 
In practice eo = e s signifies the identity of the individual proper energies 
of A and S, and when H = 2 = I, the two participating particles preserve 
their individual energies and absolute momenta in the Z'  frame of the class, 
as required by Theorem 18.1. 
24. Decay 
By a "decay" we mean any transmutation of form 
(D) A(eo)  --, S (e l , . . . ,e t ) ;  I >_ 2, (1) 
in which a single material particle is converted into a system of two or more 
particles. Here, the proper energy of the decaying particle is necessarily the 
critical energy of its class {cP  o, E0}, and the necessary condition e 0 -> e s 
becomes imply 
T(D) O -> 0. (2) 
Thus the decay is prohibited if Q < 0 (e o < es) regardless of the k.e. of e o 
(why is this consistent with (23.5)?). If Q = 0, decay is possible iff all e i > 0 
with a trivial coherent result. If Q > 0 (the only case of physical interest) the 
decay is always possible since we have stipulated I _> 2. 
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The parameters 7o, fl0, 't'o of the transformation to the Y' frame of the 
class are those of the decaying particle; in particular 
7o = Eo/eo, Bo = c ~ o/Eo. (3) 
Moreover, the Y~' frame is the rest frame of the particle, in which it 
appears tationary, with rest energy e o, and some intrinsic life time T'. We 
recall (Section 6) that its apparent life span in Z is T = 70 T', during which it 
travels a distance 70fl0cT ' in the direction "t' o (Section 6). 
In Y,', the decay appears as an "explosion" of a particle at rest, with a 
conversion of proper to kinetic energy indicated by Eq. (23.7) 
0 + Q = k~. (4) 
Some Forbid&, Decays. (a) For a bare nucleus (A) of charge + Zq 
containing A nucleons (Z protons p+, N = A -- Z neutrons n°) the decay 
( A ) --' +Nn° 
is impossible since Q = e(~) - {Ze(p +) + Ne(n°)) < 0. Here -Q  is 
called the binding energy of the nucleus. 
(b) For the neutral atom [ ~] with Z electrons e- in ground state about 
the nucleus, the decay 
L 
is forbidden, since <0,-(2beingthe 
binding energy of electrons. In nuclear reactions, this is ignored. For 
example, in (a)one would take Q~e[~] -  {Ze[Jl] + Ne(n°)}, where [11] 
denotes the neutral IH atom. Table IV gives a few neutral atom proper 
energies in "atomic mass units" (AMU). From this one may verify the 
binding energy (2.225 MeV) of the deuteron [211 ~-2H.  
(c) The decayp + ~ n o + e + +v~ of a free ~oton  into a neutron, positron 
and neutrino is forbidden by the (2-value Q = -1.8 MeV (Table III), 
although this is the basis of positron decay in unstable nuclei. 
(d) An electron decay e- --, e- +7 has (2 = 0 but violates the require- 
ment that all product proper energies be positive. 
(e) The process p+ --, e + has (2 > 0, but does not produce at least two 
particles. 
Since we regard a transmutation A ~ S as possible iff A, S are in the 
same class, its impossibility obviously implies the impossibility of S ~ A, 
although the latter may be true for apparently different reasons. Consider 
the reverse of the transmutations i  (d) and (e). 
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25. Decay into Two Particles 
In a decay 
A(eo) --~ S(el, e2), 0) 
where k~ = Q = e 0 - (el + e2) > 0, the products emerge in opposite direc- 
tions in the Z' frame of the class, with the unique energies El, k~ given in 
(18.2), (18.9). The relation between the systems S(el, e2)~ S'(el, e2) is 
illustrated by Fig. 11. If e 0 is at rest in 57, the frames Y,, Y' coincide, and all 
parameters of S are of course those of S'. 
I. In the simplest case, one has e 1 = e 2 ------ e, as in Note 20.3, so that 
k~=Q=e o -2e ,  and fo r i=  1,2, 
k; = 0/2,  E" = %/2,  c0~ = ( (%/2)  2 - e2) '/2. (2) 
Thus in the kaon decay (Table III) 
K ° ~ ~r- +Tr + , 
Q = 218.6 MeV, and each pion has k.e. 109.3 MeV in Y,'. 
In particular, when e~ = e 2 = 0, the decay involves a total conversion of 
the rest energy e o into kinetic energy 
k; = Q = e 0 (3) 
with k[ = E[ = c~'~ = eo/2. This is the case for which we have the simple 
result of (20.4), 
sin 0 /2  = eo/2(E1E2) ~/2 >- eo/E o = 1/~, o
for the angle o of separation between the two lines of flight in £. 
For example, the decay in flight 
q r°~y+y 
of a 135-MeV (k.e.) neutral pion yields photons with a minimum angle of 
separation of 60 ° in E, each having energy E i= cl)i = 135 MeV. (ef. (20.3)) 
A second instance is provided by the decay of "parapositroneum": 
{~+ ? , e- ;} ~ -/? +7 $. Neglecting its binding energy, each photon in X' 
has energy h v[ = e(e) = 0.5110 MeV, and wavelength X'i (by definition) the 
Compton wavelength of the electron (Section 1). 
NOTE. Although a free positron t + is stable, it comes to rest locally 
when liberated (as in pair production and positron emission) in the presence 
of matter, and may then combine with an electron e- to form a very 
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unstable "double star" complex (e + , e - )  called positroneum. When the 
component spins are opposite (the usual case) the result is parapositroneum, 
with the decay mode above, the photon spins also being opposite. Spin 
conservation is indicated by the equation ~ ) = 0 = 1 - 1. The alterna- 
tive result is "ortho positroneum," with the decay (e + ~ , e -  T } --' 3' t + ' /  
+~,$, and spin conservation ½ + ½ = 1 = 1 + 1 - 1. 
II. In another important case, one has e 1 > 0, e 2 = 0, with k~ = Q = e 0 
- e I > 0. Here, the formula (18.9) for the k.e. of e 1 in E '  becomes 
k~ = Op, o = O/2eo ,  (4) 
and the relations 
E; = e 1 + k~, cp; = E~ -- k~ = Q(1 - p),  (5) 
provide an easy way of obtaining the remaining parameters of S'. 
Since Q = e 0 - e 1 < e 0, it is clear that p < ½ and hence 
while the energy formulas 
E;  = (eo /2) (1  + (e l /eo)2) ,  
E~ = (eo /2) (1  - (e l /eo)2) ,  
show that 
E~ > eo/2 > E~. 
As noted in Section 18, such inequalities obtain whenever eI > e 2. 
The E~ equation implies the relation 
e o ---- k~ + (k• + e2) '/2, (6) 
which may be used to compute the rest energy of the decaying particle from 
that of the material product particle, and the energy of the accompanying 
photon. 
The decay modes of some of the " fundamental  particles" (Table I I I )  fall 
under Case II, for example, in the decay 
E° ~ A° + 3,. 
Taking e o = 1193, e 1 = 1116, we have Q -- 77, p = .0323, k '  l = 2.487, 
E( = 1118.5, c~ = E~ = k~ = 74.5 (all MeV). 
In a nuclear decay of this type, Q = e o - e j may be thought of as the 
difference in energy levels of the "same" nucleus, having rest energies 
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e 0 > e~ in the two states. In such a photon emission it is interesting to 
compare the emitted photon wavelength X' 2 = c/v~ with the "normal"  
wavelength )~0 = C/Vo, where by definition hv o = Q is the difference in 
energy levels. Dividing the latter equation by hv~ = k~ = Q(1 - p) yields 
h'2/~ o = Vo/V ~ = 1/(1 -- p) and therefore 
z'  = (X' 2 -- ?to)/Yk o = 0 / (1  -- O) = k l /k~ = Q/ (Q  + 2e,)  (7) 
is the "red shift due to recoil" in Z'. 
I I I .  When e~ > e 2 > 0, the general formulas of Section 18 are required. 
The decay modes - - -  --, A ° + rr- and Z -o n o + 7r- of Table II I, and the 
classical nuclear emission of a particles (4He) are of this kind. 
EXAMPLE 1. A particle of rest energy 3, traveling on OX with k.e. 2 
decays in flight into two particles each of rest energy 1, the first of which is 
emitted in Z'  at 60 ° with OX'. Then for A(eo) --o S(ej ,  e2), e 0 = 3, k o = 2, 
E o = 5, C~Oo = 4, Yo = 5/3 ,  Bo = 4 /5 ,  
e i = 1, E i' = 3/2,  cp~ = ¢5/2,  i = 1,2, 
E, = 5 /3 (4 /5  .¢5 /2 -  1/2 + 3/2)  = (15 + 2¢5)/6,  
E 2 = 5 /3 (4 /5 -  ¢5 /2 -  ( - -1 /2 )  + 3/2)  = (15 -- 2¢5)/6.  
Note that this falls under Case I I I  of Note 20.3. 
EXAMPLE 2. The particle (h = 0, e o = 3, k 0 = 2) of Example 1 has 
direction ~0 = (2/3,  2/3,  1/3)¢ on Y~ axes (~, and decays in flight into the 
same two particles of rest energy e I = e 2 = 1. If, as we shall assume, the 
decay product 1 is emitted isotropically in the rest frame of the decaying 
particle, the "basic direction of emission" is ours to choose, and we shall do 
so in two different ways in the two methods (I), (II) (See Note 22.1 and 
Appendix II). We suppose the auxiliary direction ~' = (2/7, 6/7,  3/7)  in 
either case. Here we have 
e o = 3, E o = 5, cV o = 4, 't' 0 = (2 /3 ,2 /3 ,  1 /3)a ,  
cP o = (8/3,  8/3,  4 /3)~,  "¢0 = 5/3 ,  flo = 4/5 .  
The proposed system S has e s 
is possxble. 
As before, we have for S' in Z', 
= 2 < e 0 = 3, I = 2, so noncoherent decay 
We now consider the two methods of Note 22.1. 
e, = 1, E, = 3/2 ,  c~; = ~/5/2, i=  1,2. 
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(I) We choose E '  axes d~' parallel to the given Z axes d~ and select X'  as 
the basic direction i f '  (Transformation of A to A' is unnecessary). We take 
the Y' direction of 1 to be if~ = f~' = (2/7, 6/7,  3/7)~,, and so have 
E{ = 3/2 ,  eP{ = (~/5/2)if( on axes d~'. 
Then one computes E l and (cPl) ¢ by using the vector form 
(cP,)~ = (cP;)$, + {(Vo - 1)(cP; - ifo) + Vof loE'}(T0)e,  
E 1 =- yo{flo(cP{" %)  + E;}. 
The inner product required is (cP( .  q'o) = 19¢5/42 and the energy is 
E 1 = 38¢5/63 + 5/2.  We omit computat ion of (cPOe. 
(II) We obtain a set of standard axes $ in Y~ by using the rotation 6 of 
Appendix I, Corollary l, with 6 lX  = "t" o and associated matrix 
[2/3 -2/3 -1/3 ] 
D=[2/3  11/15 -2 /15  . 
tl/3 -2/15 14/15 
Defining standard Y~' axes $'  parallel to $, we select X' as the basic 
direction of emission in Y' and define 
if~ = f~' --- (2 /7 ,  6 /7 ,  3/7)$,.  
(It is not, of course, the same absolute direction as that in (I).) Thus 
E~ = 3 /2  cP{ --- (¢5/2)i f(  on S'. Hence from the simple (ePE) transforma- 
tion (10.2) we find 
E 1 = 4¢5/21 + 5/2 ,  
cP 1 =-  (5¢5/21 + 2, 3¢5/7,  3¢5/14)s,  
on standard Z axes $. (Note the check: E~ - ( cP1) 2 = 1 -- e~.) 
The components of cP~ relative to the original 5~ axes ~ are then obtained 
from 
(cP~)a = D(cP1)s 
as in Theorem l(b) of Appendix I. The matrix D is used here only. 
26. Decay into Three Particles 
In a decay 
A(eo)  ~ S(e  1, e 2, e3), (1) 
where k; = Q = e 0 - (e 1 + e 2 + e3) > 0, the 5?' energies of S'  are not 
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unique, and as shown in Section 21, any one of its particles (say i = 1) may 
have for its k.e. values on the range 
, , - - k ; (eK+½k; )  ' 0 <k 1 < ks =e-- ~ k; = Q, (2) 
where e K = e 2 + e 3. (See Corollary 21.2 for end points.) 
For example, the E' energy range of any one of the three photons 
produced in orthopositronium decay (Section 25) is 0 < k~ _< 0.511 MeV. 
Perhaps the most notable instance is the decay 
n o --, e- +p+ +;~ (Q = 0.783 MeV) 
of the free neutron (mean life 932 sec.) 
Thus the electron should have a k.e. range 
, 0.783 (938.651) = 0.7822 MeV 
0 - k 1 < 939.55-----3 
and this is observed experimentally. 
Note 1. A decay of form n o ~ e- +p+ has the same positive Q-value 
and is also mechanically possible, but would result in a unique k.e. k[ = k) 
for the electron, in conflict with experiment, and would violate spin con- 
servation, since -+ ½ v a _+ ½ -+ ½ for any choice of signs. (Hence the "inven- 
tion" of the neutrino by Panli, and it "discovery" by Reines and Cowan.) 
Note 2. Neutron decay is the basic process in electron emission from 
unstable nuclei (r-decay), 
e.g., in the decay of the triton 
( ]H) - - ,e -+(~He)+~,  Q=0.0182MeV.  
Note 3. The analogous nuclear positron emission 
is observed, although the process is forbidden to the free proton. An 
example is the transition 
(161C) ~ e + + (l~B) + rE, Q = 0.96 MeV. 
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Note here that, for such decays, "adding" Z electrons to each side results in 
the neutral atom "reaction" 
so that 
+Iz A- II +, 
Q~-e[A  1 - 2e(e) -e [zA  1}' 
where e(e) = 0.511 MeV. 
27. Collisions with Target at Rest (TAR) 
Every transmutation of form A(eh) ~ S(e~) in which A consists of a 
single particle (H = 1) may be regarded as a "decay.". All others, with 
H _> 2, are called "collisions," and we shall consider only those with H = 2, 
of the form 
(C) A(e l ,  e2) ~ S(e,); Q = ea - e~ (1) 
where particle 1 will be called the "projectile," and 2 the "target." 
We study first the important special case in which the target is a 
(necessarily) material particle at rest in its own rest frame Z, with the 
projectile moving toward it on "collision course." As a common basis for 
the following sections dealing with such collisions, we consider as given an 
initial system A(el ,  e 2), with particle parameters 
e 1 > 0, k 1 > 0, E1 et + kl, c01 (E~ 2\1/2 __  _--- ~ - -e l )  
cP~ = c0?tq, (2) 
e 2 > O, k 2 = O, E z = e2, c O 2 = O, cP  2 = O, 
and hence with the totals 
e~ = e I + e2, k~ = k 1, E o = E 1 + ez, 
coo = cO1, cP o = ce~. (3) 
The critical energy of the class {E0, cPo} to which A belongs is therefore 
e o = (Eg - cl~g) l/z, i.e., 
2eek, ]1/2 
e 0 = (e~ + e 2 + 2e2e, ) ' /2  = + ee2k , ) ' /2  = e~ 1 + e~ ] > %. 
(4) 
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The class parameters, on which the Lorentz transformation to the E' frame 
of the class is based are then 
Vo = Eo/eo,  flo = ¢~o/Eo, V0fl0 ~-- £~30/eo, % = ~tr 1. (5 )  
The basic direction for emission of products ei is "I" l, which coincides with 
the direction q'0 of Z' in Z, and hence with the X-axis of standard axes S. 
The proper energies e i -> 0, of sum e s = Zei, being stipulated for the 
proposed system S, it appears from (4) that the invariantly expressed 
necessary condition e 0 _ e~ assumes, in the target rest frame Z, the form 
e a + e s 
(T) ka=k 1>- 2e 2 ( -Q)  ~kT ,  (6) 
where Q = e a - es, and k T is the (k.e.) "threshold" for the reaction. 
Since the inequality e0 ~> e~ is here strictly equivalent to k~ >-_ kr, we may 
interpret he results of Theorem 22.3 in the convenient form of 
THEOREM 1. The proper energies e i of S being stipulated, then 
I. when Q < 0 (e a < es), A ~ S is impossible unless k 1 ~ kr;  
(a) i f  k 1 = k T (e o = es), A ~ S is possible iff all e i > O. (Example: 
fusion) 
(b) i f  k 1 > kr (e  o > e~),A --, S is possible iff  I >_ 2; 
II. when Q >-0 (e a >--es) , then k T <~ 0, and its value is irrelevant, since 
k 1 > 0 >- k r and e o > e r Hence A ~ S is possible i f f  I >_ 2. (Example: 
elastic collision, Q = 0.) 
We observe, if Q < 0, that k r > ( -  Q) necessarily. In fact, 
kr_  ea + e~ 2e a 
2e~( -O)  > ~-~e2 ( - Q) -> ( -O) .  
In general, energy conservation requires 
or  
so that 
e a + k L = E o = e s + k s 
kl +Q=k,  
ks~k 1 as Q~0.  
In the Y/ frame of the class, the system A'(e 1, e2) belongs to the class 
(0, e0) , and, by (4) and Theorem 18.1, has the energies E~ = (e 2 + e2El ) /eo ,  
or more simply 
E~ = e2Eo/eo = e2y o, E~ = e 0 -- e2y 0. (7) 
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The oppositely directed vectors cP[ have the equal magnitudes 
cp' h = ( E; 2 - e~ ) l/z = ./oBoe2 = ,8oE ;. (8) 
The formula E~ = e270 reflects the physically obvious fact that the target 
has the same speed in ~' as the (CM) of A in ~. This accounts for the 
relations 
3'oBoE; = YoCP~, O; = 1, 
and the position of O~' on the ellipsoid $ in Fig. 15, showing the relation 
between the initial systems A, A'. 
It may be noted here that O[ falls (I) inside, (II) on, or (III) outside the 
ellipse ~ according as 
e, =e 2, (9) 
> 
i.e., in case of a projectile of proper mass "lighter" than, equal to, or 
"heavier" than that of the target. To see this we need only note that, in the 
present instance, 
o o' = YoBoE -- ,0c { = o 'o ; '  =  oBoE; 
2> 
according as E( = E;, and the remark follows at once from the equation 
E;  2 - e 2 = c)0tl 2 = c~ '2 = E.~ 2 2 - -  e2"  
Note 1. There are good reasons for considering first, in some detail, 
collisions in the rest frame of the target, aside from their greater simplicity. 
(a) In many physical collisions, the target may be assumed essentially at rest 
in the laboratory frame E. (b) If the target is a material particle moving with 
constant velocity V z ~ 0 in E, a preliminary Lorentz transformation based 
o' ~o~ i° 
ro &E', c!~ 
cp,  = cp  o 
qt -  _ i i - ~o-Xltj 
roCp~ = roBoE~ 
q 
FIG. 15, The initial system A. 
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on V 2 will carry the colliding system into a frame in which the target is at 
rest, and to which the simpler theory applies. (c) The "general" methods of 
Section 34 really require the target to be in motion, with a well-defined 
direction g&, specializing to the TAR case only in a limiting sense. 
EXAMPLE 1. A particle of rest energy 1, traveling with k.e. 4 on OX, 
strikes a motionless particle of rest energy 2. The initial system A has 
parameters and totals 
e 1 = 1, k I = 4, E 1 = 5, cl)t = 2¢6, cP 1 -- (2¢6,0,0) ,  
e 2 = 2, k 2 = 0,  E 2 = 2, C~ 2 = 0,  cP 2 = (0 ,0 ,0 ) ,  
G = 3, k a = 4, E o = 7, C~0o = 2¢6, cP o = (2g6, 0, 0). 
The critical energy of its class {E0, cPo} is e o = (e~ + 2e2kl)  1/2 = 5, and 
the parameters governing the transformation to the Z '  frame of the class are 
"/o = Eo/eo = 7/5 ,  /3 o = cl)0/E0 = 2¢6/7.  
The parameters of A' in 2 '  (if required) are 
E~ = e2y o -- 14/5, cl)i = cp~ = floE~ = 4¢6/5,  
E~-- -e  o -E~=11/5 .  
Theor ig in  O~ of the vector cP 1 is within the ellipsoid since e 1 < e2, p'j < 1. 
28. Fusion (TAR, I = 1) 
For  an arbitrarily given colliding system A(eh), of class {cPo, E0}, with 
critical energy e o = (Eo 2 -c lgg)  f/2 > e a, a fusion A(eh) ~ S(e)  is always a 
mathematical  possibility, provided only that the single particle resulting has 
a rest energy e precisely equal to e 0. While the reverse of a decay process, 
there is here the physical implication that the fused particle incorporate into 
its rest energy the given critical energy of the system to which A belongs. 
In a collision with target at rest, we shall therefore consider the fusion 
where by definition 
(F) A (e , ,e2)  ~ S(eo) ,  
e o = (e 2 + 2e2kl)  '/e (>  ea). 
Technically, the Q-value of (F) is then the negative number 
Q=e~-eo<O 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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and 
2 
kr -  e~ + e o e~-  e~ _ k l .  (4) 
2e~ ( -Q) -  Ze2 
Thus a fusion always occurs exactly "on threshold." (Theorem 27.1.) 
The fused particle rides at the CM of A, with the class velocity V 0 and 
energy E o, indeed with all its parameters those of class (cPo, Eo) of A. 
The energy conservation equation 
kL + Q = ko(<k l )  (5) 
indicates a conversion of kinetic to rest energy. (We recall that a coherent 
system has the least k.e. and greatest proper energy of all systems of its class 
(Corollary 15.2). 
In the Y' frame of the class, the two particles of A' fuse into a motionless 
one, with a total conversion of kinetic to rest energy: 
k'o + Q = k;  = 0, k;  = ( -O) .  (6) 
A fusion sometimes results in a particle which possesses a (more or less) 
stable ground state of rest energy eg.  In such a case, one has necessarily 
e o >-- eg (7) 
and the fused particle is said to be formed with an "energy of excitation" 
e*=e 0 -eg->0.  (8) 
If the fusion occurs at vanishingly small incident energies kl, as it does for 
the neutron capture 
Fl 0 AV (235U)----~ (236U)* (9) 
then, since e 0 = (e~ + 2e2kl )  1/2 ~ e a as k I -~ 0, necessarily ea -> eg and the 
intrinsic energy 
* = - (10)  e m e a eg  
is the "minimum energy of excitation" with which the particle can be 
formed (Fig. 16). In the case cited, one finds from Table IV, that 
e* = e(235U) + e(n  °) - e(236U) = 6.4 MeV. ( l l )  
This is more than (236U) can stand and results in fission 85% of the time. 
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eo = (e~ + 2ez k,)½ 
eo- -e  I +e 2 
eg 
l o l'* 1 
F1G. 16. A(e  I, ez) ~ S(eo). 
In "radiative capture" (neutron capture followed by ¥ emission, a less 
drastic result) the excited nucleus formed in the fusion 
z')" (12) 
has a ground state to which it may drop by emitting a photon: 
(A+' ) "  (13) 
The Q-value of the latter "decay" is then precisely the energy of excitation 
with which (A + ,] was formed in the fusion (12). 
Z ] 
Nuclear ~ absorption 
y+(AZ)  ~(AZ)*  (14) 
provides a further example. Here the ground state rest energy is e 2 itself, 
and the energy of excitation takes the simple form 
I e*=eo-eg=(e  ~+2e2k l ) l /2 -e2=e2 -1 + 1 + • (15) 
e 2 
EXAMPLE 1. If the collision of Example 27.1 results in fusion, the 
product has rest mass e o ---5, energy E o = 7, and momentum cP o = 
(2¢6, 0, 0). The Q-value of the reaction is Q = e~ - e o = - 2, and 2 units of 
k.e. are converted to rest energy: 
k~ + e~ = k o + e o, 
4+3=2+5.  
29. Two Particle Product Systems (TAR, I = 2) 
We have given the class parameters for a "target at rest" system A(el, e 2) 
in Section 27, and discussed in Section 28 the case of fusion, where the 
resulting system consists of I = 1 particle. We now consider, in a general 
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way, transmutations of form 
A(e l ,  e2) --* S(e3, e4) 
with I = 2 noncoherent product particles, and will focus attention on e 3. 
Since I = 2, we have uniquely 
, , k'~( e 1 , ) ,  (1) E3=(eg+e~-eZ4) /2eo ,  k3 = eo,  4-~-~ks 
for the energies of e 3 in the Y' frame of the class, where 
e o=(e~+2e2k , )  ' /2>e s, k~'=e o -es=k '+Q>0,  (2) 
are the critical energy of the class, and the total E' k.e. of S'. 
Since the class {cPo, Eo), with its parameters 7o, 13o, 't'o = 'Iq are given, 
and E~, c0; = (E~ 2 -  e2) ~/2 are fixed, the equations of Section 13 are 
relevant, and we have for standard axes the following summary. 
c93/cp ;=yo D',  D '= {(a ;x+p; )2+yo2(1- -a  '2"~'~1/2 3~IJ , (3) 
P'3 ---- BoE~/cl)'3 = flo/fl~ (4) 
asx = 7o(a'3x + p'3)/yo De, (5) 
2 2 cl)3/cl)~ = p'{a3~ -+(aZx + K)1/2}/7o(1 - floa3x), (6) 
) K- -72(1 - -  o 'X l lP ;2 -  1 , (7) 
a;x  = o;  - 1 + _ . -7 - - -~2_~-  " (8 )  
70 (1 - fl0a3x) 
The usual three cases for e 3 are distinguished by the inequalities p; = 
floE~/cp~ <_- 1 as indicated in Section 13. For completeness, we list the main 
results. > 
Case I. p;< 1. (+) in  (6), (8). -1  <-a3x <_ 1. For 
(3)-(8) become 
c0s/cP~ = Vo d', d'  = 1 + floa'3x, 
a3x = (a;~ + flo)/d', 
c~/c lQ  = 1/7o(1 -- floa3x), 
a'3x = (a,x - f lo)/ (1 -- floa,x). 
e 3 =-0, p; =f lo ,  
(9) 
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Case H. O~ = 1. (+)  in (6), (8). 0 --- a3x _< 1. The formulas become those 
of 13.12, with the obvious insertion of index 3. This case is not a mathemati- 
cal technicality. It occurs in elastic scattering when e 1 -- e 2. 
Case I IL p~ > 1. (-+) in (6), (8). a3~ , -< a3x -< 1 
a3x = _~- --~-z 
P3 - -  P0  
Further details will be found in Section 13. 
Analysis of ease dependence. We give below the dependence of cases (for 
e 3 _> 0) on the relative sizes of k 1 and the proper energies involved in the 
transmutation. 
It is easy to verify the equivalence of the following inequalities: 
,< ( 2 )  I /2  ~ , r 2 t .  p~=l' ,  /~0E3=cl)~ = E~ -e  , e3~, 0=E 3, e3Eo=eoE~; 
< 2 2e~(k l  + el + e2) =e0 + e l  - e~ = e, ~ + 2ele2 + e~ + 2e2k,  + e~ - e~; 
2 < 
e~ - (e l  + e2 - e~) =2(e2  - e~)kl ;  
(e .  + (e,  + e~ -- e~)}(e .  -- (e ,  + e~ -- e~))  ~2(e~ -- e~)~, ;  
(2e 4 + Q)( -Q)=2(ez  - e3)k 1. 
It follows that cases I, II, and I I I  for e 3 obtain according as 
(e 4 -t- ½Q)( -Q)<- (e2-  e3)k,. (10) 
This inequality conceals a plethora of special cases, and we shall restrict 
the present discussion to collisions in which 
e 4 + ½Q ~½(e ,  + e 2 -k- e 3 + e 4 - -  e3) > 0, e 2 >_ e 3. (11) 
Even now there remain many possibilities, which we outline because of 
their physical importance. 
1. e 3 = e 2 (> 0 by assumption). 
a. Q>0(e  l>e4)  CaseI .  
b. Q = 0 (e I = ca) Case II. 
c. Q < 0 (e 1 < e4) Case III. (k  1 > k r required) 
2. e3<e 2 
a. Q > 0 Case I. 
b. Q=0Case I .  
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c. Q < 0. Here the criteria (10) may be written as 
(0 <)k*  ~(e  4 + ½Q)( -Q) / (e  2 - ea)<-k,. (12) 
Using the definitions Q = e a - es, ea = e 1 + e2, es = e 3 + e4, one can 
show that the threshold energy k r = (e a + es) ( -  Q) /2e  2 satisfies the rela- 
tion 
kr<--k* (13) 
with equality iff e 3 = 0. In fact, (13) is equivalent to 0 -< e3(2e I - Q), 
which is true since e3 >- 0, Q < 0. 
Hence for e 3 > 0, all three cases may arise: 
I l i .  k T ~ k I < k* I I .  k 1 = k* I. k* < k l 
in the order of increasing k 1. 
In the special and important case e 3 = 0, only case I is possible. In fact, 
we know that whenever e3 = 0, regardless of other considerations, Of is at 
the left focus of the ellipse and hence necessarily falls under case I. 
Note that for an elastic collision with Q = 0, e 1 = e 3, e 2 = e4, the basic 
inequality (10) is equivalent o the condition e 1 _< e2, in agreement with 
Section 27. > 
The following collisions, all but one of the type considered in this section, 
are historical landmarks in artificial transmutation. The MeV values of Q 
and k r may be verified from Tables I I I  and IV. 
Q k r  
~He + 14N ~ ~70 -~- IH - 1.19 1.53 
~He +49Be ~2C + n o 5.7 - -  
n o +14N ---> 14C +IH  0.63 - -  
IH +jTLi ~ 2(4He) 17.3 - -  
~He +~Tal  30 n o --, 15P + -2 .65  3.05 
3' +~H ~IH + n o -2 .225 2.226 
p+ +p+ ~ 3p + +p-  -1877 5630 
~+p+~n °+e + --1.805 1.807 
~+p+-- ,n°+~ + -107  113 
Rutherford, 1914 
Chadwick, 1932 
Feather, 1932 
Cockcroft, Walton, 1932 
Joliots, 1934 
Chadwick, Goldhaber, 1935 
Segrr, Chamberlain, 1954 
Reines, Cowan, 1956 
(Brookhaven) 1962 
EXAMPLE 1. If the collision of Example 27.1 results in two particles of 
equal rest mass 2, the Y /parameters  of the resulting system S'(e3, e4) are 
e, = 2, E,' = %/2  = 5/2 ,  cO~ = 3/2 ,  
O; = floE[/cP~ ---- 10¢6/21 > 1 (Case I l i ) .  
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The Q-value is Q = 3 - 4 = - 1, and the threshold is 
k r_  G + G 7 
2e~ ( -Q)  = 4 < kl = 4. 
This inequality is equivalent o G = 4 < e 0 = 5, 
30. Elastic Collision (TAR, I = 2) 
We consider in this section in general, and in the next two with e I = 0, 
the important case of elastic collision on target at rest, of the simple form 
A(e , ,e2)  ~ S(e3,e4)  , 
where e I = e 3 _> 0, e z = e 4 > 0, and hence Q = 0, k I = k 3 q- k 4. We recall 
from Section 27 the Lorentz parameters 
eo = (e2~ + 2e2k,)  '/2, 70 = Eo/eo, flo = Cl)o/Eo, (1) 
the Z'  parameters E~ = "goe2, c9~ = "gofloe2, and the fact that e 2 is always on 
the ellipsoid E, whereas e t is inside, on, or outside E according as e 1 = e 2. 
In the corresponding collision A' ~ S'  in the Y/ frame of the class, even 
the individual energies are unchanged: 
k'~ = k~, k~ = k ; ,  
and indeed, A' and S' as systems of class {0, %} with e I + e 2 < e 0 can 
differ only in direction. From Section 27 we therefore have at once 
r 
E~ = e 0 - -  e 2 - Yo = E~,  E~ = e2"Y 0 --- E4, (2) 
(3) 
A computational procedure is given in the Example below. To understand 
the physical nature of such collisions, it is important o study them further 
as they appear on the standard axes $, S'. In particular we consider the 
dependence of the final system on the physically meaningful angle ff~ 
(0 ° _< q~ _< 180 °) at which the projectile scatters from its line of flight in E', 
namely from the direction 't'[ = "1"1 = q/o. The limiting cases ~ = 0 ° and 
+~ = 180 ° will be referred to as a "miss" or a "direct hit," respectively. 
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Since c~4x = -c~x = --70floe2Cos ~ and E 4 e270, we have for the E 
parameters of the recoiling target 
c~4 x ---- 7o(C~x + f l oE ; )  = 272f loezs in2(~] /2) ,  (4) 
E 4 = yo(floC~x + E, ; )  = e2(1 + 2(7o 2 - -  1)sin2(~k~/2)), (5) 
k 4 = E 4 - e 2 = 2e2(Tg - 1)sinZ(q,~/2), (6) 
C)04= (g2--  e2) 1/2, (7 )  
a4x = COS +4 = ¢~04x/C~4" (8) 
From the conservation laws we may then obtain for the Y parameters of 
the scattered projectile: 
C~03x = C~00 - -  C~04x = yoflo(eo -- 2e270sin2(~p;/2), (9) 
E 3 = E 0 - E4,  (10) 
k 3 = k I - k 4 (= E 3 - e l ) ,  (11)  
c~3=(E~-e2) 1/2, (12) 
a3x = COS ~3 = C~33x/C03" (13) 
The following remarks are now in order (cf. Fig. 17). 
(1) The position of O~' on the ellipsoid E indicates that Case II always 
obtains for the target, which therefore scatters forward in ~., its angle if4 
ranging from a (limiting) 90 ° to 0 ° as the projectile angle ~b~ ranges from 0 ° 
o; "-~ -g'l cP; cp: 
cp, -- cPo 
b= cp~ =cp; = yo.8oe , 
g2= a= To b gl = To/~o (eo-  e2 To ) 
(e I > e 2) 
FIG. 17. Elastic collision. 
b _ °=g2 
"7 
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(miss) to 180 ° (direct hit) in Z 1. The exceptional case  c~) 4 = 0 (E  4 = e2, 
k 4 = 0) in (8) occurs only in the event of a miss, with the trivial result 
A --= S. (Note 1.) 
(2) As we know, the dependence of the projectile angle ~3 on ~' is more 3 
complex, the range of ~3 depending on the three possible cases. 
I. e I < e 2 (O~ inside E) with 0 ° ~< +3 < 180°. 
II. e 1 = e 2 (O{ on ~) with 0 ° -< +3 < 90°, the minimum angle 6 of 
separation being given by (20.5) 
s in(0/2)  = 1 / (1  + ~,oZ) '/2. (14) 
III. e~ > e z (0~ outside E) with 0 ° _< +3 -< q~3 < 90°- 
The parameters associated with the tangential angle ~3 are given in (13,13), 
(13.15), (13.16). In the present case, we know 
0,2 -2,-12- ~,2 flff(e ° 2 2 2 2 
= = - -  e2Vo)  / 'Ydl~oe2 •3 /JO/5 3/C~3 
Since 
(e 0 -- eSgo) 2 = (e~ + e22 + 2e2E, ) -  2e2(E 1 + e2) + e22702 
2 z 
e2To,  
we see that 
. . . .  1 ( i s )  
0~, 3 e2 
and hence from (13.13) 
a3x = costs  = {1 - (e2 /e l )  2} 1/2. (16) 
The exceptional case cO 3 = 0 in (13) (E  3 = el, k3 = 0) occurs only in the 
event of a direct hit on a target of equal rest mass (~ = 180 °, e~ = e2) 
under Case II above. From (11) it appears that the target recoils with the 
whole k.e. k 4 = k 1 of the projectile, which is stopped dead in its tracks, just 
as in classical mechanics. (Note 2.) 
(3) The relations (13.5)-(13.10) apply here (with subscript i = 3, 4) to the 
scattered projectile and recoil target, giving the dependence of c~ i and a~x 
on a~x, and of cot and a~x on aix. It may be noted that, in the present case, 
I z ' ~-- - -  COS ~i  aax --a3x 3, 
p~ = 1 Case II. See (13.12), 
013 = (eo -- e23'o)/)'oe2 ~ 1 as e 1 >= e2. Cases I, IX, 1II, 
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(4) We also recall the simple relations (13.27) 
aix = (E  i -- To'E[)//floC~3i; i = 3,4,  
expressing aix as a single valued funct ion of cO i and Ei = (cl)] + e~2) 1/2. 
Substitut ing the present values 
E~ = e o -- Yoe2, E~ = Yoe2, 
and using the relations 
70 = Eo/eo ,  flo = e l ) l /E0 ,  E o = E 1 -b e2 ,  
one may obtain f rom (17) the evaluations 
where 
where 
Note 1. 
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(17) 
e 2 = e 2 + e~ + 2e2E l ,  
a3x = Eo(E  3 -- yo ' (eo -  Yoe2))/cl3,cl)3 
= (EoE  3 - -e  g + Eoe2)/cl3,cl3 
= (eoe - + e 2 + 2e2E l )+ (E  1 + e2)e2) /c l ) l c l~ 
= (EoE  3 - e 2 _ e2E l ) / c lg ,cP3  , (18) 
2~1/2 
E 3 = (cl) 2 + e 1 ) , 
a4x = Eo(E  4 - ,/01(70e2))/c~1c134 
= Eo(E4 - e2) /c~1c~4 = Eok4/c l )~cl )4,  (19) 
E 4 : (c~) 2 - e2) '/2. 
If  C~) 4 = 0 under  remark (1) above, then E 4 = e 2 by (7), k 4 = 0, 
~ = 0 ° (miss) by  (6), and k 3 = k I by (11). 
Note 2. I f  c193 = 0 under remark (2) above, we have at once E 3 = e 1 in 
(12), so k 3 = 0, and k I = k 4 in (11). Moreover,  by (6), 
kl = 2e2(vg-  1)sin2 ;/2 
= (2e2/e02)(E~ -- eg)sin2 q~/2 
= (2e2/e~) ( (E  ~ + 2e2E 1 + e 2) - (e  2 + e 2 + 2e2E l ) ) s in2~/2  
= (2e2/eo 2 )( E 2 -- el 2)sin 2 qJ~/2 
= (2e2/e~) (E  1 + e l ) (k~)s in2~/2 .  
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Hence 
eg = e~ + e 2 + 2e2E 1 = 2e2( E, + e,)sin2ff~/2--< 2e2E1 + 2e2el 
and 
(e I -- e2) 2 --< O. 
Hence 
e I = e2, and sin2+~/2 = 1, q¢~ = 180 ° 
(direct hit). 
EXAMPLE 1. A particle of rest energy 5, k.e. 8, direction (2/3,  2/3,  1/3)¢ 
collides elastically with a particle of rest energy 7, at rest in Y~. The auxiliary 
direction f~' = (2/7,  6/7,  3/7)  is used (in both methods below) to locate the 
direction of scattering of the projectile about its Y,' line of flight ,I'{. We 
require the final projectile parameters on ~ axes d~. From A(e~, e2) we find 
e I = 5, E l = 13, 
e2= 7, E2=7,  
e a = 12, E o = 20, 
e o = 16, 3'o = 5/4 ,  
c~1 = 12, cP~ = (8,8 ,4)¢ ,  
= o, ce2= (o,o,o)¢, 
CPo = 12, cPo= (8 ,8 ,4)¢ ,  
rio = 3/5 ,  %= (2 /3 ,2 /3 ,1 /3 )¢ .  
For systems A'(e 1, e2), S'(e3, e4) in Y.', 
v t - -  v E 4 = E~ = 3,oe2 = 35/4,  E 3 = E~ = e o E 2 = 29/4, 
c~ = "/ofloe2 = 21/4  = cO~. 
There are now two alternative methods (Note 22.1). 
I. Using the parallel axes (2, ~'  of (10.5), we find from Appendix I, 
Corollary 1 a rotation ~ taking X' into q'~ = N o = (2/3,  2/3,  1/3)¢, with 
matrix 
D = 
2 /3  -2 /3  - -1 /3  ] 
2 /3  11/15 - -2 /15  
1/3 - -2 /15  14/15 
We then take for the Z' direction of the scattered projectile 
('t'~)¢, = D(f~')¢, = (- -11,  16,8) /21 
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so that 
E~ = 29/4  and 
Hence from (10.5) 
(cPd)~, = (21/4)( ' I '~)~, = ( -  11/4, 4, 2)~,. 
[11j41 [2j3, 
(cP3)¢ = 4 + ( (1 /4 ) (3 /2 )  + (3 /4 ) (29 /4)}  2 /3  / = , 
2 1/31 [63 /16  
E 3 = 5 /4 ( (3 /5 ) (3 /2 )  + (29/4)} = 163/16. 
Ck. E~-cO~=e~. 
II. One may prefer to use standard axes g, g'.  We first define 
(~t'd) S, = (a ' ) s ,  = (2/7,  6 /7 ,  3/7)~, 
SO 
(cP~)e, = (21/4)(~t'd) s, = (3/2 ,  9 /2 ,  9/4)~,.  
Then (10.2) gives (cP3) ~ as 
c03x = 5 /4 ( (3 /2  + (3 /5 ) (29 /4)}  = 117/16, C03y = 9 /2 ,  
cO 3z = 9/4 ,  
and 
E 3 = 5 /4 ( (3 /5 ) (3 /2 )  + 29/4)  = 163/16. 
The rotation 3 taking X into 'I" o has the matrix D of method I (although 
used there for a different purpose) so we obtain 
(cP3) ~ = D(cP3) $ = (9/8,  63/8,  63/16)~.  
Note 3. Elastic collision (TAR, I = 2, e 1 = e 2 > 0). We set up some of 
the basic relations involved in Moller (electron-electron) scattering, in 
which the fundamental  parameters are el, kl, yl. 
For the incident system A(el, e2) , we have 
e l=e>0,  k j>0,  y l= l+k l /e ,  
E, = y,e, c01 = e(Y 2 -- 1) '/2 , CPl = cO,qq, 
e 2 = e, k 2 = O, Y2 = 1, 
E 2 = e, C02 ~- O, cP  2 = O. (20) 
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The class of A(e l ,  %) therefore has parameters 
E o = e(y,  + 1), cP o = CPl, C~o = e(y  2 - 1) 1/2 , 
eo = e{2(v,  + 1)} ~/2, Vo = Eo/eo = {('/1 + 1) /2 )  1/2, 
/30 = ( (%-  1 ) / (70  + 1)} 1/2, q'0-= q',. (21) 
In the Z '  frame of the class, system A'(e l ,  e2) has 
E ;=E~=e%=eo/2=E;=E,{ ,  c~' = ( ) h "[0180 e = CO~, 22 
both origins 0[, 0~' being on the momentum ellipsoid (Case II, O'h = 1 = O'i)- 
Moreover, from the energy values it appears that 
71 = Vo = V/'- (23) 
In particular, one sees that 
7~ = 70 = {(71 + 1)/2} 1/2 (24) 
From the Lorentz transformation on standard axes one obtains the Z 
parameters of the scattered projectile as functions of its Y.' scattering 
COS 3 a3x a ,  
c~3 x = Yo(C~a~a' +/3oE~) = yo(7o/3oea ' +/8o,{o e) = y2/3oe(1 + a') .  (25) 
E3 = ro (&cp;a '  + E~) = ro(/302Voea ' + roe) = e(ro 2 + (to 2 - 1)a')  
= e(1 + (702 -- 1)(1 + a ' ) ) .  (26) 
Hence the scattered projectile has k.e. k 3 = e(% 2 - 1)(1 + a'), or by (24), 
k3 = e( r l  - 1 ) -1 (1  + a')  = k I • ½(1 + a') .  (27) 
Thus the recoil target has k.e. 
k 4 = k 1 - k 3 = k , .  ½(1 - a') .  (28) 
(In Moiler scattering, the £ '  cross section is given as a function of the 
variable W = (1 - a ' ) /2 ,  in terms of which k 3 = kl(1 -- W), k a = ktW.  
We do not include here a discussion of this cross section, nor methods of 
sampling it.) 
Since 0~ = 1 (Case II) the direction transformation from a '  = a~x = cos +~ 
to a =-- a3x = cos +3 of (9.2) reads 
a = (a '+ 1) /  { (a '  + 1) 2 + To2(1 -- a'2)} 1/2 (29) 
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and may be used to compute the Y deflection from a selected E' deflection. 
As an alternative, we may el iminate a '  from (25) and (26) to obtain 
= . "~-2E' = E~/~/~ = e, so that coax = k~/fio and hence E3 -- floC~3x "fo o 3 
a = cO3x/c03 = k3/floCP 3, (30) 
where c~ 3 = (E32 -e2)  1 /2= (k3(k 3 + 2e)} 1/2, and k 3 is obtained from 
(27). 
In Moller scattering it is important  o invert (29), with the result a '  = (a 2 
- 3,2(I - a2) ) / (a  2 + "/2(1 - a2)). Using (21), this gives 
a '= (2 -- (y, + 3)(1 - a2) ) / (2  + ()q - 1)(1 - a2)) .  (31) 
(Setting W = ½(1 - a'), this becomes 
W= (Y1 + 1)(1 - a2) / (2  + (y , -  1)(1 - a2)) ,  
which is used to determine the range of W from the range of a.) 
31. Elastic Collision (TAR, I = 2, e 1 = 0, Compton) 
It was first noted by Compton and Debye that the laws of elastic coll ision 
govern the scattering of x-rays by free electrons, provided the " rays"  are 
regarded as particles of mass M = hv/c  2 and absolute momentum Mc = 
hu,/ c. 
For  the present section we define "Compton  scattering" as any elastic 
coll ision of form 
A(e , ,  e2) ~ S(e3,  e4), 
where e 1 = e 3 = 0 and e 2 = e 4 > 0, in which an immaterial  particle scatters 
from a material  target, and consider under the TAR assumption an initial 
system A(0, e2) with parameters 
e 1 = 0, k I > 0, E 1 = k l ,  cp 1 = kj ,  cP 1 = k l~ l ,  
e 2 > 0, k 2 = 0, E 2 = e 2, cp 2 = 0, cP 2 = O, 
%=e2,  ka=k l ,  Eo=k 1 +e 2, C~o=kl ,  cPo=cP 1. 
Note that the basic scalars are e 2 and k I. If e 2 is taken as the unit of 
energy, as is customary, all formulas may be read with e 2 = 1. The Lorentz 
parameters are now 
., . , , /2 = (k l  + e2) /eo ,  flo = k l / (k ,  + e2), eo = ( e2 + ze2Kl)  , Yo 
(1) 
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as seen from (30.1). Further specialization of Section 30 to the case e 1 = 0 
gives the following results. 
O~ is on the ellipsoid E (Case II) while O{ is inside, at its left focus (Case 
I). The parameters of A' and S'  are 
Ef = yo /3oe2  = E~, E~ = Toe2 = El ,  
c~)] = c~o; = yofloe2 = cp~ = cl)~. 
(2 )  
(3 )  
(Since e 1 = 0, it is obvious that E~ = el){, which we know to be y0/30e2 
from Section 30. However, formally, 
E o 
e[=eo-7oe2=eo - -  = {(e~+2e2k , ) - (k ,  +e2)e2}/eo  go e2 
= e2kl /eo = e2C}9o/e o = e27o/3o ). 
The Z parameters of S are given by (30.4)-(30.13) with the 3%/30 values 
in (1). In particular, since yo 2 - 1 = "/o2/3~, we see from (30.6) that the recoil 
k.e. of the target is 
k 4 = 2e2(k , /e  o)2sin2(+;/2) 
with a range 
0 "< k a "< 2e2(k l /eo)  2 = k l / (1  -t- (e2 /2k , ) ) .  
The energy of the scattered projectile is therefore 
k 3 = k 1 - k 4 
(4) 
with a corresponding range 
k, >- k 3 >-- k l /  (1 + (2k l /e2) ) .  (5) 
The formulas (13.11) with subscript i = 3 govern the parameters of the 
scattered projectile, while (13.12) with subscript i = 4 governs those of the 
recoil target. We need not repeat them all here. We give only the depen- 
dence of a3~, and a4x on a~x: 
a3x = (a'3. + f lo) /d ' ,  d' = 1 + floa'3x, (6) 
= _ , _ ,2 (7 )  a4x ((1 a,x ) / [2  f12(1 + a3x)]} '/2 
Note the ranges 1 >~ a3x >-- -- 1 and 0 --< a4x "< 1. 
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Finally we obtain from (30.18), (30.19) 
a3x = 1 + (e2 /k , )  - (e2 /k3)  = 13o I - (e2 /k3) ,  (8) 
a4x = k4{1 q- (e2/k l ) ) /c~o4 
= (1 + (e2 /k l ) ) / (1  d- (2e2/k4)) 1/2 = 1/flo(1 + (2e2/k4)} 1/2, 
(9) 
where 
k, >_k3>_k l /  ( l  + (2k l /e2)}  and k4= kl - k 3 . 
We may write (8) in either of the two equivalent forms, 
k 3 = k , / (1  + (k , /e2) (1  - a3x)) ,  (10) 
k 3 = e2f lo / (1  - floa3x). (11) 
Since k 3 
polar equation (13.25) 
cv~ = Vo icY;/(1 -/30 cos ,~) 
and we have come full circle. 
The E angles +3, +4 are correlated by the equation 
= c~3, and e2fl 0 = "/ol(e270flo) = "yolC~)3, (11) is actually the 
tan ~4 - e~2 cot(~P3/2). (12)  
e 2 + k I 
This may be obtained from the self-evident momentum equations 
cp4 sin if4 = c ~ 3 sin tp 3 , 
c~4cos ~4 = C~Oo - c~03cos ~3- 
Dividing the first by the second, setting c03 = k3, C~o 
value of k l /k  3 from (I0) gives the result, since 
cot ~b3/2 = ((1 + cos ~3) / (1  - cos @3)} '/2 
= ( (1  - cos2  )/(1 - cos  2} , ,2 
= k l and using the 
= sin +3/ (1  - cos ~P3 ) > 0 for 0 ° < ~b 3 < 180 ° . 
Momentum transfer to target. It is sometimes important to Note 1. 
know the recoil momentum of the target for a given angle ~3 of projectile 
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scattering in Z. From (10) we have 
k3 = k , /  ( l  + (k , /e2) (1  - a)},  
and hence for the k.e. of the target 
Thus 
a~a3x =c°s~3,  
k 4 = k ,  - k 3 = (k lk3 /e2) (1  - a ) .  
(13) 
c~) 2= (E42 - e 2) = k4(k 4 q- 2e2) = k42 + 2e2k 4 
= (k  1 - -  k3) 2 + 2k,k3(1 - a)  = k~ + k 2 -- 2k ,k3a  
= k2{1 + (k3 /k , )  2 -  2(k3 /k l )a} .  
The desired momentum of the target is therefore 
c~0 4 ~--- k l{ l  ~- (k3 /k l )  2 - 2(k3 /k , )cos+3} '/2, (14) 
where k3/k  I is given by (13). 
Note 2. Wave length change of the projectile. Setting kt = hv L = hc/X~, 
k 3 = hv 3 = hc /X  3 in (8), we obtain 
hX = )t3 -- X~ = 2~2csin2(~3/2), (15) 
where X2c = hc /e2  is the Compton wave length of the target. For a scatter 
of the projectile at right angles with its line of flight 
Note 3. In the Compton scattering of a photon on a free electron at rest 
in Z, it is customary to express all energies in units of the electron rest 
energy (0.511 MeV), in which case all formulas of Section 31 are read with 
e 2 = 1. Moreover, the Klein-Nishina differential cross section, governing 
the energy distribution of the scattered photon, is given in the rest frame X 
of the electron, so that the Lorentz transformation is bypassed. The follow- 
ing problem illustrates the method. 
A photon of energy k~ = 4 (i.e., 2.044 MeV) and direction 'I" t = 
(2/3,  2/3,  1/3)~ on given Z axes d~, collides elastically with a free mo- 
tionless electron. The energy k 3 = 4 /5  is chosen on the range 4 --> k 3 -> 4 /9  
by sampling the K -- N energy distribution for k~ = 4. 
By (8), the corresponding deflection angle is ~k3 = 90°- The direction ,tq 
being basic for scattering of the photon, ~3 is itself the latitude angle for 
location of 't' 3 about 'I" 1. If the longitude q5, here assumed uniformly 
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distributed, is chosen as 300 °, then f~ = (0, 1/2, -~/3/2)~ is the auxiliary 
direction about X, and (~3)~ = D(f~)~ locates q'3 about "I'l, where D is the 
matrix of Example (30.1). The final photon momentum is therefore 
cP 3 = (4/5)(,t,3) ~ 
on the Y. axes d~. If  desired, one may also obtain 
k 4 = k 1 - k 3 = 16/5, E 4 = 1 + k 4 = 21/5,  
c~ 4 = ~/E42 -- 1 = 4~/26/5, 
and 
cP4 = ( fP l )g  - ( cP3)g ,  where  (cPl) ~ = 4( , I ,1 )  ~. 
All energies are converted to MeV on multiplication by 0.511. 
Note 4. The K-N differential cross section governing the angular distri- 
bution of a photon scattered by a free electron at rest is 
s( k,, a) da = ~rr2( k3/k,)Z { ( k , /k3)  + ( k3/k , )  - (1 - a2)} dacm 2, 
where k~, k 3 are in units of 0.511 MeV, and a = a3x = cos~3 , ~3 the photon 
scattering angle, and k 3 = k l /{1  + kl(1 - a)} by (10). Introducing the 
variable x = k3/kl ,  it can be shown that this implies for x a probabi l i ty 
distribution 
P(x)  = F (x ) /F (~)  
where 
on ~= 1/ (1  +2k l ) _<x_<l ,  
F(x)  =ff (x  + x -1 + a 2 - I) dx, a= I +k~ - I -  (k lX)  1. 
For 2 _< k I _< 202 this can be sampled for x by setting a random number 
r = F (x ) /F (~)  
and obtaining x = F Z(rF(~)), which can now be done using an approxima- 
tion for the inverse function F -  1. If k 1 > 202 a much simpler method exists 
(LA-4663). 
Although we make no use of it, we include the energy cross section, 
defined by 
- a)  aa, 
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where 
namely 
a = 1 + 1 /k , -  1/k,  da/dk = 1/k 2 (k =--k3), 
s (k , ,k )  = (~rr2/k2)(k -2 -  (2k['  + 2 -  k l)k - l  
+ (k; -~ + 2k ; ' )  + k~-'k}. 
Integration on the interval kl/(1 + 2kl)  _< k -< k 1 yields the total cross 
section 
s(k , )  = 2rrr~2{2k] -2 + (1 + k,)(1 + 2k , )  -2 
- (k~ -3 + k ;  2 -  2 - 'k~- ' ) ln (1  + 2k , )} .  
32. Elastic Collision (TAR, 1 = 2, e 1 = O, Polarized Case) 
A. A plane polarized photon may be characterized in a frame X by its 
energy kl = hv~/m(e)c 2, direction 't%, and an electric unit vector A~ in the 
plane ~rl orthogonal to 't" I. Its Klein--Nishina differential cross section for 
elastic scattering, on a free unpolarized electron at rest in E, into a direction 
within d' I '  2 of q'2, with an electric vector k2, in the plane ~r 2 orthogonal to 
~t'2, at angle 0 with A1, i.e., with 
A 2 • ~, = cos 0 
is given by 
s(~2, A2) dqr2 = (r2/2)(k2/k,)Z{½K2 - 1 + 2cos20} d,I, 2 cm 2, (1) 
where 
K 2 =~ kz /k  , + k , /k  2, k 2 = k , /{1  + k,(1 - cos +2)}, and 
cos +2 = q'2" %. 
For a given scatter direction 't'2, one defines two basic directions in the 
plane ~r 2(Fig. 18), 
Af-= "I'~ X A , /1% X ~, I, Ay = Af x ,J.,~. (2) 
Note that [q'2, All, A~-] form a right handed set of axes, with A i- orthogonal 
to "t' 2, A l, and AI I , which are therefore coplanar. 
Hence, for an arbitrary A 2 in 7r 2, we may write A 2 = A + B, where 
A ---- (A z - All)N l and B ---- (A z - A~-)A~- are its components on A~, Ai-. For 
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FIG. 18_ Polarized scattering. 
this A 2 we next compute the corresponding 
cos20 -- (a , .  a2)2= (a  1 . (A + B) )2= (a , -A )  2 
= (A2  A~)2( AI " AI) 2= (A2" A~)2{ 1 - - (~2 AI)2} - 
The final equality results formally from the vector relations 
a , .a~=a, . (a  t×~,2)=a t . ( ,2  ×a, )=a t . (R~/2 .a  t )=R, /2  2 
where R 2 ~[ ~2 X A I ]2 ~_ 1 -- (~It 2 " AI)2. 
In these terms, (1) becomes 
s(~2, A2)d~2 = ( r2 /2 ) (k2 /k , )2{½K2 - 1+ 2(A 2 . Allt) 2 
X I1 -- (.~IF2 " A1)2]} d~I'¢2 - (3) 
We assume that, for a stipulated 'I,2, A 2 must be exactly one of the two 
basic vectors AI, A t . From (3), the corresponding cross sections are 
s(~'2, a~l) d~,2 = ( ra /2 ) (k2 /~ l )~{k I , :2  + 1 - 2(q,2 a,) ~} d~,2 
--> s(~2,  At )  d~2 = ( r2 /2 ) (k2 /k l )Z (½K2 - l} d't'2. (4) 
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The sum of the two is the cross section for fit 2 scattering: 
s('~t'2) d~ 2 = ( r2 /2 ) (kz /k l )Z{K2 - 2('t' 2 - Al) 2) d'~t' 2. (5) 
Introducing spherical coordinates ~k2, ¢2 relative to axes ~ with ) (= ,tq, 
= dx 1 (Fig. 18), we write 
'I" 2 = (cos qJz,sin q, zCOS ffz,sin+2sinq~2)~, A 1 = (0, 1,0)~. (6) 
For these coordinates (5) reads 
s(~It2) dqd'2 ~ s(~b2, ¢2) sin ~2 d~b2 dqS2 
= ( rZ /2 ) (k2 /k l )Z{K2 - 2 sin2~2 cosZq~2}sin ~k2 d~k2 d~2, (7) 
where we note the nonuniformity on the q'2-cone. 
Integration of (7) on 0 _< q~2 ~ 2vr then gives 
s(~k2) sin ~Y2 d~2 = (Trr2)(k2/k~)2{K2 - sin2~k2} sin ~k2 d~2 
as the cross section for scattering within dq' 2 of the ff'2-cone about ~'~. This 
is identical with the K-N cross section of Note 31.4, and the energy k 2 and 
deflection ~k2 may be sampled just as indicated there. (The index 3 has been 
replaced by 2 in the present section.) 
B. Simple Monte Carlo. Granting the "either AI l or A~ " assumption, one 
might follow a single (k l, qq, A1)-photon through a collision thus: 
a. From kl, obtain k 2 and cos ~k2 for the scattered photon as in Note 
31.4. 
b. COS ~)2 is then obtained from (7) by rejection technique applied to 
the rectangle nclosing the curve f(q~2) = K2 - 2 sin2~2cos2~ , 0 ~< @2 ~< 2~r 
(see Notes 1-4). 
c. (q'2)~ is next computed from (6). 
d. By (4), the relative probability of A 2 = A~- is p± = (½K1 - 1) /{K 2 
- 2 sin 2 ~b 2cos 2 q~2} from which the alternatives A 2 = AlL and A 2 = A I may 
be sampled._ 
e. The (~ coordinates of the selected A 2 are found from (6), (2). 
f. If (xI'l)~, (dil) ¢ are the incident vectors on given Y, axes ~, then the 
rotation 3 2 of Appendix I, Corollary 3, with matrix 
D2 = [(q~,)~, (A,)~,, (~,)A X (A,)eJ 
takes axes ~ into axes ~, on which q'2 and A 2 are known from (c) and (e). 
Hence (~t'2) ~ = D2('I'2) ~, (Az) ~ = D2(A2) ~ give the direction and electric 
vector of the scatter photon on the original Z axes ~. (Appendix I, Theorem 
l(b)). 
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C. Stokes Method. If one is concerned only with the changes of direction 
xI, of a mono-energetic photon beam, upon which its energy depends, and 
not with its A-vector composition, the method of Stokes parameters is 
indicated. Such a beam is characterized by the parameters kl, 't'1, A °, Ql, U1, 
where k~ and ~1 are its energy and direction, A ° is the "Stokes vector," and 
Q1, U~ the "Stokes parameters." The latter are two numbers, (reflecting the 
A-composition of the beam) which suffice to determine its probability 
Pl(Xt'2) d~ 2 of scattering direction, and also serve to determine, for that part 
of the beam which scatters at 't'2, the accompanying Stokes parameters 
Q2o Uz required for its next collision. 
A version of the method due to G. I. Bell is given in part (D). The present 
part is an attempt o make the method plausible heuristically. 
Consider then a composite beam of (k I, q'j)-photons, S~ denoting the 
fraction (ZS~ = 1) having their A 1 vector Ai I (i = 1,... ,N) at angle ~Til from 
a specified direction A ° (Stokes vector) in the plane ~h orthogonal to ,I'l 
(Fig. 19). 
We now fix upon a particular direction 'I' 2 of scatter with coordinates 
q'2 = (cos ~2, sin q~zcos (~2, sin ~p2 sin 02)~, (8) 
on the axes ~1, with X1 --- "PI, and Yl = A° the given Stokes vector. On 
these axes we have also 
Ai 1 ~--- (0, COS ~il, sin ~i 1)(~1, (8a) 
(Sll) Z~li ,,,~l 
(S i ill 
~r 2 
v, 
A. 
C) J --I 
FIG. 19. Stokes vector A~. 
=X I 
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q'2" A', = sin Lk2cos (02 -- ~[1)- (9) 
For the fixed 't"2, and each A'I, there are then two possible resulting 
A-vectors, 
A'~ = '1' 2 × A'~/] '1"2 × A't I and Ai~ I = Ai~ - × xt' 2 (10) 
for the scattered photon. Their associated probability density functions are 
seen from (4) to be 
p(q*2, A'II) d°d2 = {½K 2 + 1 -  2('I' 2 • Ai,) 2} d'1~2/®2, 
p(*a ,  Ai,±)d~2 = {½K 2 -- 1} d~2/@2, (11) 
where ®2 = s l / ( r2 /2) (k2/k l )  2 is a function of ~b 2, and s 1 is the total cross 
section at incident energy k 1. 
Hence the probability of a beam photon having A 1 = A'I, scattering to 't"2, 
and having A 2 = A'l II or A 2 = A'(- is 
S[p('I'2, Nlll) d9  2 or S~p(~I'2, Ai~) dq'2 . (12) 
The sum of the two is the probability of a beam photon having A 1 = Ail 
and scattering to xI' 2, namely (cf. (9)), 
S( { K 2 - 2(%-A i , )}  d .2 /@2 = S~ { K 2 - 2 sin2~k2cos2(*2- ~i,)} d~t'2/@ 2. 
Summing this on i yields the total probability of a beam photon scattering 
to xIt2, 
Pl('t'2 ) dq'2 = { K2 - 2 sin 2 +2ZSicos2(02 - ~[1) } d~2/®2 
= { K2 - sin2 ~k2 - sin2 ~k2ZS[cos 2( '2 - , ' l) } d't'2/®2- 
(13) 
Therefore we may write 
P,(q'2) d'I'2 = 02('t"2) d~t'2/@2, (14) 
p2(,t,2) = K 2 - sin2~2 - sin2~b2Q2(,2), (15) 
Q2( '2 )  = O,cos2*2 q- Gsin2*2,  (16) 
Q, = ZS[cos2~/q, U 1 = ZS~sin2nq. (17) 
Here, Q1 and U 1 are the Stokes parameters, serving to determine 
Pl(~'2) d~t' 2 for the composite beam. For later use, we also define here a 
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companion to Q2(~2), namely 
U2(~2 ) = -Q,s in2¢2 + U, cos2q~ 2. (18) 
It remains to compute the Stokes parameters for the "I' 2 scattered beam. 
Its fractional composition of A 2 vectors is obtained as follows. The probabil- 
ities in (12) give the fraction of photons in the 'tq beam which belonged to 
its i-th component and scattered to 't" 2, and their sum over i is the total 
fraction scattered to ~I*2, namely Pl(qt2)dxls 2 = p2(~t2)dxlt2/@2, as in (14). 
Dividing (12) by (14) and using (11) shows the 't" 2 scattered beam to have 
the A 2 fractional composition 
S~= (S~/p2("Pz)){½K2 + 1 - 2 (*  2 - AZl)2}, 
S~ t .~- ( S~/o2(xlxr2)){ ½K2 - 1}, (19) 
arising from At I and A~- components of the "I', beam, where Z(S~ + S~') = 1. 
Now the argument establishing (14)-(17) was quite general, and we may 
interpret i  for the next scattering, once we have referred the Az-vectors to a 
basic Stokes vector A ° in their plane ~r 2. This we take to be the vector 
A O z (COS(~b2 q- 90°), sin(~b 2 + 90O)cos ~b2, sin(62 + 90O)sin q~2)~, 
= (--sin q'2, cos q,2cos ~2, cos %2sin q~2) G (20) 
referred to the X axes ~1. Note that A°2 depends on q'2 alone, its position in 
the plane % being understood in Fig. 19. 
Accordingly, we define ~/'2 and ~ '  = ~ + 90 ° as the angles from A° 2 to 
the vectors e{" and eil± , respectively. The new source then appears as in Fig. 
20, which is the exact analogue of Fig. 19. 
It is clear that we may write at once the probability for 't%-scatter of the 
new ~t' 2beam in the form of (14)-(17): 
P2(~It3) d~I% = p3(xlt3) d'4%/633 , (21) 
p3(q%) = K 3 - sin2~ - sin2~3O3(,#~), (22) 
O,(q~,) = O2cos203 + U2sin2q %, (23) 
Q2 = ZS~cos2~'2 + ZS~'cos 27/i' 2 
= Z(S~' - S~)cos2~', 
U 2 = Y.S~sinZB'2 + Y.S~'sin 2~'  
= E(S~' - S~)sin2~'. 
(24) 
The Q2, U2 are the Stokes parameters for the new 'I" 2 beam, determining the 
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Fm 20. The ".t' 2 beam. 
probability P2( '3)d*3 for the next scattering, From (19), we see that 
1" i 
S~' - S~ = -2S ,R2/02( '2 ) ,  
where we have defined (cf. (9)) 
R~ = 1 - ('t' 2 • Nl) 2 --=1 't'2 x All 12 = 1 - sin2i~2cos2(¢2 - -  I j i l) • (25) 
Hence the new Stokes parameters in (24) may be written as 
02 = ( - 2 /02( '2 ) )  ZSiR ic°s  2,/~', 
U z = ( - 2/02('t"2)) Y,S[R'2 sin 2~' .  (26) 
Now it is a remarkable fact that Q2, U2 are related to the previous Q1, U1 
by functions depending only on ~/2 and ¢2. To show how this comes about, 
we must first relate the angles */'2' and */'l. In fact, 
COS ~72 '~  AO" A~[ L~ A°" (*2 X Sl) / (R~) i/2 ~ S , - (A  O X *2) /  (1~i2) 1//2' 
where we have used (10) and (25). From the coordinates of *2, A'l, A°2 on 
axes ~1 in (8), (8a), (20) one computes A ° X *2 = (0, s in¢2, -cos¢2)~. ,  
and hence the relation 
cos */i' = sin(C2 - -  1"/i l)/ (R i )  1/2 (27) 
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From this and (25) we see that 
R>os2n ' ;  - R i (2cos%'  - 1) 
= 2 sin2(¢2 - ~/i1) - 1 + sin 2~2c082(~2 -- ~il) 
- 1 - (1  + cos2~2)cos2(< - ~,1) 
= l - -  ½(1 + COS2~p2)(1 + COS2(~2 -- r/il)) 
= 1 { sin 2 ~2 -- (1 + COS 2 ~2 ) (coS 2¢2COS 2 T/il -~ sin 2 (a 2 sin 2 ~] ) } 
Substitution in (26) then gives 
Q2 = ( -1 /p2(~2)){s in2~2 - (1 q- cos2@2) 
X (COS 2q52~Sicos 2~/q + sin 2~2Y~S~sin ~q) } 
= {--sin2tp2 + (1 + cos2~2)(QlCOS2qb2 -{- Ulsin2¢2)}/&(,I,2) 
= {-sin2~2 +(1 + cos2¢2)Q2(eo2)}/Oa(,az2), (28) 
which expresses Qe in terms of Q1, U1 and ~2, q52- 
For U 2 we require 
sin ~7~' = s in (~ + 90 °) = cos ~ 
= Ao.  s:,,, = Ao .  (,~,~ x ,i,~) = ,~,,~ - (,i,~ x Ao) 
= ('tit 2 X Ail). (~I12 X A°) / (R /2)  1/2 
= ('~il X ~II2)- (m° 2 X 'tI l2)/(RS)'/2 
We have found (2x ° X 't"2)= (0, sine2 ' - c0s¢2)~ ' above, and (8), (8a) 
show that 
( N 1 X xt'2) = (*, cos ~b2sin ~/i1, --cos ~2cos 7/il )~,, 
so that 
sin ~"2 ---- COS IP2COS (~2 -- i ] , l - ) / (R i  )1/2. 
This and (27) imply that 
(29) 
i . i t  
R2SII12'02 ~ 2COS ~2cos(~2 -- '0il )sin(eo2 - ~/'1) 
= cos ~bzsin 2(¢2 - 7/il) 
= cos ¢2(sin 2~,2c08 2,¢, - cos 2~,~sin 2<) .  
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Hence from (26) we obtain 
U 2 = ( -2/O2(f f ,2))cos +2(Q,sin2`#2 - U~cos 2`#2) 
= 2 cos ~,2U(,#2 )/02('I '2). (30) 
Thus (28) and (30) express the Stokes parameters Q2, U2 of the "1' 2 
scattered beam in terms of the parameters Q1, U~ of theparent  'Iq beam, 
and the spherical coordinates of 't' 2 relative to the axes d~l, with )71 = 't'1, 
and ~ = A ° the Stokes vector of xI' 1. 
D. Stokes method. Beam parameters k, ,I,, A °, Q, U. Initial values must be 
assigned at the source. A uniformly polarized beam has Q = 0, U = 0, A ° 
arbitrary, while a "pure"  beam has Q = 1, U = 0 for a suitable A °. 
One follows a k l, 'Iq, A °, QI, UI collision thus: 
a. One obtains k2, cos qJ2 as in Note 31.4. 
b. `#2 is found from (15) by rejection technique applied to the rectangle 
enclosing the curve f(`#2) = Kz - sinZ~b2 - sin2~2Q2(`#2) - (See Notes 1-4_.) 
c. (~t'2)~, and (A°)~. are obtained from (8) and (20), on the axes ~1. 
d. The new direction 't" 2 and Stokes vector A ° on the original axes 
are  
D:(AO) , , ,  
where 
= X (s°)a]. 
(See Appendix I, Theorem l(b) and Corollary 3.) 
e. New Stokes parameters Q2, U2 for the 't'2 scattered beam are com- 
puted from (28), (30). 
These steps are seen to produce the new parameters k 2, q'2, A°, Q2, 1-~2- 
Note 1. If a probability density function p(x) dx on [a, b] is of form 
p(x)  dx = Kf(x) dx, where K > 0 is a constant, and m <--f(x) <- M, then a 
correctly distributed x is obtained by successively "throwing" pairs of 
random numbers (r, r') on (0, 1] and accepting the first x ~ a + (b - a)r 
for which r' <-f (x) /M,  the "efficiency" of the method being 
E= ~bf (x )dx /M(b-a)>-  fah( f (x ) -m)dx / (M-m)(b -a ) .  
Note 2. For the function f (`#2)= K2-  2sin2~2cos2`#z on [0,27r], we 
have M = K 2, m = K 2 -- 2 sin 2 ~b2, b -- a = 2 rr, and an efficiency 
t2~r  2 E~/2~r(l- cos2`#2) d*z/2~r = Jo sm`#2d`#2/2~r = ½" 
"0 
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Note 3. For the function 
f (~2)  = K2 - sin2~p2 - sin2~bz(QlC°S 2~2 + Ulsin202} on [0,2~r] 
we may write f (~2) = A - Bcos2(~ 2 - t~0), where A = K 2 - sin2~2 and 
B = sinZ~bz(Q12 + /_/12) ~/2, with ¢bo defined by cos2~ o -- Q,/(Q2 + U2),/2, 
sin200 = U~/(Q 2 + U~2) '/2, 0 -< ~o -< 180°. 
From this form, we see that M = A + B, m = A - B, and again E >- ½. 
Note 4. In applying the method of Note 1 to the functions of Notes 2, 3, 
it should be observed that, instead of " throwing" t~2 = 2~r and then 
computing cos2q~2 or cos 2~ 2, sin 2~ 2, one may use von Neumann's  device of 
" throwing" directly for the cos ~2, sin q~2 of a uniformly distributed angle q~2 
on (0,2~r), and then computing cosZq~2, or cos2q~ 2 (= COS2~)2- sin2q)2), 
sin2q~ 2 (= 2sin~&cosq~2). The device referred to (itself a rejection tech- 
nique) goes as follows: Of a sequence of random pairs (r  1, r2) one accepts 
the first for which S -- x 2 + y2 < 1, where x = 2r, - 1, y = r2, and sets 
COS t~2 ~ (X 2 -y2) /S ,  sind?2----2xy/S. The efficiency here is %/4. Note 
that cos q~2, sin 4~2 are themselves required in subsequent computation. 
Note 5. The argument in part (C) does not require that the vectors Air be 
distinct, e.g., in one 90 ° scattering all A-vectors present in a beam collapse 
to four, at most. 
Note 6. The "straightforward" method of part (B) based on the "either 
A~ or A~- " assumption has not been tried and may not work. Nevertheless, 
as shown in (C), the assumption seems to lead to the correct Q, U transfor- 
mation. 
Note 7. It is easy to verify that the +2-marginal density of P,(~I'2) d~t' 2 in 
(13) is the density defined by the K -N  cross section of Note 31.4. This 
justifies step (a) of part (D). 
Note 8. 90o-90 ° scattering. As an exercise in the use of Stokes parame- 
ters, we consider an initial uniformly polarized beam with parameters 
k I = k0, ,It, = (1 ,0 ,0)¢ ,  A ° = (0, 1,0)~, Q, = 0, U, = 0, 
which on first collision scatters into the direction 't' 2 = (0, 0, 1)a and then on 
second collision scatters into the XY-plane. Following the method of part 
(D), we obtain 
a. ~2 = 90° by assumption, cos ~J2 = 0, k 2 = ko/(1 + ko) , 
K 2 -= k2/k  1 + k l /k  2 = (2 + 2k 0 + k~) / (1  + ko). 
b. q~2 = 90° by assumption. 
c. '1" 2 = (0,0, 1)~,, A ° = (- -  1,0,0)~. 
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d. D 2 = I, 'I" 2 = (0,0, 1)~, A ° = (-- 1,0,0)~. 
e. From (15)-(17), 
Q1 = 0, U 1 = 0, Q2(~2) = 0, 
p2(q'2) = K 2 - l=  (1 + k o + k2) / / (1  + ko) , 
and from (28), (30), 
Q2 -- - 1/p2(~t'2) = - (1 + ko) / (1 + k 0 + k02), g 2 -- 0. 
Advancing subscripts we assign to the once scattered beam the new 
parameters 
k ,=ko/ ( l+ko) ,  q', = (0,0, 1)A, A° = ( - -1 ,0 ,0 )~,  
Q, = - (1 + + ko + u,  = o. 
and repeat the procedure: 
a'. 42 = 90° by assumption, cos 42 --- 0, k z = ko/(1 + 2ko) 
K 2 = (2 + 6k o + 5ko) / (1 + k0)(1 + 2ko).  
b'. From (15)-(17), we have Qz(d#2) -~ QlCOS2~2, so 
p2('I'2) = K 2 - 1 - QlcosZq)2 = K 2 - 1 + Q,( I  - 2c0s24}2) 
-- K 2 - 1 + QI - 2QlcosZt~2 - 
Substitution of K 2 and Q I shows that 
P2(%)  -- A (B  + c0s2~2), 
where 
A = 2(1 + ko) / (1  + k o + k~), 
B = k~(2 + 4k 0 + 3ko2)/2(1 + ko)2(1 + 2ko).  
This serves to define the probability density of #}2 in the XY-plane of the 
twice scattered beam, 4}2 being measured counterclockwise from the original 
X-axis, and is the basis for the classical Barkla experiment, 
33. Pair Production (TAR, I = 3) 
As a final example of collision with target at rest, we consider the case of 
"pair  production," in which a sufficiently energetic photon interacts with a 
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charged particle, the transformation, of form 
A(e l ,  e2) --, S(e3, e4, es), 
e I = 0 ,  e 2 > 0 ,  e 3 = e2 ,  e 4 = e 5 ---- e (e ) ,  
resulting in the recoil of the unexcited target, and the formation of a 
positron, electron pair e +, e - ,  each with rest energy 0.511 MeV. The 
reaction is seen to have a Q value 
O = -2e(e)  = -1.022 MeV 
and consequently an energy threshold condition 
hv, =-- k, > kr  - e2 + e(e) { e(e)}  
_ e2 (2e(e) )  =2e(e)  1 + e2 , 
which is here sufficient as well as necessary. Note that k r ~-2e(e) for a 
nuclear target (the usual case), whereas k r = 4e(e) for a target electron. We 
shall assume k 1 > kr,  with a noncoherent result. 
The initial system A(e l, e2) being identical with that of Section 31, all 
particle parameters of A, and of A' in the 32' frame of the class, as well as 
the parameters of the class itself, are already given there. 
The product system S'(e 3, e4, es), of class {0, e0} in Z', has a total k.e. 
k~ = e 0 - (e 2 + 2e(e)) > 0, where e 0 = {e 2 + 2e2kl} 1/2. The sharing of 
this among the three product particles is of course not unique. The target, 
for example, may recoil in 32' with any k.e. on the range 
0 ~ k; -< k) =--k" {2e(e) + ½k~) 
e 0 
as shown in Corollary 21.2. The limiting case k 3 = k) would demand the 
coalesced emission of the charged pair in the direction opposite to that of 
the recoil target, which is physically impossible. However, their nearly 
parallel emission in 32 is indeed observed. If the target were left motionless 
in E', with k~ = 0, the pair would then form a two-particle system of class 
{0, e o - e2}  , having the unique energies k~ = k' J2,  i = 4, 5, and oppositely 
directed momenta of equal magnitude, with c~ = (Ei '2 -  eR(e)) ~/2, E,' = 
(e 0 -- e2)/2. 
34. Collisions with Target in Motion 
Finally, we turn to collisions A(el ,  e2) --, S(ei) in which both particles of 
a noncoherent system A are in motion in Z, with parameters 
k h > O, E h > e h >- O, c~ h (E2h 2~1/2 = - -  eh)  , 
= h = 1,2.  (1) 
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The totals of A are then 
e, = e~ + e2, k~ = k 1 + k2, 
cP o= cP 1 + cP 2= C Poqt o. 
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E 0 = E 1 + E 2 , 
(2) 
We first show how all scalar parameters may be obtained in terms of the 
eh, E h and the angle o of separation of the Z lines of flight: 
Thus 
and hence 
where 
coso=~l . ' t t2 ;  0~<o--< 180 ° . 
C)02 =1CPl 4- ce 2 12 = ¢~12 q- C132 q- 2c l31cD2cos 0 
= E l  2 - -  el  2 + E22 - -  e~ + 2c~o,clJ2cos o 
= (E  l q- E2)  2 - -  e~ - e2 - 2(ERE 2 - c~,cP2cos o) ,  
cog-- eg -  (e, + + 2e ), 
(3) 
(4) 
E f =-- E1E 2 - c l ) l c~coso  > ele e-> 0. (5) 
It follows that the critical energy of the class is 
eo=(e~+ea+2E2) l /2=(e~+2(E2-e le2) ) l /2>ea (6) 
and the Lorentz parameters are as usual 
Yo = Eo/eo ,  30 = c 19 o lEo ,  el o = cPo/c ~o . (7) 
From (6) we see that the threshold condition e 0 _> e s for the proposed 
transmutation here takes the form 
E 2>ele  2 + ea+ e s _ ~- ( -Q) ,  (8) 
where Q = % - e s is the Q-value of the reaction. We shall assume e 0 > e s 
and I -> 2, so that a noncoherent result S(ei)  is possible. 
If the collision A'(e~, e2)  ~ S'(e,)  is to be studied in the £ '  frame of the 
class, we may require the (unique) parameters 
E~ = (e2h + E2) /eo ,  c~' h = (E~ -- e12e22)'/2/eo, h = 1,2. (9) 
The angles 41, 41 which cP 1 and cP[ make with the direction ~t' 0 of the class 
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velocity may also be needed. The first of these is obtained from 
cos lff 1 = cP o • cel/fi~3oC~3 1 = (ce  1 + £e2)cel/c~3oC~ 1 
= ((C~01) 2 n t- C~0,C~02COSO}/CO0C~,. 
Using this, we may find cos ~{ from the Lorentz transformation: 
C'-~-'tx = Y0( C'-~-lx -- /~oE1) z (Eoc~31co S ~1 - C~3oE1)/eo, 
giving 
(lo) 
I (Eo-~ 1 x --C~)oE1)/eo] 
(cP() s' = c~ ly 
C~J lz 
gives g'  components of cP( in ~'. 
c~oeoCO'icos t~ = Eo(cOoC~O,cos ~,) - (COo) 2E,. 
Hence by (10), 
C0o(eoCP',)cos ~b-~ = Eo{(cPl)  2 + cp,cp2cos o} -- (E  2 - eo 2)E 1 
= Eo(E~-e  2) + Eo(E ,E  2 - E2)  - EgE, +(e  2 + e~ + 2E~)E ,  
= e2El + eZl(e, -- Eo) + EoE,(E , + E 2 - Eo) 
+E2o( -Eo  + 2E, )  = e2E, - e~E 2 + E2o(E, -- E2). 
Hence from this and (9) we obtain 
cos{ ;= (e22Et -e~E 2 + E2o(E , -  E2)} /c l )o (E  J -e~e2)  t/2. (11) 
Some procedures are given below for various kinds of collision with target 
(2) in motion, as well as projectile (1). 
Method I. Given eh, E h, cP h on Y. axes (2; collision treated in  Y,' frame 
of class; ,I'{ specified as basic direction for nonpolarized emission in Y/, 
auxiliary Y~' direction f~' obtained by sampling (Appendix II). 
1. cP o = cP 1 + cP 2 on (2, c 0 0 = I cPo ] • 
2. '~o = ePo/c 0 o class direction on (2. 
3. e 0 = (E  2 - c~)  1/2. Test e 0 > e,. 
4. (cP1) ~ = D'(cP1)~ gives components of cP 1 on standard X axes $, 
where D is matrix of Appendix I, Corollary 1 based on rotation 6 taking X 
into g/0 = (a0x, a0y, aoz)~ of step 2. 
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6. (q~{)~, = (cP()~, /c~'  1 is the basic direction for emission in Y/, where 
# 
= I(cPO ,l. 
7. If collision is elastic, set cD; = c~' l, E~ = E{, where E{ = (-c~00c~01x 
+ EoE1) /e  o. In any case, we must suppose E~, c~0; = (E~ 2 -- e2) 1/2, and 
auxiliary direction f~' of the particle (3) to be followed as physically 
determined in Y /a t  this point. 
8. The direction of 3 on E'  axes S'  is given by 
( , I , ; )  S, = 
where / )  is now the matrix D of Appendix I, Corollary 1 based on rotation g 
taking X' into ~t'; = (alx , aly , aiz)~, from step 6. 
9. (cP~)~, = c~0~(°/~)~, gives the momentum of 3 on E'  axes S'. 
10. 
c--~3~ = ( Eo c---~'3~ + c l )oE ; ) /eo ,  
c~ 3v = cl) ' 3y, 
cJO 3~ = cl) " 32,  
- -¢  # 
E3 = (Cl)o c~o 3:, + EoEs) /eo ,  
gives E3, and (cP3) ~ on standard Y~ axes $. 
11. Finally (cP3) ~ = D(cP~) S gives the momentum of 3 on original E 
axes ~, where D is the matrix of step 4. The ideas are schematized in Fig. 
21. 
..3 
, -% 
C / / ' l q )  ~ 
cP~/ /  / I / / -  
/ / "  =- 
cOa x 
FIG_ 21. Idea of Method I. 
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Method H. (Input as in Method I.) This is a modification of Method I. 
Steps 1-3 are the same. 
4. 91 = cP1/c~O 1 is direction of 1 on Y, axes (~. One now computes 
matrix D 2 (Appendix I, Theorem 3) based on rotation 62 which not only 
takes X into ~I'o but has xI' 1 in the upper half of 62X, 62Y plane. Standard 
axes 5 = (X, Y, Z)  are thus obtained with the parallelogram of Fig. 21 
contained in the X, Y plane. The matrix D 2 is not used until the final step. 
5. C= cos~i is computed from Eq. (11), and we set S= +(1-  
C2)1/2. 
6. The basic direction on Y/axes 5' is then ('I'~)$, = (C, S, 0)s,. 
7. If collision is elastic, set c~0~ = c~,  E~ = E; where now cp~ and E; 
are computed from Eq. (9). Otherwise as before in step 7. 
8. The direction of 3 on Y' axes $' is now 
where 
: 
Ii 0] D= C  
0 1 
is the matrix based on rotation 8 taking X-' into ('t'~)s,. 
Steps 9-11 are the same, except hat one uses the matrix D 2 in place of D 
in step ll. 
Method I lL  In one type of problem, the parameters el, El, (cP~)~ of the 
projectile are given, but the nature of the target is subject to chance. 
Suppose e2, Ez, c~2 suitably chosen, and that the direction 92 is in a 
nonpolarized istribution about 'It I. Finally, suppose the (latitude) angle o 
of separation, 0 ° _< o _< 180 °, and a longitude (p, 0 ° -< (~ < 360 °, chosen for 
location of xI" 2 about the "basic direction" qq. 
One may of course proceed by Methods I or II if one first specifies 
(q'2)~. This may be done (Appendix II) by defining (~2)~ = 
(cos a, sin a cos q), sin o sin (~)~ and setting 
= 
where D is the matrix of the rotation taking X into XIt 1 (Appendix I, 
Corollary 1). 
There is another strategy available, outlined in [8] and slightly modified 
here. (See Fig. 22.) 
1. We first define X axes 
= 8,r, 8 ,z ]  = [x, Y, Z]D,, 
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/ 
=SIX=SISzX "o // 3z~IY 
BtY 
_-BtZ \ 
FIG. 22_ Idea of Method III. 
where D 1 is the matrix based on the rotation 6] taking X into q'] (Appendix 
I, Corollary 1). 
2. We now specify ~t' 2 on the axes ~l by (q~2)¢] = (cos a, 
sin o cos ¢~, sin o sin ¢)¢], but make no use of this. 
3. The rotation 82, about "I'], through ¢ + 180 ° is defined relative to 
the axes ~] by 
~2 --= 6218]X, 8,Y, 61Z ] = [8,X, ~1 Y, ~IZ]D2, 
where 
o2 j! 0 cos(¢ + 180 °) 
sin(¢ + 180 °) 
0 ] 
-sin((/, + 180 °) . 
cos(¢ + 180 °) 
The directions ~t'], "I'o, and "I' 2 now appear in the 8281X, ~2~1Y plane with 
91 ± ~281 X, and_90, q~2 in its lower half. (Fig. 22.) 
4. The cos +x between cP o and cP l is now computed from Eq. (10), and 
used to obtain the matrix 
[ cos(-qT,) - s in ( -q7  l) 0 D3 = sin(--~l) cos ( -~, )  0 
0 0 1 
of the rotation 63, about ~2~1 Z, through -~z,  which determines the final 
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standard Z axes 
: [XYZ]  : ~3[~1~2/, ~1~2 ~rr, ~1~2 Z]  : [~1(~2/, ~1~2 ]r, ~I~2Z] - D 3. 
The situation is now precisely that of Method II, with _~ = q'0, and 91 in 
the upper half of the X, Y plane. Note that no computing has yet been done 
except for evaluation of the three matrices D i. 
It will be necessary on the return trip to know the matrix D 4 defined by 
84[X, Y, Z] = [ X, Y, ZID4, 
where B4 is the composite rotation ~3~2~1 and [X, Y, Z] are the original E 
axes ~. Retracing our steps, we see that 
= ~4 (~ = ~3(~2(~11~) = (~2¢~1 (~)D3 = ~2(~1 [~)D3 
z (61(~)DzD3 __-- (~D1D2D3 = (~D4 '
so we now compute the matrix 
D 4 = D1DzD 3. 
5. We next obtain C = cos ~[ from Eq. (11), and set S = (1 - C2) 1/e. 
6. The basic direction in E'  is then ('I'{)~, = (C, S, 0)~, on standard E' 
axes $'  parallel to $. 
7. If colhsion is elastic, set c0; = c~'1, E~ = E{, where c~,  E{ are 
computed from Eq. (9). In any case, we assume E~, c~; and auxiliary 
direction (f~')s' given physically. 
8. Direction of 3 on E' axes 8'  is 
( ' I ' ; ) s ,  = f i (a%, ,  
where 
I c s i] h= s c . 
0 0 
Steps 9-11 are the same as in Method I, except hat in step 11 we compute 
(cP3) e = D4(cP3) ~ where D 4 = DID2D ~ is the matrix of step 4 above. 
Method IV. For problems with the input of Method I, there is always 
the alternative of the vector form of the cPE (10.5) transformation, avoiding 
the rotation to standard axes. 
1. One computes cPo, (~t'0)~, e0 as in Method I, and sets 
Yo ---- Eo/eo, flo = c ~ olEo. 
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Then 
(ce~) f f /  = (CPl )  ~ -}- {~0(Cel - %)  -- "y0/~0EI}(%)~,  
E{ ~- "Y0{-J~0(CPl "%) -1- El} 
and (qq)~, = (cP{)~,/clo{ is the basic direction on parallel axes g'. 
2. The rotation 8, with matrix D based on the latter unit vector, takes 
X' into q,{, and hence 
('I';)~, = D(a%,  
(Appendix I, Corollary 1.) 
3. From stipulated E~ and cP~ = c0;(~t'~)¢, the direct transformation 
then yields 
and 
= v0{B0(c*';. %)  + 
(cP3) ~ = (cP~)~, + {6o(cP ~ - %)  + 70fl0E~}(q'0)¢ 
on the original £ axes (2. This method requires a minimum of "formulas" 
and may well surpass the others in speed. 
Method V. Assumptions: eh, E h, cP h given on 51 axes ~; collision treated 
in rest frame E' of the target (e z > 0); "I'( specified as basic direction for 
non-polarized emission in g'; 0', q~' chosen for location of ,t'~ about "I'~. The 
method is indicated when differential cross sections are given in the rest 
frame of the target, as in Compton scattering, which has already been 
considered. The appropriate Lorentz transformations between Y and Y' now 
have the parameters of the target in Y, namely 
"~0 = ]12 = E2 /e2 ,  /~0 =/~2 = c~2/E2 ,  XI*o = ~I*2 = cP2/c~°2- 
The procedure is that of Methods I or IV, with obvious modifications, the 
target rest frame playing the role of the E' frame of the class. The emission 
parameters must of course be stipulated in Y.'. Note that the formulas 
(9)-(11) are no longer valid. 
Note 1. Figure 21 is only schematic. The true relations between the 
systems A, A' may be seen as usual from a suitable llipsoid figure based on 
sphere radii 
c~,  7oC1~ and distances 0~0 = 70fl0E~. (Fig. 11) 
In such a figure, the three cases for (1) are here distinguished by the 
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inequalities 
CPlCpzCOS o= (E  2 -- e l )k  I 
and for (2) by 
c~lcpzcos o = (E  1 - -  e2)k  2 . 
This is easily proved from the equivalent form 7oeh > E~ of Note 13.3, using 
70 = Eo/eo,  and the values of E~, Eo z from Eqs. (9) and (5). 
Note 2. We have tacitly assumed in this section that cP o v a 0, with a 
well-defined direction ,I" 0. This indeed fails in the single case o = 180 °, 
cp~ = c~ 2. The f lame Z is then identical with the Y/-frame of the class, and 
one by-passes the Lorentz transformation from E to E'. 
Note 3. The inequality in (5) is obvious from (6), A being noncoherent. 
35. Colliding Beams 
For a collision 
A(e , ,  e2) -~ S(e i )  
between two particles of equal rest energy e I = e 2 = e, and fixed energies 
El, E 2 in the lab. frame Y., the total energy in the E'  frame of the class is 
given by (34.6) as 
e 0 = (2e 2 + 2E lE  2 - 2c~lCpzCOS o) 1/2. (1) 
This energy, which is critical for the production of new particles, as 
witnessed by the necessary condition 
e o >-- e s (2) 
naturally reaches its max imum value 
eo(E,, E2)= (2e 2 + 2E,E  e + 2cp,c~2)  '/2 (3) 
in the case of a "head-on"  collision, with o = t80 °. 
Now suppose E I > e 1 is fixed, say at the greatest energy to which such a 
particle can be accelerated in £ by present methods. Then, if the target 
energy varies from E 2 = e (limit case, target at rest) to E 2 = E 1 (as in two 
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optimal colliding beams), this Z' energy rises from 
eo(E,,e ) = (2e 2 + 2eEl) 1/2 (TAR) (4) 
to its maximal value 
eo(El, E , )=(2eZ+2EZ+2(E? -eZ) ) ' /Z=2E l  (C.B.) (5) 
In the latter case, the oppositely directed momenta re of equal magnitude, 
and the frames Z, Z' coincide. 
Thus a factor eo(Ea, El)/eo(E 1, e) = ¢23q/(71 + 1) 1/2 > 1 is gained in 
the critical energy %. To appreciate this rather modest looking factor, one 
must ask what Z projectile energy E? would be required for colfision on 
target at rest to achieve the same energy 2E~ in Z'. The answer is obviously 
provided by the equation 
(2e 2 + 2eEl) 1/2 = 2E1, 
namely, 
E t = (2E~-  e2)/e.  (6) 
Measuring energy in units of the rest energy e, one may verify the 
following table: 
TAR C.B. TAR 
E 1 eo(E1, e) 2E  I E? 
10 4.7 20 199 
25 7.2 50 1249 
50 10_1 100 4999 
|00 14.2 200 19999 
IV. CROSS SECTIONS 
36. Mean Free Path in a Gas 
If in traversing a distance bg in E through a medium of total numerical 
density n particles/cm 3, a projectile 1 of k.e. k~ > 0 has probability ug b ~ of 
collision, we call g = g(k~) the effective cross section of the medium. This 
assumption is equivalent to the differential equation dT/T = --u g be for 
the probability T(C) of transmission without collision through distance ~, 
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i,e.~ 
T(0  = e - -~.  
Hence P (0  = 1 - T (0  = 1 - e "~e is the probabil ity distribution function 
for first collision at distance -< ~, and 
is the corresponding probabil ity density for first collision on (~, g + ~ ~). The 
"mean free path" is therefore 
r = ~-- £~ep(g)  be = 1 /ng .  
In Monte Carlo practice, a random number r, uniformly distributed on 
(0, 1) determines the distance g to first collision by means of the formula 
r = P (0 ,  i.e., 
~= -L ln (1  - r ) .  
In the case of a composite medium, with n i = r t f  particles of type i, the 
probabi l i ty of collision on b g is 
Zn;.~; be = n(Y,f;~,) be, 
where gi is the cross section of type i, and hence 
is the effective cross section of the composite medium. 
In the following, an attempt is made to obtain an effective cross section 
for a pure gas in terms of its k.e. distribution, and its cross section ~r(k~) 
obtaining for a projectile of k.e. k~ traversing the gas at rest. 
As a prel iminary step, consider a projectile 1 of proper energy el, k.e. 
k I > 0, direction 'tq = (1, 0, 0) traversing distance bf through a medium of 
n, identical particles 2 per cm 3, all with energy E 2 and direction "I" z. In the 
common rest frame of the targets, the projectile has energies (Note 10.1) 
E;  = (E ,E  2 -- cl),cV2cos o ) /e  2 =-- E2/e2 ,  k'~ = E~ - e~. (1) 
Here, E,  a is the abbreviation used in Section 34, with cos o = "t' I - 'I" 2. The 
corresponding momentum magnitude is given by 
clJ'l = (E~ 2 - e2) '/2 = (E  4 - ele 22 2 ) ' /2 /e  2. (2) 
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The projectile undergoes a corresponding displacement (Note 13.2) 
be' = becl~'l/C~l (3) 
through a medium at rest in Y/, with density (7.3) 
n'~ = ni/'~2, V2 = E2/e2- (4) 
We might therefore xpect a probability of collision 
. ;gr (k ; )  be' (5) 
on b V in E', and hence on b ~ in Y. Substitution of (2), (3), (4) in (5) yields 
ni{~'(k'l)(E 4 -  e~e2)l/2/E2c~l} be, (6) 
where we shall regard 
~(k,; ke, o )= {~' (k~) (E : -  e~e~)'/2/E2cp~} (7) 
as the cross section contributed by the given medium. 
Now consider the traversal of the projectile through distance be of an 
isotropic gas of rt particles/cm 3, in a k.e. "distribution" f (k  2) dk 2. There are 
then a fraction 
fi = f( k2) dk2 dff'2/4rr 
of particles on (k2, k 2 -t- dk2) , (xIt2, ~2 -I- d~I'2) , which we regard as a sub- 
medium contributing the cross section of (7). We should therefore xpect in 
the limit an effective cross section 
= g(kl)  -= f f~(k~ ; k2, a)f(k2) dk 2 d'Olz/4~r (8) 
for the gas, and hence a free path L = 1/n g determining distance to first 
collision. 
Adopting spherical coordinates a, ~ for location of xI" z about the projectile 
direction XI'l, and setting a = cos o, we may write (8) in the form 
: ~(k l ) :  (2c ]01)_ l /OO i . - -  rl r k '  4 g ( l)(Eo eZeZ)l/2Ezlf(k2)dk2da. 
ao a_ 1 
(9) 
The involved dependence of the integrand on the variables k2, a of integra- 
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tion is provided by the relations 
k'~ = E; - el, 
E~ = E2/e2,  
E 2 = E IE  2 - cljlc~2a, 
E 2 = k 2 + e2, 
29/2 
c02 = (E  2 - e21  , 
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where E 1 = k 1 + e 1 and cl)1 = (El 2 - -  e2) 1/2 are constants of the projectile. 
Note 1. A nonrelativistic analogue of (9), which is "well known" reads 
~( k, )  = v~l f a.r( k~) [ V~ - V21F2(V2) dV2 
= (2v , ) - ' fo~f '  ~r (w, )v ] f (~)av~aa,  
where v{ = (v{ + v 2 - 2vlv2a) 1/2. In case ~'(k~) = ~" is constant, one can 
show that $(kl)  > ~' for an arbitrary distribution f (%).  This answers the 
question (C. Mark) whether it is easier to cross Times Square blindfolded 
with traffic in motion or at rest. 
For a Maxwell distribution 
with 
one finds 
where 
f (%)  = (4f l3/dr)vZexp(- f izv2) ,  
~2 = (m2/2KT)  1/2, 
~(~1) = ~'{(1/~0¢~)exp(-,., 2) +[1 + (1/2~2)] e,/(~)}, 
w = fl2vt, E f t (w)  =- (2 /W exp(- -x  2) dx. 
The "mean free path" of kinetic theory, with particles 1 and 2 both in 
Maxwell distributions involves the more tractable integral 
~; = f f l < - V21Fl(v,)rz(v2) dV~ dV 2 = (8~T/~r# ) '/2, 
where 
-- mlm~/(m,  + m~). 
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Note 2. The cross section (9) for the case of a photon beam reduces to 
1 oo 1 ( )fo f' - ( cP2 /E2)a) f (k2)dk  2da, 
where k'  1 = kl(E 2 - cpza)/e 2, Here in the (physically uninteresting) case 
~r(k'l) = ~ constant, one sees that ~(kl) -- ~r regardless of f(k2). Hence, 
for a photon crossing Times Square . . . .  
Note 3. Unfortunately no reference for (9) has been found, and some 
manifest subtleties may vitiate the result, which is offered tentatively. It 
should be emphasized that in any case the "effective cross section" consid- 
ered here is not Lorentz invariant but is only a means to a free path, upon 
which depends the Monte Carlo position of first collision. In the following 
section, we revert to standard practice, regarding (nondifferential) cross 
sections as intrinsic properties of the target particle, as measured in its rest 
frame. 
37. Transformation of Differential Cross Sections 
Consider the passage of a projectile 1 of k.e. k~ > 0, through a medium at 
rest in E, of total density n particles/cm 3, of which the fraction fh are of 
type h. Then the Monte Carlo determination of distance to collision 
depends on the free path L = 1/n~, where ~ = Zfh~ h is the "effective cross 
section," and the gh = 3h(kl) are the individual rest cross sections, as 
discussed in Section 36. 
In the event of a collision, the type h of particle hit depends on the 
probabi l i ty  r th~h/ /n~ ~- fh~h/ /~.  The collision of 1 with a definite type h of 
particle may result in various kinds of reactions r, each with its own cross 
section ~ h r, the probability of reaction r being ~ h r/~ h" 
NOW, supposing that the type h and reaction r have been decided upon, 
we focus attention on the particular eaction involved, 
A(el,  eh) ~ S(ei) (r) 
with cross section ~ hr, and threshold 
e a -~- e s . 
kT= 2e h ( -Q) '  Q = e~-  es, 
I. We first suppose that the reaction (r)  results in a system S(e i )  of I --> 3 
particles, of which a definite number tLj -> 1 are of the typej.  We may then 
speak of the probability f (E,  ',t,)dE d4/ of emission of a j-particle on the 
range (E, E + dE),( 'P,  't" + d' I ' )  in Y,, the variables E, 't" being indepen- 
dent since I _> 3. The corresponding "production" differential cross section 
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is then 
with 
o ( E , xl/ ) = p, j ~ h r f ( E , xl! ) 
i e (E ,  "P ) dE dal = 
If  f ' (E' ,  if") dE' de/" denotes the corresponding probabil ity of j-particle 
emission in the reaction 
A'(e,,  eh) ~ S'(ei) 
as it appears in a frame Y' moving at constant velocity V 0 = %'1" 0relative to 
E, then the equation 
f ' (  E', 4z') dE" dO/' = f (  E, 4!) dE d'I" (1) 
is dictated by the invariance of j-particle counts. Regarding ~ h r as invariant, 
the same relation is seen to govern the differential cross sections o'  and o. 
For the standard axes of Section 5, and polar coordinates (~, ¢), (~',  •') 
for location of 't', ,I,' about X = q'0 -- X', we may write (1) in the form 
f ' (  E', ~', ¢p') dE'sin ~" d ~' d ; = f (  E, ~, ¢p) dE sin ff d ~ d , .  
Setting a'  = cos if', a = cos ~, and noting that ~' = ~ for standard axes, 
this becomes 
f ' (  E', a', 'I') dE' da' = f (  E, a, ~ ) dE da. (2) 
It follows that 
f ' (E ' ,  a', ¢p) de'da" =f (E ,  a, ¢p) lO(E, a ) /a (E ' ,  a ' ) ]dE'da'  (3) 
where the barred factor denotes the absolute value of the Jacobian 
[ ~E/OE' Oa/Of,'] 
J=  det OE/Oa' Oa/Oa J (4) 
of the transformation E -- E(E',  a'), a = a(E', a') from X' to ~. The latter 
is concealed implicitly in the (cPE) transformation 
(c0)a  -- y0{(c0 ' )a '  + floE')), (5) 
E = yo(flo(Cg')a' + E') ,  
where (cO) 2 = E 2 - e 2, (c0')  2 = E '2 - e 2. 
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From (cl)) 2 = E 2 - e 2 follows d(cl))/dE = E/(clJ) and hence by the 
product rule, 
ae '  (c0)a = E~ (c~)-  (oe /aE ' ) .  a + (cO)(Oa/OE'), (6) 
aa' (cl~)a = E~ (cp) -  ( ~E/Oa') . a + ( c~o )( Oa/Oa'). 
Thus multiplying the second column in (4) by (c 1)), and then adding to the 
result the multiple E/(c ~o). a of the first, we see that 
 e/oE' O(c )a/ae'] )J &~tOE/aa' O(c~)a/Oa' ]" 
These partials are readily found from (5) to be, respectively, 
"yo(flo(E'/c~o')a' + 1), "~o((E'/cl)')a' + Bo) , 
so that (c~)J  = cp'. Thus (3) reduces to the symmetric relation 
f ' (E ' ,  a', cO) dE' da'/cO' = U(E, a, cO) dE da/c~. (7) 
Analogous formulas obtain for other variables. Thus one may show in 
similar fashion 
f'(c~0', a', ~)E'd(cp' )  da' / (c0' )  z =f (cO,  a, q,)Ed(cl)) da/(cl))  2. 
II. The condition I --- 3 imposed on the system S(ei) was required for the 
independence of the variables E', a'. For a two particle system S(ei), E' is 
uniquely determined by the critical energy e o of the class of A, and the two 
proper energies ei (Section 20), and one speaks of a probability of emission 
f '(a',  ep) da' a~ = f(a, 60) da dq~ 
of either one of the ei, so that here 
f ' (  a', ¢0) da' = f( a, eo )( da/da') da'. 
We have derived the required formulas in Section 9, namely 
a = "Yo(a' + p')/yo D', P' = flo/fl' = ~oE'/c~°' 
da/da'= (1 + o'a')/y2D '3, 
where 
D'= {(a '  + + --  
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The parameters here refer to the particle i being considered. In case it is 
immaterial, we have the simple version 
a = v0(a' +/3o)/3,o d', 
da/da'  = 1/'ygd "2, 
d' = 1 +/30a'. 
Note 1. For a more complete discussion, including singularities, see 
K. G. Dedrick, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34 (1962), 429-442. 
APPENDIX I: COORDINATES AND ROTATIONS 
By a set of axes in a Euclidean 3-space of vectors R, we mean here any 
right-handed ordered set i f=  [X, Y, Z] of mutually perpendicular unit 
vectors X, Y, Z. The relation 
 l!1 R=Xx+ 
then determines x, y, z as the ~-coordinates of R, and we write 
R = (x, y, z)e.  (2) 
A rotation 3 (intuitively a "rigid motion" about the origin) is completely 
defined by its action on any set of axes if, as indicated by an equation of 
form 
~if = [~X, BY, ~Z] = [ X, Y, Z lD  = i f .  D, (3) 
where D = [dij ] is a 3 × 3 matrix with D -1 = D" =-- [dji], and det D = + 1. 
The vectors [6X, i~Y, 6Z] then form a set of axes also, with if-coordinates 
given by the columns of D. 
THEOREM 1. Let if = [ X, Y, Z] be a set of axes, 6 a rotation defined by 
8if = if D, and R = ( x, y, z )e a point with G-coordinates ( x, y, z ). Then 
(a) 8R has ~-coordinates (x', y', z') given by 
Ix1 y" =D . 
Z t 
(b) R has 6if-coordinates (.~, 37, Z) given by 
f!] =O" 
(4) 
(5) 
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Proof. 
(a) 
(b) 
F romR =(2[ ! ]  and 6(2 = ~D follows 
8R=~.  =(2-D = ; 
R= = ~(2- D', =8 . 
See Fig. 23. 
Every rotation 6 may be achieved by a right-handed rotation through an 
angle 0 (0 ° _< 0 _< 180 °) about some fixed unit vector "~, defined as in 
THEOREM 2. I f  a unit vector '~ has ~eoordinates (b~, by, b~), and 0 is 
given on [0 °, 180°], with 
C = cos 0, C' ~ 1 - cos0,  S =-- sin0 (--> 0), 
then the right-handed rotation ~ about ,i~ through 0 is defined by 6(2 = (2D, 
where 
D = b~S + bxbyC' C + b~C' -bxS  + bzbyC" . 
-byS  + bxbzC' b~S + bybzC' C + b~C' 
(6) 
Proof By symmetry, it suffices to verify that the first column of D gives 
the correct ~coordinates of ~X. Let 
x,, : ( x . ~ )~ = ( b~, b~b,, b~bz ) ~, (7) 
X.= X- -  XII = (1 -- b 2, -bxby,-b~b~)e,  (8) 
Y Y 
~~~_sx 
x . /~7  o x 
Z Z /  
(a) 8Z [b) 
FIG_ 23. 6R on ~ and R on 8~. 
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where 
/ 
z 
^ 
FIG. 24. Rotation about an axis. 
I X±l (1 : ,/2 = -b ; )  . (9) 
Then the required ~X is 
8X = 8(XII + X±) = XII + ~X±, where 1 8X±l=l  S±l .  (9a) 
It is now geometrically clear from Fig. 24 that 8X± must satisfy the 
following (dependent) conditions. 
'~' - 6X±= 0, (10) 
X± -6X± =l X±] 2C, (11) 
X± )< 6X± = I X± I2S'i/, (12) 
6~p~ + bypy + bzPz = O, 
(1 -- b2)px - bxbypy - bxbzp z = (1 - b2)C, 
b~bzpy - bxb~pz = (1 - b~x)Sbx. 
provided X±ve 0, S 4 = 0. (In the trivial cases X± = 0, q" = X, and S = 0, 
0 = 0 ° or 180 °, the matrix D is easily seen to give the correct result. In case 
0 = 180 °, one should note that 6X±= -X±,  and hence 6X= Xll - X± .) 
Letting 6X± = (Px, Py, Pz)e, these conditions imply 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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From (13), (14) we have at once 
px= (1 -  b2)C. (16) 
Since (1 -bE)  1/2 =IX±I: /= 0 by agreement, we then obtain from (13), 
(15) the values 
py = bzS - b~byC, Pz = -byS  - bxbzC, (17) 
provided b~ v a 0. If  b X = 0, Eqs. (17) are seen to hold directly from the full 
product (12). 
F rom (9a), (7), (16), (17), we find that 
3X:  XII + 3X±= (b2, bxbv, bxbz)~ + (Px, Py, Pz)~ 
=(C2I_ 2 t t , b~C, bzS + bxbyC, -byS  + bxbzC )~, 
which verifies the first column of D. 
COROLLARY 1. Let ( ax, ay, az) be the ~coordinates ofa given unit vector 
xt'. Then a rotation 3 which takes X into xt" is defined by 3~ = ~D, where 
(a)  D = 
(b) D = 
a x --ay 
1 -- (a~/A)  ay 
a z --ayaz//A 
_ ,  
0 -1  , 
0 0 
--ayaz/A , 
1-(a:/a) 
A = 1 + a,: =/: 0, (18) 
A=l+ax=0.  
Proof I f  a x= 1, then , I ,=X,  and D=I  in (a). I f  ax= --1, then 
't' = - X, and the D in (b) defines a rotation about Z which takes X into 'I,. 
Otherwise ,I, v a _+X, X and ,t' determine a plane, and a right-handed 
rotation 3, through an angle 0 on (0 °, 180 °) with C = cos 0 = X-  "I" = G,  
about its normal  xi" = (X× q~)/S = (0, -a  z, ay)/S, S = sin0 = (1 - 
a2xl/2 x) > 0, will have 3X = "I' as required (Fig. 25). The matrix D in (a) 
results f rom that of Theorem 2 upon making these substitutions. 
¥ 
/ x 
z 
FIG. 25. A rotation taking X into 't'. 
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COROLLARY 2. I f  ~I' = (a~, ay, az) ~ is a given unit vector then the 
rotation 81 defined by 81~ = gD 1 where 
.z l 
ayaz/A , 
(a2 /A  ) -- 1 
A= 1 +axv~0,  (19) 
A=l+ax=O , 
a x ay 
D I= ay (a2 /A) - - I  
a~ aya JA  [_1o 
/)1 = 0 1 , 
0 0 -- 
also takes X into "I', and moreover D ~ = D. 
I f  8* is the rotation about Xthrough 180 °, defined by 8*d~ = d~D*, Proof 
where 
D* = -1  
0 - 
and 8 is the rotation of Corollary 1, then 88"g  = 6gD*  = gDD* = (~D 1 = 
8~g. Hence 8~ is the rotation 8* followed by 8. 
It is sometimes convenient to make a rotation which not only takes X into 
a specified vector ,I,, but also has the property that a second given vector qq 
lies in the new 8X, 8Y plane. For this we have 
THEOREM 3. Let ql = (ax, ay, a~)a, q'l = (alx, aly, al~)a be given unit 
vectors, and define 
C = cos  ~1 = ~ " xI'tl, 0°  -< ~Pl -< 180°, and 
S = s in~ 1 = (1 - C2)1 /2 -  > 0. 
Then we obtain a rotation 82, defined by 82(~ = ~D2, such that (a) 82 X = xtt, 
and (b) qt t lies in the "upper ha l f "  of the 82X , 82Y plane , with 82(2-coordi- 
nates ( C, S, 0), provided we take D 2 as the D of Corollary 1 in the trivial case 
"t' 1 = --q~, and otherwise set [ax bx ] Cx 
D 2 : ay by Cy , 
a z b~ c z 
b x = (a,x -- axC) /S  ' 
by=(a ,y -ayC) /S ,  
b z = (atz - azC) /S ,  
C x = (aya lz  -- aza lv ) /S ,  
Cy = (aza lx  - axa lz ) /S  , 
c z = (axa ly  -- aya lx ) /S .  
where 
(20) 
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Y 
S2V 
. f  J \ \  
"X 
FIG. 26. Rotation into a plane. 
Proof The matrix D 2 is completely determined in the nontrivial case by 
the conditions 
62X= "I', 62Z = ,I" × ,I,1/S , d2Y = 62Z × 82X (Fig. 26). 
The first condition gives the first column of D 2, the second gives the third 
column, and the third condition then gives the second column, using the 
2+ 2+ 2 1, and + + =C.  relations ax ay az = axalx ayaly azalz 
COROLLARY 3. Let xt" = (a~, ay, az)e, ~t = (alx, aly, alz)~ be per- 
pendicular unit vectors. Then the rotation 82, defined by 82~ = ~D2, where 
ax a lx  ayalz -- azaly 
= ay a~al~ (21) 0 2 aly -- axalz 
az alz axaly -- ayalx 
is a rotation such that 82X = xp and ~2 Y -- 4[ 1. 
Proof. Set C = 0, S = 1 in Theorem 3. 
APPENDIX ]I:  A STANDARD DEVICE FOR SCATTERING 
Suppose a basic direction 1~, = (ax, ay, az) ~ is given relative to axes 6~ in a 
frame Z, and a second direction q'~, in a "nonpolarized" distribution about 
• I,, is to be chosen by sampling. This means, in effect, that the latitude angle 
0, 0 ° _< 0 _< 180 °, which 't'~ makes with 'I" may be drawn from a given 
distribution, and that a second longitudinal angle ~, uniformly distributed 
on [0 °, 360°), and measured from any plane through ,t', may be used to 
locate ,I~ on the cone of angular opening 0 with axis ,I, (Figure 27). Since the 
auxiliary direction 
= (cos 0, sin 0 cos 4~, sin 0 sin q~) 
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J 
Z 
/ 
8X:~ 
FIG. 27. A standard evice. 
is distributed about X as 't' i should be about xI', it is clear that ~I" i may be 
chosen as the vector 'I'i = 8f~, where 6 is any rotation which takes X into "I'. 
The explicit rotation 6 of Appendix I, Corollary 1, based on the ~coordi-  
nates of "I', and having the matrix given there as D, will serve this purpose, 
and the ~coordinates of q'~ are given by 
(~i)~ = O(~)~, (1) 
as indicated in Theorem l(a) of the same Appendix. 
The given basic direction ,I, frequently coincides with X, and may always 
be so chosen in case of isotropic scattering. In the latter case, cos 0 is 
equi-distributed on [ -  1, 1], and one simply sets 
(xt'i) a = (a )e .  (2) 
APPENDIX III: A GENERAL LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION 
Let X '= ~,+1 be an "event space" of vectors ~' = X~ , where X' is a 
"position" in ~"  and ~-' E ~1. A Lorentz transformation (L.T.) means here 
any non-singular linear transformation ( + 1 order matrix) 
of Y/with the property 
(g) IIX'[I =1~"1 for ~ '= implies [IXl[ =1 1 for the corresponding 
X ]I. 0 andP__  = = T~'. Defining the symmetric matrices Q = 0 ~ -1  
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T~QT = [pq] ,  we have the relations 
iiX, ll2 _ ~.,2 __-- Z~xff2 _ ~.,2 _-- ~,,Q(,, 
ilXll 2 _ T2 ~ '~,TX 2 _ T2 ~ ~,O~ = (T~, )~Q(T~,)  = ~,Tp~,. 
Hence (L) may be expressed in the form 
(L') ~'*Q~' = 0 implies ~"P~'  = 0, where P = T 'QT.  
THEOREM 1. I f  T is a L .T. ,  then 
T~QT = qQ 
and 
Z'~x~ - "r 2 = q( 2~'~x; 2 - "c '2 ), 
where 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
q = d 2 - 118112 =~0. (5) 
Conversely i f  T is a matr ix  such that T 'QT  = qQ with q --/= O, then T is a L .T .  
Proof  Let 6 i be a posit ion vector with i th component  1, all others 0. 
Since X'  = -+di, ~'' = 1, and X '  = 36 i + 48j, ~-' = 5 all satisfy ( "Q( '  
E~x;2_  ~.,2= 0, it follows f rom (L') that ( "P ( '  = 0, and computat ion  
shows that 
Pi, n+l = 0,  Pig = - -P , ,+ l , ,~+l ,  i = 1 . . . .  ,n ,  and Pi j  = O, 
i ~ j ,  i, j = 1 . . . . .  n. 
Hence P -- T~QT = -p ,+ 1, ~+ 1Q = qQ, where q @ 0 since det T v e 0. F rom 
P = qQ and (1), (2), identity (4) follows, and the value of q in (5) is 
obta ined f rom (4) by substituting X '  = 0, ,r' = 1 and X = A0 + B - 1 = B, 
"r = C~0 + d • 1 = d. Conversely, T~QT = qQ, q v ~ 0 implies (4) and (L) is 
a consequence. 
COROLLARY 1. The set of  all L .T . ' s  is a group. 
Proof  This follows formal ly f rom the N. & S. condit ion T~QT = qQ, 
q:~0.  
COROLLARY 2. The matr ix  T is a L .T .  i f f  
A~A -- CC  ~ = q I , ,  (6) 
A~B = dC (7) 
where 
q = d 2 - [I B II 2 4: 0. (8) 
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Proof The result follows from Theorem 1 by block multipl ication. 
COROLLARY 3. T is a L.T.  i ff  it is of form 
T=dT 1 =--d C'~ , de :O,  
where 
and 
ATA t - C ,C ;  = q , l . ,  (9) 
ArlB1 = C1, (10) 
ql = 1 -- 1[ B 111 2 ~ 0. (11) 
Proof Suppose d= 0 in the L .T .T .  Let X' be a nonzero vector 
(existence obvious) such that C~X ' = 0, and define ~-' = II X'II. Then II X'll 
= ] ' r ' l  , so we must also have 
I IAX' + B~"II = IlXll =l l=l cTx '  + d 'l= o. 
But a nonsingular matrix T cannot take a nonzero vector into a zero 
vector X .  The rest is clear from Corol lary 2. 
COROLLARY 4. I f  T is a L.T.  as in Corollary 3, then B 1 = 0 iff C 1 = O. In 
such a case, ql = 1, and T is of form 
0 ' 
where R 'R  = I n, i.e., R is a "rotation." 
Proof If B 1 = 0 then C 1 = 0 by (10). If  C 1 = 0, then A~A 1 = qlln, 
qi =~ 0 by (9) and (11); hence a 1 is nonsingular and B l = 0 by (10). If 
B 1 = 0 = C 1, then ql = 1 by (11) and A 1 is rotat ion by (9). 
DEF IN IT ION.  A rotat ion here means any matrix such that R'R  = I. A 
"space rotat ion" means any matr ix of form 
The set S* of all such S is a group, and for S E S*, one has S-1 = s'r and 
detS  = -+1. 
COROLLARY 5. The set of all matrices of form dS, d 4 = O, S E S*, is a 
group, consisting of precisely those L.T. 's  with B = C = 0. 
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Proof. This is a consequence of Corollary 4 and Corollary 3. 
Having characterized the set of all L.T.'s in Corollary 3 and the subset of 
Corollary 5, we turn to the nontrivial case B 4: 0, C =/= 0. Suppose then that 
T is a L.T. as in Corollary 3, with 
II B111 = b0 > 0, 
and consider the equation 
0 • 11[c~ 1 t0"  
where S~, S '  are space rotations. 
Let RI, R' be rotations uch that 
R1B 1 = bo~ 1 and 
Then T 2 = S1T1S" is a L.T. of form 
T 2 = C0~i 
which by Corollary 3 satisfies 
By (13) A 2 has the form 
IIC~11 : Co > 0, 
= C'(R '~ 1 =-- T2' 
R'C  1 = c081. 
bo61 ]
1 ' 
- co6 l~ 1 = q l I . ,  A,2A 2 2 , (12) 
A~2~l = (co /bo)~, ,  (13) 
q ,= l -b02v  ~0. (14) 
__[c0/s0 
A2 [ C2 D~ ' 
where D 2 is square of order n - 1. From (12), (14) we conclude that in A 2, 
(co /bo)  2 + C~C 2 - C2o = q~ = 1 - bg 4: O, (15) 
D;C 2 = 0", (16) 
D~D 2 = q , I . _ , .  (17) 
Since q~ 4: 0, we see from the main diagonal of (17) that qt = I - bo 2> 0. 
Defining 
70=(1- -b~) - l /2=q~ 1/z 
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we see from (17) that 70D2 is a rotation R._I of ~L" 1. 
yoD2 = Rn_ 1 
from (16) that C 2 = O, and from (15) that c o = b o. Collecting these results, 
we see that 
where 
T = dT l, 
[ A2 b0~l ]
T2 = SLT1S'" = bo3~t 1 ' 
A2 = 31o IRn-1 " 
Finally, defining the space rotations 
S 2 = where R2 = r 
' Rn_l 
and S = $2S ~, a straightforward block multiplication shows that 
[ R2A2 b°31 ] 
ST1srr = S2(SITISt'r) = $2T2 = b03" ~ 1 ' 
where 
Hence 
THEOREM 2. 
1 0" ] 
R2A2= 0 "yo l ln_ l  " 
[,o ,o O 1STI s'r = To 1 0 In-- 1 ~ TO 1Lo- 
)'o bo O" 7o J 
Every Lorentz transformation 
can be written in the form 
r = (d /yo)S%S' ,  
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where S, S' are space rotations, and 
~o O" Voflo ] 
Lo= 0 I . _ j  0 1, 
/ 
Toflo 0 ~ "~o J 
flo = l IB/d[12< 1, Yo = (1 -  f i2)-1/2 > 1. Moreover, in Theorem 1, q= 
d2/-~ 2. 
COROLLARY 6. Given a L.T. ~ = T~' relative to coordinates ~, ~', the 
transformation relative to "standard coordnates" ~ = St, ~' = S'~' has the 
form 
= 
Note 1. The Gram-Schmidt  process affords a construction of a rotation 
R which takes 81 into a given unit vector qq. Since xt' l v ~ 0, we may suppose 
its i-th component ai v ~ 0. The set of n vectors comprised of '~  and all 8j 
with j v ~ i is linearly independent. The orthonormalization algorithm pro- 
duces from these an orthonormal set 
R = [,I,,, %, . . . ,q ' , ]  
of column vectors. Regarded as a matrix R we have 
R~R = I. and R61 = xlr I . 
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TABLE I 
Some Phyiscal Constants 
c 
h 
q 
m(~) 
e(e) 
;~c(E) 
r(e) 
h 
ao 
No 
/¢ 
R 
ff 
2.9979 × 101° 
6.6262 × 10 -27 
4.8033 × 10-1° 
9.1096 X 10 -2s 
0.51100 
0.024263 × 10 - s  
2.8179 × 10 -13 
1.0546 × 10 _27 
0.52918 X 10 - s  
9.2741 X 10 -21 
6.0222 × 1023 
1.3806 X 10 -16 
8.3143 × 107 
5.6696 X 10 -5 
cm sec -  I 
erg sec 
esu chg 
gm 
MeV 
cm 
cm 
erg sec 
cm 
erg/gauss 
erg/(°K) 
erg/(°K) 
erg/cm 2sec 
(°K) 4 
Units 
speed limit 
Planck's constant 
charge quantum 
e rest mass 
e rest energy m (e) c 2/( q 1014/c) 
e Compton wavelength h/m (~) c 
e radius q2/m(e)c2 
unit ang. morn. h/2~r 
1st Bohr rad. h2/m(e)q 2 
Bohr magneton qh /2 m (5) c 
Avogadro's no. (12 C) 
Boltzmann constant 
Gas constant gN o (12C) 
Stefan-Boltzmarm constant 
(2/15) trSc(hc)-3x 4 
f 
A 
Y 
LY 
Hz 
MHz 
eV 
C 
V 
J 
10-13 cm 
10 -s  cm 
3.16 X 107 sec 
9.46 × 1017 cm 
1 sec-  1 
10 6 I-/z 
1.6022 × 10 -12 erg 
c/lO esu 
108/c volt 
107 erg 
(fermi) 
(Angstrom) 
(year) 
(cY = light year) 
(Hertz) 
(Mega-Hertz) 
(q 108/c) 
(Coulomb) 
(Volt) 
(Joule) 
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TABLE II 
Some Astronomical Constants 
G 
g 
H 
S 
T 
/ 
~o  
Ro 
¢o 
To 
Mc 
no 
Y 
LY 
AU 
pc 
Mpc 
q'0 
cal 
6.670 X 10 -8 cm 3 gm -1 sec -2 
980.665 cm/sec 2
3.24 × 10 -18 sec -1, 100(km/sec)/Mpc 
0.978 X 10 ~° LY, 3000 Mpc 
0.978 × 101°Y 
1_99 ca l /min cm 2, 1.388 × 106 erg/sec m 2 
3.9 X 1033 erg/sec 
1.989 X 1033 gm 
6.96 X 10 l° cm 
6.41 × 10 I° erg/sec m 2 
5800°K 
4 X 1043 erg/sec ~ 101° ~o 
-20 .3  
10-75 cm-3 
0.316 X 108 sec 
0.946 × 1018 crn 
1.496 X 1013 cm 
3.086 X 10 TM cm, 3.262 LY 
10 6 pc 
2.4 × 10 44 erg/sec(Mpc) 2 
4.185 × 107 erg 
gravitation constant 
earth gravity constant GMe/r 2 
Hubble's constant 
"radius of universe" c/H 
time ago of "bang" 1/H 
sun's flux at earth 
sun's luminosity 4~r (AU)2f 
sun's mass 
sun's radius 
sun's surface fluxf(AU/R~ )2
sun's surface temp. Co = °T4 
av, galaxy luminosity 
av. galaxy abs. magnitude 
no. galaxies/cm 3 
year 
light year = cY 
astron, unit = radius earth orbit 
AU/(1//3600)(~r/180), parsec 
Megaparsec 
Standard flux 
calorie 
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TABLE III 
Some "Fundamental" Particles 
Typica l  Mean 
e(MeV) Part icle decay  life (sec) 
Hyperons  1321.3 - -  - -+ - - -  ~ A ° + ~r 1.66 × 10 - l °  
1314.7 ~o Eo E ° --, A ° + ~r ° 3.0 × 10 - l °  
1197.37 E -  E -  E -  ~ n o + ~r 1.5 × 10 - I °  
1192.51 Eo y o 3,0 ~ A o + 7 10-14 
1189.42 Z + ~ E + ~ n o + ~r + 0.8 × 10 - l °  
1115_6 A ° A ° A ° ~p+ +~r-  2.5 X 10 lo 
Baryons  
| 
J=~ 
m 
Nucleons  939.553 n o n o n o ~p+ +e +~E 932 
938.259 p+ p-  
Mesons  497.79 ~o xo x ° ~ ~r- +~r* 0.86 × 10 lo 
J = 0 493.84 x + ~-  x -  ~/~ + i,~ 1.2 × 10 -8  
139.576 ~r ~r + ~r - -~/ l  + u~ 2.6 × 10 -8  
134.972 ~r ° qr ° ~ " /+ y 0.84 X 10 -16 
Leptons  Muon 105.669 /~- ~+ /~- ~ e -  +~E + ~,~, 2.2 × 10 -6  
fami ly  
J=-~ o. ,,. ,;,. oo 
Electron 0.511 e - E + oo 
fami ly  
O. l,~ .~ 
Pho ton 0. 7 oo 
J= l  
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TABLE IV 
Some Neutral Atom Rest Masses 
Elt. A AMU Half life 
Z 
n o 1/0 1.0086654 12.8 m (e - )  
H 1/1 1.00782522 
2/1 2.0141022 
3/1 3.0160494 12.26 Y (E-)  
He 3/2 3.0160299 
4/2 4.0026036 
Li 7/3 7.016005 
Be 7/4  7.016931 53.6 d (e-  cap) 
9 /4  9.012186 
10/4 10.013535 2.5 x 106 Y (E-)  
B 11/5 11.0093051 
C 11/6 11.011433 20.4m(e +) 
12/6 12 
13,/6 13.003354 
14/6 14.0032419 5720 Y (e - )  
N 14/7 14.0030744 
O 16/8 15.9949149 
17/8 16.999133 
F 18/9 18.000950 110 m (e + ) 
AI 27/13 26.981535 
P 30/15 29.97832 2.5 m (e + ) 
U 235/92 235.04393 7.13 X 108 Y (~) 
236/92 236.04573 2.4 × 107 Y (a) 
12C scale 1 AMU = 931.481 MeV 
TABLE V 
Some Formulas 
fo ot~ fo ~ 2 1. I'(~) = x~- Ie -Xdx=2 xa~-le -x  dx, g>0,  
F(½) = ~/~r, F(n + 1) = nF(n), n > 0, 
F(n + 1) = n!, n - 0, 1,2 . . . . .  0!---- 1. 
2. ~(~)z  ~ l /rn ~, ~> 1. 
m=l  
~'(2) = ~r2/6, ~(3) = 1.2021, ~(4) = ~r4/90. 
3. A - B= axb~ + a.vl~v + azb ~, 
IA l=(A .A) l /2 - (a~+a.~+a2)  1/2, cos (A ,B)=A-B/ IA  I . IB I .  
("x av az ) 
4, A × B = b~ by b~ = [ayb~ - a~l~v, -(a~b~ - azb~), a~by - %b~], 
I A × B I - IA  I 1 B I sin(A, B) = I A II B I (1 - cos2(A, B)) '/=. 
5. A .  (B × C) = C- (A  × B) = B. (CXA) .  
6. A X (B × C) = - - (A  . B )C  + (A ' C)B.  
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